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Puppet get current timestamp swift

When we convert the UTC timestamp (2017-11-06 20:15:33 -08:00) to a date object, the time zone is zero to GMT. When calculating time intervals, this is not a problem, but it may be the rendering time in the user interface. I support the RFC3339 format (2017-11-06T20:15:33-08:00) for its versatility. The date format of Swift is yyyy-MM-
dd'T'HH:mm:ssXXXXX but RFC3339 allows us to take advantage of ISO8601DateFormatter: func getDateFromUTC (RFC3339: String) -&gt; Date? { Allow Formater = ISO8601DateFormatter() Return Formater.date(From: RFC3339) } RFC3339 also makes time zone extraction simple: func getTimeZoneFromUTC (RFC3339: String) -&gt;
TimeZone? { switch RFC3339.suffix(6) { case +05:30: return TimeZone(identifier: Asia/Kolkata) case +05:45: Return TimeZone(identifier: Asia/Kathmandu) default: return zero } } There are 37 or so other time zones for which we should consider, and you have to determine which ones because there is no final list. Some standards count
fewer time zones, a little more. Most time zones break an hour, some half an hour, some 0:45, some 0:15. We can combine two methods above into something like this: func getFormattedDateFromUTC (RFC3339: String) -&gt; String? { guard let date = getDateFromUTC(RFC3339: RFC3339), let timeZone =
getTimeZoneFromUTC(RFC3339: RFC3339) else { return nil } let formatter = DateFormatter() formatter.dateFormat = h:mma EEE, MMM d yyyy formatter.amSymbol = AM formatter.pmSymbol = PM formatter.timeZone =timeZone // save local time zone return formater.string(from: date) } And so the line 2018-11-06T17:00:00+05:45,
which is 5:00 somewhere in Kathmandu, will print at 5:00 tue, November 6 2018, showing local time, regardless of where the machine is located. As aside, I recommend storing dates as lines remotely (including firestore, which has a native date object) because I think remote data should agnostic create as little friction between servers
and clients as possible. I want to get the current time stamp as follows: 63611076775716756 However, when I do: NSDate().timeIntervalSince1970 It returns the value as follows: 1475491615.71278 How do I access the current time stamps in the desired format? I check the dates from here: DEFAULT_FORMATS_WO_TZ = ['FT%T.L',
'%FT%T', '%F'] DEFAULT_FORMATS = ['%FT%T.%L %Z', '%FT%T %Z', '%F %Z'] + DEFAULT_FORMATS_WO_TZ CURRENT_TIMEZONE = 'current'.freeze'.KEY_TIMEZONE ='timezone'.freeze LabelProvider:A, LabelProvider::AN, LabelProvider::SKIPPED_CHARACTERS, LabelProvider::VOWELS instance summary attributes
inherited from timedata #nsecs class method summary compression instance method collapse methods inherited from TimeData #, #initialize, #label, #to_c, #to_f, #to_i, #to_int, #to_r methods, include the #a_an of LabelProvider, #a_an_uc, #article, #combine_strings, #label, #plural_s, #the, #the_uc This class inherits constructors from
Puppet::P ops::Time::TimeData 96 96 97 98 99 # File 95 def self. (format) if format =~ /[^%]%[zZ]/ Raise ArgumentError, Using timezone tag format specification is mutually exclusive to provide a clear time zone argument at the end this method is part of a private API. If possible, you should avoid using this method, as it can be removed
or replaced in the future. Converts a time zone that you can parse in strptime using %z to -HH:MM or +HH:MM 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 # File lib/puppet/pops/time/timestamp.rb, string 15 def self.convert_timezone(tz) if tz =~ /\A[+-]\d\d\d\z/ tz else offset = utc_offset(tz) / 60 if offset &lt; Offset 0 = offset.abs sprintf('-
%2.2d:%2.2d', offset /60, offset %60), otherwise sprintf('+%2.2d:%2.2d', offset / 60, offset %60) end of formats ruby time object using given time zones 46 47 48 49 50 51 # File lib/puppet/pops/time/timestamp.rb, string 46 def self.format_time(format, time, time zone), unless timezone.nil? || timezone.empty? time
=time.localtime(convert_timezone(timezone)) end time.strftime(format) end 61 62 63 # File lib /puppet/pops/time/timestamp.rb, line 61 def self.from_hash(args_hash) parse(args_hash[KEY_STRING], args_hash[KEY_FORMAT], args_hash[KEY_TIMEZONE]) end 57 58 59 # File lib/puppet/pops/time/timestamp.rb, line 57 def
self.from_time(t) new(t.tv_sec * NSECS_PER_SEC + t.tv_nsec) end 53 54 55 # File lib/puppet/pops/time/timestamp.rb, line 53 def self.now from_time(::Time.now) end 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 # File lib/puppet/pops/time/timestamp.rb, line 65 def self.parse(art, format = :d,
time zone = zero) has_timezone = ! (timezone.nil? || timezone.empty? || timezone == :d efault) if format.nil? || format == :d efault format = has_timezone ? DEFAULT_FORMATS_WO_TZ: DEFAULT_FORMATS end analysed = zero if format.is_a? (Array) format.each do |fmt| (fmt) if has_timezone starts analyzing =DateTime.strptime(str,
fmt) break rescue ArgumentError end raise ArgumentError, Could not parse '#{str}' using any of the formats #{format.join(', ')}' if analyzed.nil? elsewhere (format) if has_timezone begins analyzing =DateTime.strptime(art, format) rescue ArgumentError to raise ArgumentError, Failed to parse '#{str}' using the format '#{format}' end
parsed_time =parsed.to_time parsed_time -= utc_offset(timezone) if has_timezone from_time(parsed_time) end This method is part of a private API. If possible, you should avoid using this method, as it can be removed or replaced in the future. Returns the zone shift from utc to the specified time zone 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 # File
lib/puppet/pops/time/timestamp.rb, line 34 def self.utc_offset(timezone) if CURRENT_TIMEZONE.timecmp(timezone) == 0 ::Time.now.utc_offset else hash = DateTime._strptime '%z') offset = hash.zero? ? zero: hash[:offset] raise ArgumentError, Invalid time zone '#{timezone}' if offset.nil? end of displacement 109 110 111 112 113 114
115 116 117 118 # File lib/puppet/pops/time/timestamp.rb, line 109 109 +(o) case and some Timespan Timestamp.new(@nsecs + o.nsecs) when integers, Float Timestamp.new(@nsecs + (o*NSECS_PER_SEC).to_i) further increase ArgumentError, #{a_an_uc(o)} cannot be added to the timestamp end 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127
128 129 130 131 132 133 # File 'lib/puppet/pops/time/timestamp.rb', line 120 def -(o) case and some Timestamp Timespan.new(@nsecs - o.nsecs), when Timespan Timestamp.new(@nsecs - o.nsecs) when integer, Float Timestamp.new(@nsecs - (o *NSECS_PER_SEC).to_i) further increase ArgumentError, #{a_an_uc(o)} cannot be
subtracted from the end of the time stamp 135 136 137 # File 'lib/puppet/pops/time/timestamp.rb', line 135 def format(format, timezone = nil) self.class.format_time(format, to_time, timezone) end 139 140 141 # File lib/puppet/pops/time/timestamp.rb , line 139 def to_s format(DEFAULT_FORMATS[0]) end 143 144 145 # File
'lib/puppet/pops/time/timestamp.rb', line 143 def to_time ::Time.at(to_r).utc end Taylor Swift: Every song is chronological in chronological orderHere is a chronological time zone where each song has occurred. Most of it is evidence-based... some of them call for a conclusion. Literal timeline. Built from receipts from many kaylor blogs. So
many receipts and empathy and relate now are all so much clearer and homegirl is strong. and human. And super smart lolI also made a spotify playlist and youtube playlist that includes unreleased songs to accompanyMy tumblr: acoolchickouthere13Included tumblr links to help complete this project like taytaysbeard! An interesting
youtube channel to watch gaylor theories that I'm also pulled from help is shetubes! All taylor old Twitter posts, old Instagram posts and old tumblr helped! Other sites have also been used in research: - provides great dates, but there are heteronormative so there are still some findings here on YouTube linking more images here and my
feed discussing the timeline suy'all every Thursday here's a Spotify link just for songs: Here's my Instagram link: Here's my Tumblr link: DISCLAIMER: EARLY CHILDHOOD/HIGH SCHOOL AND FIRST ALBUM SONGS ARE PURELY SPECULATION AND MOSTLY UNSUPPORTED BY EVIDENCE, BUT STILL JUST FUN TO PLAY.
HOWEVER, THE BUSINESS SIDE IS EVIDENCE-BASED. MORE SERIOUSLY TAGGED SONGS ON THE TIMELINE ARE FROM THE LATEST 5 ALBUMS (RED-FOLKLORE)MY PERSONAL OPINION IS I THINK, that her first song written (unreleased) was about her parents' marital problems, her dad's experience with cancer, and
her being outcast and finding her way into music...:P ersi moved from childhood Xmas tree farm to reading suburbs wyssoming when she was like 9 (1999) 78 Grand View Blvd (rented property)-balcony (love story) -stairs horse, sparks fly) -river for &gt;&gt; near the water? (my)-grew up with about 5 years (up to 14)Growing up on Sam
Hill avenueMama makes his cookies and dad's justThe greatest living hero, that ever wasNothing world may ever destroymawatch american boy hope (American boy) December 13, 1999 = 10 yearsDecember 13, 2000 = 11 year old Ronnie [a computer repair man who taught Taylor guitar] sets computers as well, but is also a respected
local musician. That official story about computer technology? Ronnie saw Taylor tell us about many TV shows, and wanted to hear what he said is a full version: The first time I heard about Taylor, my brother had a theater company. They would party after the show, and they would do karaoke. My mother will be present in these. Ronnie
continues: With Taylor I met face-to-face only in 2002. I had a shop in Leesport. It was a computer store, and there I had my own little studio. My brother brought Taylor and her mom and her brother over and introduced me, and said, Would you be interested in recording the demo? It was a couple of cover songs. I recorded a demo for
her. It wasn't a great demonstration, but it was a demo.'March 2001 (11) spring break the first trip to Nashville-took demo record labelsDecember 13, 2001 = 12 yearsSummer 2002Summer 2002 was already 3 summers ago when Tim Mcgraw was writtenAfter I demo, I turned again my brother, and Andrea Swift Would I be interested in
giving guitar lessons to Taylor? We're trying to teach her to play country music. I said, I don't know if I can teach country music. I don't know the first thing about country music. I know rock music. But in the end we got together. Once they went to my place, but from there we met at her house in Wyomissing. And from there, Ronnie says,
they continue to work, two evenings a week, $32 per hour. So, it was never too fix your computer? Honestly, it was probably months before I even looked at the computer for them, Ronnie says. I did computer work for them, but the computer work eventually came when I started doing guitar work. He went from teaching his guitar, teaching
her how to structure songs. he worked with her six hours a week, it was basically Tuesdays and Thursdays from 5 to 8. We started with G, D, E, A, he says. Where she had trouble being harder chords, F and B.S. F are really her fingers, so I would teach her things like OK if you want to play song F, play it D and put a capo on the third
capo. So you'll notice when she plays, she still moves that capo around a lot. Initially, progress was slow. The first couple of months, I thought it was a joke, Ronnie says. I thought there's a bunch of rich people...'But Taylor kept on it, and they started working with Ableton Live, a computer program useful for songwriting and recording. I
said, 'Here's your choir. Here's your poem. Move them around, and see what you have. You can write one line, one choir, then you have a song. Song. just clicked on her, and made sense. They didn't have a good relationship with mother and father, Ronnie says. (Scott) used to tell me... I have a wife who doesn't love me. I try to help my
daughter and do all the right things, and my wife could care less. So it was a strange dynamic. Her brother Austin, who at the time was a little chubby - he didn't do that now - he wanted Taco Bell, remembers Ronnie. Taylor said: I want Taco Bell, too. And her mother went out and got a taco bell, but just gave it to Austin because she said,
No one wants to see a fat pop star. She said that to Taylor. So Taylor had to eat salad. During this time, Ronnie also tried to help build the site for Taylor, but says that Andrea Swift has made that job difficult. This was ultimately what led me in part ways with Andrea because she was like a bull in a Chinese shop, he says. If you didn't drop
what you were doing to work on what Taylor wanted, she would lose her mind. Swift has repeatedly told a story that goes like this (since 2009 on a promotional DVD):When I was about 12 it's a magical twist of fate (happened). I was doing my homework [when the tech setting on my computer] looked up and saw the guitar in the corner.
And he said, Are you playing guitar? I said, Oh, I tried, but . . He said, Do you want me to teach you a few chords? and I said, Uh, yes. YES!' I wouldn't have cared if I ever got a dime, Ronnie Cremer says, admitting that he got a platinum album and a $5,000 guitar from the Swifts, and was paid for all the work he did for the family. It just
would have been nice – it would have helped me if I had just gotten a little bit, Ronnie Cremer taught it. It would have been nice. That would have been a nice gesture. - August 2002 school begins (12th) (7th grade)Lucky You (Swift)The first song she ever wrote. It's about a girl who dares to be different. It was her demo CD, so I'm sure
she is available in PQ, or at least looks like one version. There are two versions both have been leaked for years, although one is probably more than the other. You can tell the difference because one sounds like it has more tools (I think one is a more popular version. Commonly known as p. Mig blend, although I think it mixes both
versions) and one of them is a little longer.-never say never (WANEGBT), a small town, headed to heaven&gt;fly/flying, it's the same(Ms. Americana doc says she is 13 when she wrote lucky you(12:48))American Boy (Swift) •* An early song featured in her demo cd, as well as her volume two CDs issued in 2003. He leaked years ago
along with his first demo CD. It's about a boy living an American dream. She even mentions a street similar to the one she actually lived on at the time. I don't know what it could be about honestly. I the theory that the first line is about her, and the second line is about the guy mandoline, and the third line is about her dad. External (fast)
read between the lines (spinning around) (sm: You're not alone) 2002-GAC 2006 doc says, that it was written when she was 12 years old, and the 2005 performance says that she wrote it at 12 and it was one of the first songs she ever wrote I Used to Fly (Swift) •* The acoustic song she wrote when she was 12 about how sad she would
get sometimes and remember how she used to fly when she was happy. Your face (swift) Crazier (fast/orrall) fly (a place in this world, just me when I'm with you, beautiful eyes), lost his eyes(white horse) believe (hey Stephen) spin me around (Spinnin' around)Spinning Around (Swift) (I have a full and clips)•* Tom two song that was
popular from his clip that aired on TV (her Journey to Fearless Special and her E special I think before that). She wrote it when she was 13 and made it live at least once (there is a clip of that too). I heard she actually won her school talent contest (Wyo idol) with him. It seems to me that someone she wants to be with has lied to their ex
and one she wants to be with wanting to give them another try to read between the lines(externally)Invisible (fast) miracle(I'd like to lie, cross my heart) brilliance (hey Stephen, jump then fall, you don't regret us), all we can be (jump then fall)September 2002 performed the U.S. Tennis Open, caught dan dymtrow attention. Can I go with
you? -I think it's about the separation of your parents that's life (Swift) •* Written about how some things just happen that you can't explain, but it's life. Another acoustic song she wrote when she was 12 off her volume two CD, which is in circulation. Beautiful eyesIt's here guitar (Swift)written when she was 13 about buying a guitar. I think it
was probably her second because her first was a gift and a 6-string I guess, but she chose her first 12-string, which I think is the one she's referring to in this song, but I don't know she doesn't say it. It was displayed in volume two and is therefore acoustic and is in circulation. December 13, 2002 = 13 yearsJanuary 2003 = second
semester 7 class begins (13)January 19, 2003-Smokey Black Nights (Swift) •* It's about her time on the Jersey Shore as a child and she wrote it while on vacation there in the summer of 2002. There is a second version with an echo, but a lot of people just don't know about it or care because the difference from the original is so subtle.
Ms. Americana doc dates it to be written January 19.2003 (13:08)January 2003 met Dan- My Turn to Be Me (Swift) •*Written about being bullied in high school when she was 13. This acoustic song (all the songs in volume two were, although they were all recorded in the studio) featured in its volume demo CD. Write on the walls
(absolutely good heart)March 2003Kid in the crowd (Swift) ? Written about seeing Lee Ann Rhymes concert when she was 8. She said in 2005 (the day she signed her record deal because it was the day she was questioned on the issue of Searay's life magazine, which came out in 2006) that the idea behind it was that getting a big star
out there is a crowd kid who wants him big and become known as them. Some lyrics include I remember the child's eyes in the crowd who reduced me to size to realize crying out loud for every child on stage being a crowd kid and when a piece, they really finished, but that little girl that little girl was me. Nothing is really known about it,
except that it is out of circulation and very rare. I've never heard of it, and only know about two people who like them happen to own a copy of a very rare demo CD of this. I don't even think it was recorded, like most of her other songs. I only know about it because it was mentioned in this article (and now some lyrics because she talked
about it in one of her Lover Deluxe blog entries and confirmed that it was a song she was singing in one of those Speak now tour DVD clips too that I once thought might be someone else's love of you). She was 13 when she wrote it and said it was one of the first songs she ever wrote. March 25, 2003-acquired Dan as his first manager
and began recording his music. Same girl (swift) in the crazy world (just me when I'm with you)May 17, 2003 (Saturday)-New YorkMay 19, 2003 (Monday)-back-to-schoolSummer 2003 would have been 3 summers ago when Tim Mcgraw was writtenjune 5, 2003 (Thursday) -summer, Reading, PASummer 2003-Brittany spear summer
campWhen she was 13, her parents hired Steve Migliore to produce a CD demo for her and he was really impressed with her songwriting skills. The songs that the demo CD were songs she wrote herself differently from her cover song demo, that she hoped to be more impressed as she handed them to various labelsVolume one demo
CD released (13 years)June 19, 2003 (Thursday)-Nashville, TN. Place in this world (swift, Robert orrall, Angelo petraglia) (p:Nathan Chapman) (sm: Found it) original lyrics: got my pink t-shirt on&gt;&gt;got radio. My old blue jeans (what to wear, Tim McGraw) fly&gt;wings (crazier) fly (just for me, when I'm with you, beautiful eyes) mission
(blog to me)-in GAC Links doc it says that this song was written when it was written on June 13, 2003 (Tuesday) June 27, 2003 (Friday) NH concertSigned with RCA record development deal August 2003 (13)Summer 2003 (13) would be 3 summers ago when Tim McGraw was released -next [her?] all summer(Mary?) August 2003 (13)
(Grade 8)Cross My Heart (Swift) •Acoustic song she wrote when she was 13 about wanting a relationship with someone. miracle(I would like to lie, wants well (teardrops my guitar)Sometime in 2003 her dad is diagnosed with Cancer. According to her Lover's secret session about SYGB (x) Tennessee (Swift) •* Written when she was 13
about wanting to live in Tennessee. This is an acoustic song from her Tom two demo CD (from 2003), which is in circulation. Live For the Little Things (Swift) •*Written when she was 13 about life on the details of life, such as quiet winters and leaves that always fall. This is one of the songs of her Tom two demo CD, which was already in
circulation before most CDs leaked. Brand New World (Swift) •An acoustic song written when she was 13 about how she lives in a whole new world, because she lives only a day at a time and someday she's going to fly.&gt;&gt; (a place in this world) &gt;&gt;&gt;headed heaven (lucky you) Mandolin (Swift) •* Written about someone who
plays Mandolin at angelina's family bar and grill. Written when she was 13 and featured in her volume two demo CD from 2003. Bar tips (American boy) Angelina (Swift) •Acoustic, written about a girl who is very different from her and who might have been dating a guy she liked when she was 13 and still lived in
Pennsylvania.&gt;Stephen(hey Stephen), a little messFirefly (Swift/Harrington/Pierce) •* An old acoustic song written about firefly, or maybe the guy that she compares to the one She was 14 I think when she wrote because I found out it was actually put on a demo CD that year, which means it's probably possible to pq, but I still find that
his version of the .-strike match (sparks fly) brilliance (hey) Stephen) Hey Stephen? (fast) Stephen (Angelina) kiss in the rain (fearless, sparks fly), faith (crazier), magic (very good), you look like an angel (white horse) brilliance(Jump then fall, you're not sorry, ours) the way you say my name(sparks fly), beautiful tossing rocks at window
(love story, other side of the door) walking(YBWM)- was told that Swift wrote to Stephen Hey about his hidden feelings of Stephen Barker Liles' love theft, a country band that opened several shows for Swift and shared the same manager as soon as Taylor Swift's debut album, FEARLESS-grown with Mary about 5 years ago (before
14)Summer 2003 (13) would be 3 summers ago when Tim McGraw was released ,next [her?] all summer long Sugar (Swift) •* The song she wrote 13 about a couple who are very different but have a real-life love-type relationship because it's really sweet It's not her Tom two CD, acoustic (like all songs off the CD) and is in circulation.
Honey Baby (Swift) *A cute little acoustic song about her love of boyfriend and wants to date him when she was 13 years old. This is her volume two demo CD.-all I ever wanted (jump then fall) to walk and talk (YBWM) Volume 1 demo cdFor You (Swift) •Written about gratitude to someone who has always been there for her. Featured her
volume two demo CDs that she gave (with volume one I'm assuming) in the 2003.Volume 2 demo cddecember 13, 2003 = 14 Swift mentions that she wrote The novel, when she was 14, is named Girl Named Girl, and that her parents still have it. I ask her what she was talking about, assuming she laughs. But her memory of the plot is
incredibly detailed. (It's about a mother who wants a son, but instead has a girl.) herechristmas break 2003-Nashville? Side note: Emily Poe attended Belmont University in Nashville, Tennessee, to pursue her musical career at this time. What to wear (Swift) •*Written about preparing for the first dance, then the first date at 16, then moving
and moving to Paris. I think it's funny that she mentions wearing an Abercrombie T-shirt as she modeled them right around the time she wrote it (2003/2004) and I think even sang when she performed her launch party and probably even gave a demo cd she did with that song as well as others she performed there as Beautiful Eyes and I
Heart? about being featured in her picture from Abercrombie and Fitch's catalog on their.-angel face (hey Stephen, white horse) blue jeansDiary of Me (Swift/Brophy/J. Vassar) •* The studio song she wrote when she was probably about 13 is about herself and who she is as a person. If a guy is going to date her then they should know that
what they see is what they get. It's like an open book. You are the only one who gets me on a mission to rebel (place in this world) key (jump then fall) Being with my baby (Swift/Beavers) • * I think she was about 14 or 15 when she wrote that she may not even have had a boyfriend yet at the time, and she might not be about the actual
experience, maybe about her first boyfriend, but it's cute anyway. Beautiful eyes (quickly) fly (only me when I'm with you, Crazier, place in this world) beautiful eyes (teardrops on my guitar), let me love you (invisible) January 15, 2004A Place in this world touch ups and production probably done here (fast, Robert orrall, Angelo petraglia)
(p:Nathan Chapman) (sm: Found it) original lyrics: got my pink t-shirt on &gt;&gt;got my old blue jeans (what to wear, Tim McGraw) fly&gt;wings (crazier) fly (just me, when I'm with you, beautiful eyes) mission (blog for me) -in GAC Links doc it says that this song was written when she was 13 and I think it's true, but I don't know where to fit
it. I'm Only Me When I'm With You (swift, Robert orrall, Angelo petraglia) fly (place in this world, crazier, beautiful eyes), crazy (crazier)What do you say (Swift/Orrall/Petraglia) •* A song about loving someone who you like you too, but they're taking it really slowly and you just want to be like Hey, what do you say? It's a studio, very country
and in circulation. I have no idea what she wrote about but I'm sure it was written in 2004 because it was submitted to a demo CD that year with a place in this world, a perfectly good heart and I only get me when I'm with you. Second Semester at school (14) (8th grade)February 13, 2004 (Friday)Someone loves you, even if yes, someone
in there loves you somewhere. She because she was lonely because she felt like everyone else had something to celebrate valentine except herFeb. 14, 2004 (Saturday)-(I think Behind is a different song than Outside)Spring Break 2004April 5, 2004 Signed a contract with Dan that was agreed verbally back in March 2003 a year agoApril
20, 2004 (Tuesday): 8th grade talent show, sang Beautiful Eyes on 12 line from This Here Guitar... also met Liz Rose) Liz Rose worked as a songwriter at RCA Nashville and Taylor met her there. Never Mind (Swift/Rose) •The first song she ever wrote with Liz Rose when she was 14. It's about loving a guy, but never telling him fear he
won't feel the same way, and it will lose him as a friend thinking Bout You (Swift/Rose/Wright) • A piano demo written about being unable to act or even think of a shed when you have to crush someone. She can't walk or talk straight and she walks into chairs because all she can think of is for him. I think she was probably 14 or 15 when
she wrote, but I'm not quite sure what it's about. He's in circulation. Your eyes are sea color (blue) you don't see (YBWM) Mess (Angelina)You belong to me (fast, grown up) typical Tuesday night... history (forever and always) (paper notes such as farewell Emily's video) (sm: love is blind, so you couldn't see me)&gt;&gt;&gt;INVISIBLE?!
Teardrops my guitar?- (swift, rose) beautiful eyes we need to be (jump then fall), can't breathe (stay beautiful) in your picture (your picture) want a star (cross my heart) (sm: He never know) -supposedly about Drew Hardwicke, her first crush, what she liked but never dated a beautiful day (Swift) ? The song she wrote when she lived in
Pennsylvania, when she was probably 13 about her two friends who were dating. I learned about it from an article that said she was singing it in an old home video (I wrote it scans) and I thought it was so cute. It was also included on an old demo CD, including 15 other mostly unheard songs that were discovered in mid/late 2018, but
unfortunately the only two people I know about that copy of it (one is Bob Orrall, one of its early co-authors), don't want to sell it or share songs. I don't know anything more about it because it's not a song, but the fans have really heard it, but I hope that if it never leaked that this is one of the home movies we have it that has no audio or
that the video will at least be released for some TV special or something (I hope with sound) now that I know that is her singing video!- Are there still nice things? (Seven) Your everything (Swift) (only live version) •Written about someone's love and want to be anything they want, even if you can't be with them just to be a part of their lives.
April 2004 Abercrombie and Fitch Rising Stars campaign was secured premiere in the fall Along with a smile (fast, grown) (sm:You are loved)Summer 2004Maybelline compilation Cd was released w / externally on the outside It (June 2004) Annual vacation for Jersey: And then one summer, there was a shark that washed up on our dock.
That summer, I finally wrote an affair because I wouldn't play in the water. I locked up on the deck and wrote a book. She's staring at me, broadly. When I was 14. She laughs. For the shark! (x) Swift mentions that she wrote a non-autobiographical novel when she was 14 years old, named Girl, named Girl, and that her parents still have it. I
ask her what she was talking about, assuming she laughs. But her memory of the plot is incredibly detailed. (It's about a mother who wants a son, but instead has a girl.) x) ... Taylor Swift describes it in a Youtube Gifts interview (36:28): I would write different chapters of this book and send them back to my friends. And I would write them
in this book under different names, but fully describe their personalities (x)Me and Britney (Swift/Vaughn)Written about their best friend in Pennsylvania Britany Maack. He talks about her and her childhood friend Britany doing everything together before they went their separate ways after Britany moved in and how even after everything
they still remain friends and will always be even when they are old. In the song Britany, who moves to Memphis to be with a boy and become a movie star, not Taylor moves to Nashville to become a singer, but in real life Britany didn't move or wants to be known, so I think she made that story up especially considering she was probably
too young at the time to have escaped with a boy. Haha Also, she changed the spelling of her name (or at least think she did, but maybe we're just assuming that the song's title is written that way?) and I'm not really sure why it is, but obviously it's still about her because they were really close to growing up (she mentioned her thanks note
to her first album calling her first best friend) and her name is Britany. Since then they have reunited several times, and they are actually still friends and have recently been more likely to hang out than when she took her to the 2014 Grammy. I think it's the same situation with Abigail where they used to be close and although they haven't
seen each other as much anymore, they're still friends and they hang out with each other every once in a while. The clip from it aired on 60 Minutes, which showed her playing it in a Bluebird café where she got discovered in 2004 (although it's a Sony song and she didn't sign with them until 2005, but maybe she just never recorded it with
RCA that Sony got rights to it?), but she sounds so young that I think she could have written it a year ago (when she was 13), like maybe when she first planned to move to Nashville, but before she actually did. I know that used to stream off my site at some point because I found links to it in the web archives. They don't work though.
Summer shadeShe said she would be a movie star moved from the suburbs to Nashville when she was 14 (2004)-lakefront spear/summer stars summer camp 2004 (10 days camp)August school begins in 2004. (14) (9th grade)-September saw a month of tears and Thankin God that you weren't here to see me like that (Tim Mcgraw)In
October 2004 Dan contacted Scott borchetta for the first time to arrange to meet Taylor October 2004 Sony songwriter agreement is created, Made effective November 1, 2004 (signed on January 20, 2004), November 2, 2005) November 2, 2004-year-old Scott first drew hardwick crush November 2004 - Teardrops on my guitar?- (fast,
grown) the beautiful eyes we need to be (jump then fall), can't breathe (stay beautiful) in her picture (your picture) wants a star (cross my heart) (sm: He never knows) -supposedly about Drew Hardwicke, her first crush on what she liked, but never since November 5. 2004 (Friday) -Hendersonville, TNNovember 6 = Drew's birthdayWait For
Me (Swift) Song (which is a Sony song but is in circulation) about no more than a guy but love another guy and hope he'll wait for your .-writings on the wall(totally good heart), think of me (Tim McGraw), want, that I could touch (untouched)Got together with Drew Dunlap December 2004/early 2005Left RCA record development deal
14december 13, 2004 = 15 *1st pronounced bf Drew dunlap.* You take a deep breathAnd you go through the doorIt's the morning of your first dayYou say hello to your friends you haven't seen awhile[from camp?] Try and stay out of all wayIt's your freshman yearAnd you're going to be here for the next four years in this city hoping one of
those senior boysWill wink at you and say, You know I haven't seen you around before you sit in a classroom next to a red head named Abigail And soon enough you're best friends laughing at other girlsWho do they think they're so coolWe'll out of here as soon as we can (Fifteen) Hello Distraction (Swift/Warren Bros.)? Another Sony
song. It's in circulation and is about a guy who she really likes, who she's trying to deal with with her feelings at first, but then realizes that it's useless and it's a welcome distraction in her life that she wasn't looking for, but now embraces. Also, it's worth noting that I can say that it's about the same guy as under my head, you do and maybe



made up for you, which I think is her first boyfriend Drew.-your name next to mine (under my head)Under my head (fast) the travel name next to mine(Hello distraction)And then you're on your first dateAnd he's got a carAnd you's feeling like flyingAnd you're a mom waiting up And you think that he is aloneAnd you dance around the room
when the night endswhen night ends(fifteen) Til Brad Pitt Comes Along (Swift/Lindsey/Mayo) It's also a Sony song, but it's leaked in front of everyone else and is in circulation and no longer illegal on its own. It's about relationships with a guy she loves so much that it would be Brad leave it. Formed by you (swift/rose)Fall 2004-freshman
talent show supposedly performed our song Drew, by VH1 storytellers ... Our Our Rick Barker says this was the last song included in the album Xmas Break 2004Met Jordan Winter 2004 briefly? December 2004-met winter night(love to lose)Superman loved you from day one—-&gt;dear john sm: loved you from day one, brown eyesback
to school after Xmas break then the second half beginsjanary 2005- Gracie (Swift /Rose) •Acoustic song written about a little girl named Gracie Johnson, who has cancer. She met her on a plane in early 2005. Because of her and her family's privacy, it shouldn't be distributed online, but the good news is Gracie has been in remission for
years and is still alive today. She even kept in touch with Taylor at least during 2007 and she chatted with her at the beginning of her 18th birthday in a Beautiful Eyes music video. January 20, 2005- Signed Sony Song Contract created 3 months ago on October 21, 2004, 2005 NAMM Acoustic performance taylor guitars in Anaheim,
CAJanuary 26, 2005 met with Scott again tapped baseMarch 7, 2005 Scott/BMLG contract discussed by Summer 2005Summer 2005 Borchetta and Dymtrow launch collision (borchetta is portrayed as always sneaky)* supposedly almost from Jordan in the summer of 2005 * Superstar? (swift, rose) original lyrics: here I knew when I saw
my face on the TV screen in a crowded place, that beautiful smile would be one thing that would take me down... I know that you were born in Arkansas photo (teardrops on my guitar), smile (sparks fly), unless told by Crush's POV, or written about Stephen Barker lol (sm:I'll never tell what I was really thinking when I slammed the door)
Emily Gal made a quick way to finish the summer to summer 2005...because then, in her senior year, she auditioned to be violinist Emily Poe in her senior year, she auditioned to be a violin player for Taylor Swift. My cure (fast) brown eye (falling on you), falls on you (jump then fall)Tracks about you (fast/buxton/shaw) That's when
(Swift/Warren Bros.) Sony song that leaked into circulation. It's about a guy who won't commit to her and keeps kind of dangling her on the rope and she just keeps letting him get back into her life over and over again. Stupid boy (quick/rose)Jump then fall (fast) (sm: Last summer was magical)- shine (firefly, hey Stephen, you're not sorry),
We have to be together (teardrops my guitar), the key (blog for me) everything I want / honey (honey baby), don't be afraid to jump then fall to me--&gt; I was too scared to jump (Seven), freckles, long hair--&gt; your braids like a model (seven), summer (Seven)It's really going (fast/sanders) wanting airplanes we thought were stars (I
wanted to plane), letter (Tim McGraw) Tell Me -(Swift/Rose) • A song written about a guy breaking with her suddenly just when everything seemed perfect and why he wanted to tell him what he wanted from her. Both acoustic and studio are in circulation. It seems that it written in 2005.-people change change minds, stupid (don't hate me
to love you)Perfectly good heart (fast, Brett James, Trojan verges) had read the writing on the wall And realized that the distance in your eyes that I would be the one to fall off. No matter what you say, I still can't believe you would be walking. It doesn't make sense to me, but (wait for me)Acting like a boy (Swift/Rose) ?* It was also a
registered song registered as aching as a boy, but acting like a boy is the real name. All the information I have about this came from Steve (former owner of Dark Blue Tennessee), that is his description: Taylor launches this demo version in a unique way by indicating the title of the song. The boy Taylor was dating was sending his mixed
signals. He was playing a little game, running like he didn't care, and picking fights with it. Taylor's not going to talk about it forever. She's going to slip through her hands quickly and he's not going to be around her. This song has a very beautiful choir melody. Tell Me Why- (swift/rose) frustrated (as I loved you) (SM: Guess I was fooled by
your smile)Mean (swift) cold, how you)Forever and always (swift) (SM: If you play these games we're both going to lose)- it was Tuesday (you belong to me) silence that cuts me to the core (story for us) -added last minute album WRITTEN ALMOST but I put here in the context of the storyCold as you (swift /rose) (sm:Time to let go)
perfect day (tell me, why) I Wished On a Plane (Swift/Laird) •An acoustic song about thinking she had already accidentally wanted a plane thinking she was a star after a relationship she wasn't working on.-perfect love story, except ending with Thirteen Blocks (Swift/Carusoe)-holding on the way through the long BackFall On You (Swift)
•Acoustic song about a guy she kept falling back on and he kept falling back on her. She sounds about 15 in his.-brown eye (my cure) Better Off (Swift/Orrall) •A studio song about a willing hitherto guy that her friends disapproved of.-met on Sunday (rain song)Just south of knowing why (swift/orrall)Permanent Marker
(swift/hanson/brophy)July 12, 2005 dropped Dan Dymtrow as manageraugust school begins in 2005 (15) (10th grade)Look At You Like That (Swift/Rose) Acoustic song about a guy who broke up with her and tried to tell her not to look at it like this. I think it was written about her first boyfriend in 2005, but it's hard to say with her
unreleased songs because she doesn't talk about them or gives us secret messages to them and you never know when they might have been written, even though the largely unreleased songs she's heard are pieces by Taylor Swift or songs she wrote before 2002-2005. There are very few unreleased songs we've heard that were written
later than that (as seriously maybe two) and these are fearless pieces. To my knowledge, no fan has heard any cuts from any of her other albums, just heard of them. But even only approximate time interval when songs not released written (based on how old her voice sounds and when it was presented on a demo CD, if it's on one) helps
me figure out what they can be about as well as comparing them to other songs and knowing co-writers. The only drawback is that we never get any type of official approval like we do (almost because although she never says they have names we know who she is talking about how she describes the song) with her released songs.
Closest Cowboy (Swift/Vaughn) •The acoustic song about the cowboy she dated and how he broke her heart that now snap buttons on a denim shirt is the closest you'll see her cowboy. She was 14 when she wrote though, so she wasn't actually dating yet and so has just made a story. Don't Hate Me For Loving You (Swift) •Acoustic song
about fighting people you love. -stupid (tell me) All Night Diner (fast/rose)By the way (Swift/Beavers/Ruttan) •An acoustic song about seeing an ex for the first time while out of another girl. You don't regret (swift) (SM: She may have you)- come around (love story), you used to shine so brightly (hey Stephen), nothing left to beg (forever and
always)Down Came the Rain (Swift/Ruttan) •She co-wrote it, but didn't sing, her co-author Derric Ruttan does, although she still told from her point of view. It's circulation, acoustic, and it's about relationships ending and how heartbroken he sees them with someone else. It's like an emotional thunderstorm where there's nothing but rain
pouring on you. Rain song (swift/rose/Maher)-Sunday afternoon(better) Last kiss (SM: Forever and always)- 1:58, the smell of rain is fresh from the sidewalk... dancing (fearless) July 9th [summer of love] I don't know how to be someone you miss (breathing) feel your hands (back in December,&amp;if it was a movie) we never imagined
that we would end up following (breathing) feel you breathe(BREATHE) change your mind (white horse, &amp; amp; Back in December, and breathe), remember the look of his face (two is better than one, long live)Taylor and Jordan divorced september 2005September 1st, 2005 Scott finally created BMLG-Taylor signs with BMRLG
September saw a month of tears (Tim McGraw) Fifteen (soon) -changed my mind forcing me to think almost the whole story I swore I was going to marry him ever(Drew)... boy who changed his mind (Jordan)Innocent lost his mind (dear John), If only you saw what you know now then (fifteen) time (fifteen) minds change as the weather
(last kiss) Fall 20052004- Met producer Nathan Chapman--GAC doc says Taylor met Nathan when she was 14... Nathan Chapman's wife was also a songwriter there so Taylor met him and started recording a demo with him after introducing Liz Rose: I remember her coming and saying I want to write a song called When You Think Tim
McGraw, and the first thing that went through my mind was, OK, we write this song and you don't have a record deal, and no one else is going to it. Rose recalls. I said, 'All right! I'm not going to argue!. Enter Nathan Chapman. Nathan has a little shack studio for our publishing company and he's been making all my demos, says Rose.
After Swift and Rose would write the song, they would bring it to Chapman, and the result was a rather distinctive sound that wasn't easily broken down. It would be up to the label to convince country radio that Taylor Swift would suit the format. - Tim McGraw (sm:Can't tell me nothin')-said to be written about the senior bf she knew she
would have to break up, or had already parted with because he was going to college... I'm just curious that every song about Drew mentioned the car... But one car link to Jordan pictured burned is a truck... but the rest of timMcG's song does not fit Jordan. UNLESS you are Drew and him is Jordan ORIGINAL LYRICS: I'm back a couple of
times because then I don't look for you'cause some trains you cant catch again, you have to leave it because it wasI hope you think the little black dress, the one you always said that you liked the best-TRAIN (Sad Tragic, Cardigan) Match (fast/rose)Picture to Burn (sm: date nice boys)Love to Lose -(swift/rose) met on a winter nightTen
dollars and six pack-(swift/rose/Maher)3 months and a half what know I Want (Swift) •The song about the guy she discovered wasn't her type. I'm sure it's about the guy she wrote a photo of being burned about what she almost dated, as well as many other unreleased songs by her. December 13,2005 = 16Xmas break 2005 back to PA
(Mary)? Sweet tea and gods of grace (fast/rose/maher) (about Mary?) -still got her jacket (CARDIGAN) Mary's Song (swift/rose/Maher)-probably dreaming of a song like Love Story, OR started about Mary, the second line about Emily (just my theory)-you were 9 [Taylor's first crush 9 is probably Mary: we all want love, we all want to find
something to see our sights and hear things and things to experience. But at the end of the day we have been looking for that since we were children! When you had a friend when you were nine years old, and that friend was all you were talking about and you wanted to have sleepovers and you wanted to go down the street together and
sit there drawing pictures together or stay silent together, or talk all night. We're just looking for that, but endless sparks as adults. (sm: Sometimes love is forever)-(x) Dear John? (Swift) game (forever and always, come with rain), rain (come with rain, forever and always), fireworks (sparks fly), realized you(you don't regret)-song Sam
about falling Emily? Long Time Going (aka Long Time Coming - Swift/Warren bros.) •The song about the relationship ends and how she should have known because she was young and naïve and it was long coming. This song is commonly known as Long Time Coming, but it was discovered that the song's actual there is a long time
going the way it was one of its lists with that name and co-authors we didn't know. The second semester of the 10th grade begins (16)* supposedly date Sam * You (fast/rose/chapman)Have you already said no 1st verse? (fast) On the other side of the door (swift)I know you with my heart (like hands/breathe) throwing pebbles (love story)
in a little black dress(tim mcgraw) staring at the phone (forever and always) (sm:I will never tell you what I really thought when I knocked on the door), pride (better man). SM is the same as SuperstarR-E-V-E-N-G-E (swift/bogard/stover)Better Than Revenge (swift)Need you now (swift/orrall)Battle (Let's Go) (swift)-I'd like to be on your side
(the story about us), couldn't keep the promise tore us apart (very well) or is it here?, war (story of us) fine (you don't regret)Was already Said Not (swift) worth it? (the other side of the door)-the last song added to the album I heart? (Swift) (p:Robert Orrall) I'd lie?-I like the boy and he's one of my best friends-played talent show DEBUT
ALBUM SUPPOSEDLY FINISHED DECEMBER 2005March 2006GAC links: here's writing place in this world again, but with edited got radio-backstory:Emily Poe attended Belmont University, Nashville, Nashville Tennessee, to continue her musical career then, in her senior year, she auditioned to be violin player Taylor Swift. Emily Poe
in Her senior year, she auditioned to be violin player Taylor Swift. May 27, 2006 (Saturday)-met John Rich, who later wrote The Way I Loved You with!-Las Vegas, NV * June 1, 2006 Emily turns 21 - Taylor kisses a boy (December 27, 2006 blog entry: not kissed boy for 209 days)June 3, 2006 (Saturday) 1amJune 4, 2006 lunch with
abigail June 5, 2006 opens Hootie and AZ TAYMILY-FEARLESS, SPEAK NOW &amp; RED: Birthday June 1st., 1985=4 years older than Taylor -backstory:Emily Poe attended Belmont University in Nashville, Tennessee, to continue her musical career in the summer of 2003 then, in her senior year, she audited to be a violin player for
Taylor Swift. Emily Poe in Her senior year, she auditioned to be violin player Taylor Swift. I toured with Taylor for about two years and eventually left, took LSAT, and enrolled in law school at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville. Taylor decided in the summer of 2006 to start homeschooling in August 2006 for the school year (16)
(going to 11th grade) on June 11, The 2006 CMA Riverfront performance - in addition to Emily, used the entire band to make performanceEnchanted (swift) dancing (fifteen) pace back and forth (white horse)- I personally wonder that her fear here is that her love interest would be something they've fallen in love with, what awaits them... as
a cheater, considering she just got the trick you were in college, working part-time, waiting tables in Left small town [Indiana], never looked backI was a flight risk, with fallin'd fear, why do we bother with love if it never lasts (mine) as you move how to completely fully I'm a house of cardsYou say your name for the first time, babyAnd I fall in
love with an empty barAnd you stood there in front of me just close enough touchClose enough hope that you could not see what I was thinking aboutDrop everything nowMeet me pouring rainKiss me on the sidewalkTake away pain Cause I see sparks fly when smileGet me with those green eyes, baby as lights goGive me something that
will chase me when you are not around'Cause sparks fly, when the smile (sparks fly)Summer 2006, go on a radio tour, with Emily Love they haven't thought yet (swift) Tim McGraw's single is released June 19, 2006Sparks fly original-perform live in 2007, I think it was written in 2006 (Message Secret: PORTLAND OREGON) rumors that
about Jake Owen when she opened her show in Portland , and he's 8 years older than her-say my name(hey Stephen),strike this match(dear john), beautiful eyes staircase(love story) So reach open hand and lead me to that floor&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;not much dance, but you I (last kiss), reach open by hand (today was a fairy tale, fearless, last
kiss), meet me pouring rain[recently written about a lot of rain]&gt;&gt;&gt;when it just rained(fearless)intact (SM:We always want it, what we can't achieve) (covered in song but got writing credits to change production so much) yet undo (two is better than one) June 2006-Nashville, TNJune 30, 2006 Detroit Radio, performed by I'd lieJuly
22, 2006 - [Journal Entry] First mention of Emily with Taylor basically fangirl-ing over her (x) Jul 22 2006Current mood: determinedHello world, so I've been on the road for the last few months, which may explain why I'm a little slow with coming back Very much because of the regret I'll get to everyone. Promise. I had so much fun on the
road, on a radio tour and doing shows that have station calls needing someone to play. I have my little posturing, Emily and Todd. Emily is my violin player, she's 21 and absolutely adorable. And it's amazing, after every performance there's always a small group of people wanting her autograph. Haha. She's so good. We like to be
completely stupid and taking pictures reflect just that. Then there's Todd, my guitar player. He's great, he's doing great harmony.. And is hilarious. So have fun going to various radio shows, we make semi-acoustic shows. I'm so excited we're going to LA next week to play Whiskey a Go Go. It's LEGENDARY and we're all excited. Now
we're on the bus on our way to Knoxville for the show, and we're going to practice. More later! July 24, 2006 - First live performance with Emily Live @ Whiskey a Go Go (video), where Taylor dropped this bit when introducing the band: It's Emily here for the violin. Now Emily has a boyfriend, but she agreed that what was happening in LA
stays there. [3:56 mark]-saysTim McGraw has been out for about a month (MA Doc (13:47)) Tim McGraw Performance with Nathan Chapman &amp; Emily - (x) (x) specific date]Rhapsody TV performances - (x) (x) [unknown specific date] - Our song was performed there, so it was written at this timePerfect Do I Love (Swift/Rose) • An
unreleased song about a summer romance that she hoped would last forever, but if she wasn't at least she'd know perfect if she loved it. Flash forward, and we takin about the world togetherAnd there is my stuff drawer in your placeYou find out your secrets and you find out why I'm protected You say that we never make your parents
mistakes (my) August homeschool started (16th) (going to 11th grade), moved to an online school (&gt;&gt; became 17 December 2006, finished a year earlier)Fall 2006-Nashville/HendersonvilleSeptember 1, 2006 - Grand Ole Opry debut performance (x 1:34 mark)You held me in your hands that September night; the first time you've
ever seen me cry (back in December)Come with rain? (Swift/rose) October 12, 2006 blog entry: I could go back to every laugh, but I don't want to go there anymore (SM: I don't recognize that I wish you back) games (forever and always) ---My GUESS is that Jordan has reached again but decided not to pursue...... but note how other blog
entries have a date written in ink, and this one does not. Wasit made it look like it was written in October 2006? Fearless (fast, liz rose, Hillary Lindsey) (SM: I loved you before I met you)- hands through your hair (sparks fly) when it just rains [just raining past her latest written songs], this moment... remember it&gt;&gt;&gt;, remember this
moment (long live), shock in the storm in my best dress&gt;&gt;&gt;, I wore a dress (today was a fairy tale), I wore a dress, you wore a dark grey T-shirt &gt;&gt;&gt;I remember, what you wore on the first date (two are better than one), take me by the hand/took me by the hand (today was a fairy tale)Today was a tale took me by the hand
(sparks of flying, fearless), you are a prince (love story), dress (fearless), magic (too good)Stay Beautiful (swift/rose) (sm:Shake N' Bake) front door (enchanted, The other side of the door)- I believe that Shake N' Bake is Emily's nickname, according to the album's debut monologue: I love all who helped put together this album. Scott
Borchetta believe me and actually does something about it. Shake and bake, Radioman. That's how we roll. October 17, 2006 learns she is going to be a Tour of Rascal FlattsOctober 18, 2006 (Wednesday) October 19-28 &amp; November 1-3, 2006 - On Tour with Rascal Flatts as the opening act replaces Eric Church (x) (x) (x) Omaha,
Nebraska October 24,2006 Taylor Swift's debut album release-About Week, which ends November 11, 2006, Taylor Swift debuted at number nineteen on the Billboard 200 on sale for 40,000 copies.: PAULA ERICKSON PUBLICIST HIRED AROUND THIS TIME MAYBE? November 23, 2006 Thanksgiving scene football game with Scott
Borchetta &amp; Emily - (x) (x) [November 23, posted today by Woman Now in August of the year, Emily remembered her time with Taylor, Taylor, one knew her then. She was only 16. I traveled by bus with Taylor and her mother, and the rest of the crew — all men — was on another bus. We went all over the U.S. and Canada. It was the
summer of 2006. Sometimes we would have gone from Wednesday to Sunday. It was a great experience. I have to see places I've never traveled to. But that life is not as glamorous as you might think. (x) I walked through the door with you, the weather was coldBut something bout it felt like a home somehow and Ileft my scarf there in
your sister's houseAnd you still have it in your drawer even now(very well)flash forward, and we takin about the world togetherAnd there is my stuff drawer in your placeYou find out your secrets and you understand why I'm guarding you saying that we never make your parents' mistakes (my)And I remember, that fight, two-thirty-
a.m.'Cause everything was slipping right out of our handsI ran, wept, and you followed me in the streetBraced myself farewell,'Cause that's all I've ever knownThen, you surprised me you said I'll never leave you alone(my)Ours- shine(hey Stephen) now you're my (my)MineStarlight? - impossible things are Swiftgron, but the rest sounds like
Taymily Oh, your sweet disposition and my wide-eyed gaze We sing in the car, get lost upstateAutumn leaves falling like pieces into placeAnd I can imagine it after all these daysAnd I know it's long gone andThis magic is not here no moreAnd I may be goodBut I'm not good allOh, oh, oh'Cause there we are again on that little town
streetYou almost ran red'cause you looking over meWind my hair, I was there, I remember that all too goodPhoto album on the counter, your cheeks were turned redYou used to be a small kid with glasses two sizes of bedAnd your mother tells stories bout you on tee ball teamYou tell you, thinking your future was me...'Cause there we're
back in the middle of the night We dance around the kitchen fridge lightDown stairs I was there, I remember that very well, so (very well)had to help with the link to karliesupkake tumblr! November 27, 2006 sold out show in Ogden, UTNovember 28, 2006 show Idaho FallsNovember 29, 2006 (Wednesday,
Nashville/Hendersonville)November 30, 2006 lunch with abigail December 2006-white horse I think Jordan saw the glory she had achieved and wanted her back, but she found out he moved into a different kind of girl they probably both knew, and it's too late for him and his white horse to catch her now. Notice how other blog entries have
a date written in ink and do so. Out of. Has it been designed to look as if it were written in December 2006? White Horse (Swift/Rose) (SM: All I ever wanted was a true)-face angel (hey Stephen), pace back and forth (enchanted), holding (forever and always, &amp; haunted), happy endings (love story) begging for forgiveness (had already
said no, you small small me when I'm with you) Taylor claims in the article that a white horse was written about the same guy as a love story... but it can be a lie. It doesn't make sense to me that it was written so long after that event happened though. It seems that it should have been written at the same time as it should've said no.
December 10, 2006 Taylor meets Liz at a meet and greet in San BernardinoTurns on December 17, 2006, graduated from high school at the beginning of the year this timeDecember 27, 2006 (Wednesday, still Hendersonville)-hasn't kissed the boy for 209 days[since June 1, 2006 (Thursday)]Childhood Wyoming, PA home sold January
11-March 3, 2007 - On Tour with George Strait as the opening act (x) January 12 2007 - [Journal Entry] own the first show with George Strait and is intern with Emily's bus (x)January 16, 2007 teardrops my guitar video shoot January 17, 2007 - [Journal Entry] talks about Emily and Teardrops on My Guitar MV shoot (x) February 12, 2007 -
[Journal Entry] mini Emily and their Grey's Anatomy to watch rituals on the bus (x)February 22, 2007 George Strait went to Indianapolis February 23 2007 opens at George Strait (Knoxville)April 8, 2007 (Sunday)-EASTER April 9, 2007 opened dodgers game, LA. CAApril 16, 2007 CMT AwardsApril - September, 2007 - select dates for
Brad Paisley's Bonfires &amp; Amplifiers TourMay 30, 2007 - Taylor sang the original version of Sparks Fly (which she wrote in 2006 before being fired by Tim McGraw) Ca. The next few times she performed that year was a bar show for only about 40-50 people. June 1, 2007 Emily turns into 22Grand Canyon, Arizona summer 2007 tour,
almost held hands on Best DayJune - September - select dates for Tim McGraw &amp; Faith Hill's Soul2Soul Tour (x) (x) (x) July 9, The 2007 Soul2Soul tour of New JerseyJuly 19, 2007 jamboree hills country music festival in Morristown, Ohio here, also opens Soul2SoulJuly's 2007 mini-article, where she ever has crossroads she wants
to do it with Def LeppardOctober - a Halloween duo costume as Wreckers with Taylor as Michelle Branch &amp; Emily as Jessica Harp (x) (x) (x) 1 November, 2007 Pranking Rodney Atkins (video) November 2nd from her MySpace Journal Entry (the last of which she mentions Emily by name or not at all)fooling around behind the scenes
with standees brad (x) November 7, 2007 at the CMA AwardsChange (sm: you made things change me)-your eyes (haunted) -finished November 7, 2007. what I actually wrote this song about was on a small record label. When you're on a record label with 12 employees, you have to work harder to get on the main excursions. You have
to work harder to get presenter slots or performer slots at awards shows. There was this moment when I sat there and was like, When are we going to get a fighting chance? We have the smallest record label in Nashville, but we want it really bad. I wrote the beginning of this song, and thought someday everything would be I finished the
song the night that I won the Horizon Award at the CMA Awards and looked up and saw my small, little record label crying for the president. x) You will always find your way home (fast, Martin Johnson) (written on April 2, 2009)One thing down to nothing (forever and always), slip through my hands (my) Breathe-(SM: Sorry) - back in my
hand (better man), drive away(white horse), change our minds (fifteen, forever and always comment, &amp; not released tell me), end of the sad film (if it was a movie), I do not know what to be without you around (last kiss), fallout (story of us), 2am none of us thought it would end like that (last kiss) tragedy(Sad Beautiful Tragic)Nov.~20-
Nov.~25 Met with Colbie CaillatEmily was not forgiven so many words, but it was encouraged to pursue other interests; it was considered that this would be in the interest of both parties if it had been tendered for its notification or its contract had not been renewed, taking into account certain personal issues. So there was no colourful or
dramatic desouement, just a rather sad bureaucratic arrangement. (Another condition that may be that she doesn't communicate with Taylor again.) The advantage of this decision is that it allows Taylor to be shattered about Emily's departure weeks before she finally emerges. It can also go some way to explaining the curious language
Taylor used to describe the fallout between herself and her friend's character. One of my best friends, I won't see it anymore and it won't be part of what I do.'And'Cause sometimes it's hard to say goodbye when no one's to blame. It just has to stop.'I wonder that they have a song they chose to explain things to our song, especially since
Rick says it was a last minute album. It looks like both songs are about Emily. Two is better than one (soon, Martin Johnson) (p: Brian howes) yet undo (untouched) remember every look at your face (last kiss) Eyes Open? (fast) (p:swift, Nathan chapman)- eyes (beautiful eyes) dream dreams with a happy ending (love story, white horse)
battles all keeps score (let's go) fallout(breathe, story of us) no one comes to save you (breathe) DecemberDecember 2007- Dan Dymtrow from 2003 sues and files lawsuit against Taylor: 05, 2007- CMT Studio 330 Session (photos) / (video) Taylor's MySpace magazine entry from Dec. 05, 2007 - When she mentions meeting Colbie
Caillat and says they gathered and wrote a killer song---planned today for recording the Fearless album I toured with Taylor about two years ago and eventually left, took LSAT, and enrolled in law school at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville. =met in the summer of 2006, stayed in December 2007. Blue Tennessee (Swift/Orrall) •*A
song about the heart of two people who are too proud to say that they still miss each other. Fearless incision. This popular song was written around the end of 2007 and has since leaked. There are two versions; studio and piano. They're very similar, but I think only the studio one leaked. It's hard to say, but they're definitely both in
circulation. It was even featured on his demo CD in March 2008 that they both have a PQ. I think she came really close to releasing him (it was a list of songs she was planning to start fearless as of late 2007) and probably decided not to maybe favor The White Horse because they decided to use it for Grey's Anatomy, but maybe sooner,
I don't know.-go back to me (if that was a movie), goodbye note (sad beautiful tragic, back in December, all too good for the original lyrics, goodbye Emily video)Emily attends Taylor's 18th birthday party at Lot 7 Nashville (pictured) (x) / (MV for the song Beautiful Eyes released in 2008 using footage from the country)December 30,
2007January, 2008- Grand Ole Opry Performance /Last Documented-Live Performance with Emily hereJanuary 2008-Emily's first semester, around the same time, Taylor also untying ways with her manager, Rick Barker. He was replaced by Robert Allen, with whom she founded 13 Management. This may mean that a new marketing
strategy has been developed (which was seen as incompatible with same-sex relationships) - t. Taylor was preparing to take over the title of America's Sweetheart.Rick Barker says: In 2007 I was missing for 185 days. I managed her while living in California. I would drive from Santa Barbara to L.A., catch a plane, land in Nashville, and
catch a bus, tour for four days and then fly back. My children were 4 and 2 at the time. I thought: Holy shit. I'm about to earn more money than I've ever made in my life, but it's going to go out to alimony and child support if I continue with this schedule. When we started, none of us knew business. We learned how we got together. I learned
touring from Louis Messina. I've learned all about how being a manager, actually being a manager and being on the move. And as Taylor's star continued to grow, I realized that the ship wasn't slowing down. It's actually going to be more than I could handle. The plan was to build this team around her, but in the end I decided I didn't want
to be on the road and, honestly, she needed someone with more experience. He wasn't fit where I was in my life. I didn't want to end up divorced with kids who didn't know their dad. So, after the Grammys in 2008, we unseeded ways. In June this year, I moved my family from Santa Barbara to Nashville. I felt that if I was here I would have
the opportunity to do something special, and I also wanted to raise my children to of 10 February 2008 The Grammys officially abstained. - Taylor performs on the highly APOLOGETIC cover of the Grammys February 5, 2008 - LA, at a CADef Leppard crossroads organized by her manager brother-Taylor wanted to perform with Lep on the
show and contacted Rick Allen through her then tour manager, Rick's older brother Robert Allen. After the rest of the band became aware of their willingness to collaborate on the exhibition, this finally happened almost a year later [6 October 2008]. - May 11, 2008Summer 2008-Emily is 2nd Semester of law schoolJune 1st, 2008-emily
turns 23We Was HappyLong Time Coming Beautiful Eyes EP released July 15, 2008Def lepperd crossroads announced July 2008 If it was a film (the film ends as), breathe stairs change people wrapped in their hands(back in December, last kiss) to stand in the rain outside (fearless, come with rain), time stood still&gt;&gt;&gt;time slows
down (today was a fairy tale), something lost (holy land) front door (the other side of the door)- 6 months have passed since the last seen January opry? Back in December (SM: Tay)- fell in love with summer, loved autumn, broke winter, changed your mind, sweet smile (sparks fly) birthday passed and did not call (written after June
2008?) roses (our song) sweet [smile] (superstar) so correctly (sparks fly) - late August/early September. 2011 Youtube presents an interview she mentions writing on BTD Traveling Love Story (SM: Someday I found this)-scarlet letter (New Romantics), escape this city (just me when I'm with you, white horse), coming around (you don't
regret) summer mess (Sad Beautiful Beautiful) [written toward the fearless album process tragic, but I think that could have been * about Emily]. Original lyrics: this love is different, but it's a trueJugic emoji is a symbol of sexy, beautiful or hot,love is smoke raised with sigh smoke&gt;&gt;&gt;a passion for young people gives way to a place
disappointed to sighaugust 2008 Emily is in the second year of law schoolBetty? Haunted (SM: Still to this day)- holding onto nothing (forever and always, &amp; white horse), too silent big mistake (as I loved you) you realized (you're not sorry), can't breathe when you're gone (breathe) I wish it was you (as I loved you, superman) I know
you haven't gone&gt;&gt;&gt;that was the moment I knew, September 12, 2008 Love Story is released, September 2008 Philadelphia :) vlog is uploaded byDef Lepperd to meet with Taylor rehearsed in August 2008September 2008 her London vlog is postedseptember 2008 Rascal Flatts tour and Grey Anatomy vlog, the background song
Everything's Right Matt WertzDef Lepperd crossroads filmed October 6, 2008 you change your mind as a girl changes clothes vlog, asking fans to vote for her AMA November 2008 Way I Loved You (swift, John rich)-met John rich at the end of May 2006. (SM: We can't go back)-fine 2am frustrating when error because you were
gone&gt;&gt;&gt;6 gone&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;6 gone(if it was a movie)- July 2008Forever and always recordedFearless album made until 2008. November at the latest (premieres November 11)Def Lepperd Junction premieres November 7, 2008Taylor November 11 Youtube vlog tells people that when her album comes out, the background
song is Catch My Disease and is posted november 17, 2011November 25, 2008 its 1st with a shot vlog is uploaded all about her album release week november 11, 2008. 2008 Thanksgiving break vlog background song About a GirlDecord 13, 2008 = 19: Moment I Knew, perhaps written here on my 19th birthday in 2008- a million little
shining stars (untouched) I knew &gt;&gt;, I know (haunted) NYE 2008 from I hope this will be a message for you. VlogJanuary 2009 SNL Annie look out I hope this will give you notice. VlogJanuary 2009 CSI look out I hope this will give you notice. VlogPerformed at sa rodeo on Feb 13, 2009 February 18, 2009 performed the Love Story
London Europe promo from I hope this will give you notice. Vlog wear that CARDIGANTaylor uploaded I hope this will give you notice. YouTube video vlog March 5, 2009 Performed at the Houston Rodeo March 20,2009April 4, 2009- wins album of the year at the ACM Awards in Vegas and thanks romeo: here's TIZ/TAYLIZ TALK NOW
&amp; RED: (Taylor &amp; Liz Huett) - Evidence pulled from @tayliz @swiftgron-masterpost on tumblrApril 12, 2009 Liz Huett joins the bandApril 23, 2009 fearless tour begins April 25, 2009 – St. Louis Fearless tour (Kaylor)Teal was your shirt ColorWhen you were sixteen at a yogurt shopYou used to work to make some money(Invisible
String, Foklore Sad Beautiful Tragic note in your pocket, like BTD MV (SM: while you were on the train) tragic back to December music video has a note in your pocket (maybe Swiftgron much later) good girl~innocent time in your time~time will not fly (very well), silence (story of us). Personally, the lines and chorus sound like Taymily, but
the bridge sounds like a Swiftgron... Court documents state that the counterfeit goods were sold six feet behind the door of a concert in Jacksonville, Fla., and that two counterfeiters were arrested after assaulting Swift's merchandise manager (May 1, 2009)May 7, 2009 - Taylor &amp; Liz share a room? The Beautiful Eyes music video
dropped May 17, 2009Taylor Swift filed a lawsuit on May 18, 2009: she sued 24 individuals accused of violating Swift's intellectual property rights by selling counterfeit goods that bore Swift's name and other trademarks she owns. May 23rd, 2009 2009 20th birthday?:May 29, 2009Fearless travel break from June 28-July 8July 8-July 11-
Fearless trip to Canada/Canada holiday July 11, 2009Return of Fearless tour July 11July 12, 2009 (Sunday)Returns to fearless tour July 16August 2009-Emily starts her 3 year law school, and met her husband during this school yearAugust 19, 2009 Taylor youtube video with Once Justin Bieber in the background, another song about
women's love interestSeptember 6, 2009 - Liz sickseptember 13, 2009 VMAs, where Kanye interrupted (Sunday)-he was so echoey there. At the time I didn't know that they were thriving for HIM to do it. I thought they were thriving on me... it was like a catalyst for many psychological paths that I went down. (MA document (18:20))
September 18, 2009 (Friday)Returns from a Fearless tour November 24, 2009Back home with parents in Nashville for 2 monthsDecember 3, 2009 - Liz tweets at TaylorTurned 20 December 13, 2009 -the end of the decade? December 13, 2009 Liz tweets at Taylor I think it's fun to make an album, knowing that two days before you're
scheduled to have the last master, and it's over, and they're going to go print up the booklets, I can write something, call my producer, we can get in the studio, put a rush into it, get a one-night combination, and that can be a last minute without a record. I had that happen on both my first and second album, last minute, 11 o'clock songs.
The love story wasn't technically the last, but it was very, very last minute. The two songs, which were completely last minute, in the first post were Should Have Said No and the second album Forever and Always. Both of them had to do with something really, really dramatic and crazy going on with me and I needed to deal with it in the
form of music. (x). I find it interesting that the actual last song written on debut was Stay Beautiful (Women's Relationship) and Love Story (the same woman's relationship), but she felt the need to pick more male songs almost as if throwing it off at the last minute. January 6, 2010 - Liz tweets at Taylor - remembering she was sick for a
month until January 19, 2009. - Liz &amp; Taylor got into a housewarming party together on January 31, 2010 attending a pre-Grammy gala at the Beverly Hilton hotel with Cory MonteithGoes back on the Fearless tour Feb. 4, 2010 February 13, 2010 in Australia February 22, 2010 - 2nd anniversary meeting Liz March 24, 2010 - bowling
with Corey &amp; SelenaMarch 30, 2010April 3, 2010 Speak now album named - April 13, 2010April 13, 2010April 26, 2010 Taylor uploads youtube a video using the song SHE BY BAND PARACHUTE, another song that afemale love interestJune 5, 2010 Fearless tour usa leg ended at the CMT Awards June 8, 2010- Long Live (SM:
you) the first love song written by my team/fans. Our story - sparks flew (sparks fly), What page are you (enchanted), fallout (breathe), fate (long live), you held your pride (better man) silence quite this loud (forever and always), the battle is in your hands (let's go) wall up (cold as you) [the music video looks like a law school environment ,
which is what Emily went into after you left the company ... but also shows how her ex cheat]... probably a talk about cmt awards done writing now album June 16, 2010-song it blog entry sounds like Story of UsJune 19, 2010 2010 tour of the Bahamas for the day of July 102010 fearless tour ends in Canada the dayNever grows up in July
2010, moved to Nashville apt. (SM: I moved to July) a four thousand square foot two-way penthouse in Trump-like glass building called Adelicia, midtown Nashville. concierge service poolindoor ditch/pond with fishNight sky ceiling motifBirdcage treehouse it reported must call Liz to fall asleep at nightaugust 2010-Emily begins the 4th and
final year of law schoolseptember 8, 2010: Liz and Taylor go to the wedding together and take pictures with AndreaNORMALAMERICANGIRAFFES: An interesting fact: Taylor and Karlie both attended Roberto Cavalli's 40th anniversary party, September 29, 2010, in Paris. - Femmetay Do I know you for 20 seconds or 20 years??
September 21, 2010 Glee Season 2 premiersSeptember 22, 2010Speak Now -(SM: you always regret what you're not saying) the comment talks about childhood sweetheart. It could be Mary. But Emily only got engaged in February 2011. Or she knew that at this point and told Taylor (Call me again to break me as a promise?). or Mary
was the one who was engaged here. I also personally think that this song was a last-minute addition before the album was released. THE SECRET REPORT RECALLS A SPEECH MADE BEFORE THE LIVE PERFORMANCE ALL TOO WELL ON TOURWrites All Too Well during tour rehearsals in late 2010- I guess it was September
2010, considering immediately after (October 2010) was when Jake Gyllenhaal's stunt started that was organized to resemble Taymily. But I don't know when the tour rehearsal was Mama Swift was telling us how Taylor puts her heart into every song she writes and that the most heartfelt stabbing song she ever wrote was All Too Well.
This is my all-time favorite song, so I will go to every word being spoken. She told us that Taylor wrote All Too Well while they were still rehearsing for fearless's tour in 2010. Taylor came on stage and everyone could tell she was crying. Everyone knew she had just gone through a bad break, but the show had to go on. She picked up the
guitar and started playing the opening All Too Well. She sang bits and his pieces and the band looked around confused because it was a song they didn't know. Then it dawned on everyone in the room that they didn't know the song because it was writing right then and there. Slowly the group began to join her. By the time she got to the
part where it goes you called me again just to break me up as a promise, Andrea said she was crying and screaming words. When it was finished, Mama Swift turned to the sound guy and asked if he had recorded it and he tearly said he did. She kept the song until the Red album, because in 2010 it was still too green. - When between
October 2011 and February 2012 Taylor said in an interview she has been writing this record, Red, since before the Speak Now album came out (October 25, 2010): now choose from the 30 songs I have and I love. Clash and burn grief is the whole album. x) In late September/early October 2010, Senior U.S. District Judge Tom Wiseman
granted Swift an injunction and a default order against 16 of the 24 individuals named in the lawsuit she filed in May 2009. All are accused of violating Swift's intellectual property rights by selling counterfeit goods that bore Swift's name and other trademarks. October 9, 2010Speak Now the album premieres October 25, 2010-I honestly find
it hard to believe that the DELUXE album was a RED dress on it and she didn't think about the song RED yet... could Red have been written up to this point? November 22, 2010 TAY as a secret message back to December lolNovember 29, 2010 Turned 21 December 13, 2010 – I just drink (Getaway Car)December 29, 2010 - Taylor
&amp; Liz walking around Nashville Taylor's parents to get a divorce in 2011? January 2011 Gyllenhaal stunt ends January 5, 2011Feb. 2011-Emily gets engaged—they were only dating for a year and a half at MOST, maybe in just a yearAll good 1st draft- Feb. 2011 (SM: Maple Latte)- blew a candle from (sparks fly) magic (Sad Beautiful
Tragic, Better Man) innocence (innocent) lost translation (misunderstanding, story of us) banister=stairs(sparks fly, @MyChoiceIsTay13 love story) (SIDENOTE: the last song written by m/ Liz Rose) - note how other blog entries have an inked date. He doesn't do that. Has it been done to look as if it were written in February 2011? no note
[back]?&gt;&gt;&gt;goodbye note (dark blue Tennessee), note pocket (sad beautiful tragic)Speak Now Tour starts February 9, 2011SWIFTGRON- RED &amp; 1989These was built with the help of reviewing kaylorevidence.com and ataylorswiftsideblog and jennyboom21 and all-my-possesions! Swiftgron 1 was a month or a half a month
... then 3 months swiftgron 2 happened, 3 weeks to a month ... then after 6 months Swiftgron 3 takes place for 10 and a half months. February 25, 2011 - A hockey game with an accordEdDianna &amp; Taylor was able to meet FEB. 27, 2011 at vanity fair Oscar Party (LA)I, I love you secretFirst sight, yes, we love without reasonOh,
twenty-five yearsOh, as you have been awareMy, my love was frozenDeep blue, but you painted me goldenOh, and you decided to give me closeOh as I was aware that Girl At Home got me alone (IKYWT)All too good for the final project in March 2011 – time won't fly your as im paralyzed by his (sad beautiful tragic) Goes back on Speak
Now tour on March 6, 2011March 16, 2011-Paris, FranceMarch19, 2011-Liz says that her fave Katy Perry song thinks of YouReturned from the Speak Now tour on March 30, 2011April 2011 buys her parents home in Nashville April 2011-moves to Bev Hills CAApril 4, 2011 shopping target CaliApril 5, 2011Taylor goes Leno 5, 2011 and
talks about cutting Liz's hair - says she looks like a hipster.) hipster.) in an interview she says: There was a weekend when they got really close and it was all like you amazing, I want to be with you. I want to do it. rose faster than the green light to go miss the conversation when you already know. He left a note on the door with a joke that
we made, and it was the first day. Right where we stood was the sacred land in early April 2011, Taylor covers the White Blank Page by Mumford &amp; Sons and the performance of Taylor wearing a Dianna dress from Glee Taylor and Dianna together? Or is Taylor falling hard and fast alone? *swiftgron1 * Everything changed in the first
line maybe probably originated here, but idk where honestly. Touch ups and edits probably done on May 15, 2012 (SM: Hyannis Port)- meet me (afterglow), butterflies (clean), supreme hopes (treacherous), new found grace (state of grace)Original /unused lyrics: All I feel in the stomach are butterflies for Gemini, who would never say lie a
beautiful kind, saying: 'It feels right' made me feel like falling for geminiIt feels rightMaking me feel like I just want to know you better, grow old together, keep you foreverWhen you catch my eye seems to have said that you spent me all this timeMeet me there tonightSo I can know that it's not all in my mind -either Dianna or karlie (or even
Connor or Jake or harry) was twins. ONLY GEMINI Taylor has a date... Is... Emily. But... Dianna is Taurus. Know. But her sign of Venus (planet of love) is Gemini. None of the rumored guys are Gemini. I know something now I have not previously (EHC)&gt;&gt; If I knew what I know now I would never have played so nonchalant (CB ...
BH)Said it's in a simple way, 4 hours on the second day, how strange that I don't know you at all(CB... BH)Stay? (SM: Dreaming of true love) (p: Nathan Chapman) -green light taymoji&gt;&gt;&gt; rose faster than the green light, go(Holy Land), traffic light (Grace State), press my Taymoji buttons (I Wish You Would). Taymoji tell me that
about Dianna, but I do not know? Maybe TaymilyApril 23, 2011 - Liz &amp; Taylor get coffee April 24, 2011 in New York, to be here (Come back... In Here) - April 25, 2011- Glee films the second season finale of NYApril 30, 2011 Dianna turns 25Met Gala on May 2, 2011Karlie and Taylor are to be met several times at events from 2011 to
November 2013. There is no reason that the two could not speak more than they did and could even have formed a friendship. In fact, that baking is something inside a joke for them given that it was mentioned during 2012 and that Karlie admitted to them joking about a baking date at the Met Gala in 2011 (early May), which also
reinforces the idea that they weren't just in the same place at the same time. Karlie and Taylor probably met officially here. New York, run here (CB... BH). I got bf he's older than us. I haven't seen it in a couple of months in a (gorgeous) flashback when With me (Dress)May 10, 2011 Taylor tells Ellen that she doesn't support people who
complain about complaining privacy as artists, potentially dissing Dianna May 13, 2011- Dianna gets a haircut in London - But you're in London and I'm ruined because it's not right that you're not around(Come back... Run here)Come back... be here – I think it's written here, but most people think it was written on May 8, 2012 – I wrote
about crashing someone and then they have to go to work, it tells Yahoo! They're traveling, you're traveling, and you're thinking about them, but you're wondering how it's going to work when there's so much distance between you. (x)busy streets (state of grace), of course what I know now&gt;&gt;&gt;know something now I haven't seen
before (things have changed), the most brutal (brutal summer) - people who think it was written on May 8, 2012 say Taylor talks about ny and london song, and while Taylor was writing, Dianna was going to the Met Gala in NY (which Taylor didn't go that year) and the day dianna went to London with Naya Rivera. - Brutal (Brutal
Summer)... but I think it's a reference to when Di was filming Glee.In interview, Bruschetta says that his office buildings seem to run down so we don't have eight-year-old girls knocking on doors, giving us their CD. Which I think is really rude and uppity, especially because that's how Taylor got his start. (x) But he also had a goat that
screams in a douchebag. It's falling for you and you're worlds away(Come back... In Here)&gt;&gt;&gt; When I fell hard you took a step back(IKYWT)we did not see each other in a month, when you said you needed a place (WANEGBT) &gt;&gt;&gt; you took a step back without me (IKYWT) Taylor and Dianna break up1*, supposedly
because Dianna wasn't ready for a relationship - Dianna was holding Lea Michele's hand over someone on a love glee tour almost every night until this point I've spent the last 8 months [starting from this point] thinking all the love ever while there is a break and burn and ends (Begin Again)MAy 19, 2011May 22, 2011 Dianna goes glee
tour, Tayor says she has been constantly writing lately at BBMAsRonan Goes Back to Speak Now tour on May 27, 2011May 28, 2011May 2011 Emily Alumni Law School June 1, 2011 Emily turns 26Taylor buys another Nashville home June 2011-jump pool from balcony (TIWWCHNT) Dianna tried to draw attention to the STL tour early
June resulting in no more hands to hold since June 4-16June 6-7, 2011 in Columbus, OH. On June 10-17, the week of writing 2 new songs in the blog entry below Detroit, Swift seemed a little melancholy. Once, for a while, I had the feeling that she was on the verge of bursting into tears. She said she recently decided that life is about
achieving satisfaction. . . . You're not always going to be ridiculously happy. She has written about ten songs so far on her next album [i count 8]. When asked to describe them, she replied: Are they sad? If I were honest. The latest one, she said, is about moving forward. x) June 12, 2011 Dianna your love girls t-shirt glee tourJune 17,
2011Written 2 new songs June June 2011I but think of me (Swift / Mkenna)? The unreleased song, which was discovered in October 2011 on one of its lists. I think it was a red cut. Other than that, all I know is Steve's description of it: Taylor shares the contrasts between her life growing up and that boy she loves. He grew up in a silver
spoon gated community and it was raised on the farm. Despite the fact that they are in love, reality is established and he realized they were too different to stay together forever. This is perhaps the most valuable and rarest unreleased song in our collection. The chord progression and vocal ringtones are incredibly beautiful throughout.
Vocal lines tend to play more and more in my head long after listening to the songThe only song Lori is listed as co-writer is I Bet You Think Of Me. This means that the song was to be written June 24, 2011June / July 2011 Dianna and Naya Rivera go to ParisJune 30, 2011 Taylor returns from tourJuly 3, 2011 Glee tour ends after storm
someone was born on July 4? (End game) Emily took the bar exam July 29, 2011, 2011 as Taylor played Indiana (Emily's home state)-arm lyrics: It looked like you want it. Some slick, lame-'A Dustland Fairytale', The Killers-acoustic cover song: Jack and Diane-John Mellencamp and I Want you Back-Jackson 5 here -I WANT YOU BACK
WAS also one of the only acoustic B-stage songs included in the LIVE SPEAK NOW WORLD TOUR ALBUM. ALSO, SORRY, BUT JACK AND DIANE (DIANNA). August 6 Philadelphia includes Who knew P!nk hereAugust 9, 2011 Glee Season 3 begins filming... Note that Santana's screen time increased significantly during the third
season of the show, which began in August 2011 – that is, exactly when she supposedly slept with dianna. August 13/14 Speak Now tour stage b cover Just a Dream by Nelly hereAugust 15-17, 2011 takes a vacation trip to South Carolina with the band- Liz later says Taylor planned this trip, because Liz was going through something
heartbreakingAugust 2011 buying parents another Nashville mansion August 23, 2011 covers God only knows l.a. hereAugust 23, 2011 includes a sweet escape in LA hereAugust 24-28, 2011 includes Bette Davis Eyes and This Love (BDE is talking now live CD)In youtube gifts interview she talks about it, as children with cancer fans
make her cry (she has already written Ronan on the subject) (x) September 1, 2011 Lea and Dianna are tweeting about each other and filming September 1/2, 2011 includes drops jupiter song is the band Train, which includes Pat Monohan... Taylor later does not have a song with Pat Monohan train (baby) Dianna and Taylor OFFICIALLY
meets sept. 5, 2011 at Flea Market, LA, Cali * Returns with Di2 * I miss you and swear I will change, trust me (WANEGBT)After the first of the happier love lyrics appeared in Taylor's hands on her Speak Now tour. Treacherous- (fast, Dan Wilson) (SM: Won't stop until it's over)- asks you (AYHTDWS, Stay Stay) nothing safe is worth driving
two headlights to shine (IWYW)//no headlights (Style), gravity (DWOHT) insomnia at night (22) -'It's dangerous and I understand that I can get hurt if I go through this if I move forward with you. But... But I want to. Know? It's like such a controversial feeling that it is at risk every time you fall in love – especially with certain types of people
(x) Red (song) being written on September 7, 2011, recorded sept. 8 (swift, Nathan chapman, Dan huff) (TAYMILY?) (but back together with Di doing the line forgetting it as trying to know something you've never met makes sense to me, idk) - SM: SAG (Screen Actors Guild?) something Dianna is familiar with. Change your mind (back in
December) without touching him how to realize everything you ever wanted right there in front of you &gt;&gt;&gt; stood there in front of me close enough to touch (sparks fly), memorize it&gt;&gt;&gt;. know you by heart(come in with the rain), you're the only thing I know how my hands back (breathe) memorize
it&gt;&gt;&gt;freefall&gt;&gt;&gt;autumn leaves fall just before they lose it all [winter] (very well&gt;&gt;trauk in December), in front of you (sparks fly) love may be, that strong (this is how I loved you) favorite song (Our song) flashbacks (if it was a movie) faster [neither green light /than wind] (state of grace/getaway car) alone (Moment I
Knew) , all alone (HYGTG) echoes (everything changed), gray (getaway car)- in a live performance, LITERAL RED FLAGS WAVED September 8, 2011-Nashville, should there be LAStarlight-(swift, Nathan Chapman, Dan huff) -Taymily? I think it's been written before, and the production has been done here - dream impossible things
(Alice In Wonderland) I'm just so obsessed with the whole story of J.F.K. and R.F.K., she said. She recently announced that she had completed a nine-hundred-page book called Kennedy Women. (x)-starlight ruse begins? Rodarte Spring 2012 ready to wear the show during New York Fashion Week-Manhattan, NY. September 13, 2011
Karlie was also there and Taylor mentions she wants to bake cookies with her. When I ask her if she sees anything, she says, I'm not doing anything! I just don't really feel like dating. I really have this great life now, and I'm not sad and I'm not crying this Christmas, so I'm really stoked about it. Did you cry last Christmas? I'm not going to
go for it! It's a sad story! (x) (she's probably referring to writing All Too Well)... Swift is working on her fourth album: There's just been this earth shattering, not recently, but an absolute crash and burn of grief, she says, and that turns out to be what the next album is about. The only way that I can feel better about myself, pull myself out of
that terrible pain by losing someone- is to write songs about it to get some clarity. Swift music isn't exactly a candid blog entry - it's smarter than that, but the specifics of its past relationships continue to be universally challenged. When I ask her if she can detail a few things she has learned along the way, she seems excited to play
together. Now I have red flags, she says. 1. If someone doesn't seem to want to know me as a person, but instead seems to have kind of bought into the whole idea of me and he shares my Wikipedia page? And fall in love with the zero hours spent with me? So maybe you need to know. It will quickly disappear. You can't be in love with
Google search. 2. If a dude is threatened by the fact that I need security, if they make me look like I am some kind of princess diva-that's a bad sign. I don't have the security to make myself look cool, or how I entourage. I have security because there is a case of stalkers who want me to take me home and chain me to the pipe in their
basement. 3. If you need to put me a lot in order to put up game conditions or something? If you're at risk of some part of what I'm doing and want to reduce me to size that even? It won't work either. 4. In addition, I can not cope with someone who is obsessed with privacy. People kind of care if there are two famous people dating. But no
one cares. If you care about privacy to the point where we have to dig a tunnel under this restaurant so we can leave? I can't do that. September 16 hand lyrics: Be your best friend, tell the truth and too muchI love youData: 9/16/11 Nashville, Tenn. | Song: Love Like Crazy, Lee BriceSeptember 17 hand lyrics: These are girls who love non-
stopData: 9/17/11 Nashville, Tenn. | Song: This One's For the Girls, Martina McBrideSeptember 18, 2011 is the premiere of the Emmys and Dianna and Lea are together September 20, 2011 glee season 3 on September 21, 2011 - US Weekly reports that Dianna and Naya Rivera kissed backstage at Emmy Governor BallIn in a 2013
interview, Taylor says, He allegedly texted Swift to alert her to an online photo of a kissing friend good-bye, but said, It's not a big thing. When Swift searched the internet for the photo, however, she found that they were doing it as with her hands all the hair of each other. Swift ended the relationship, continued her friend, after which Styles
allegedly harassed her for the better part of the year, confessing his devotion and promising never to go wrong again. Style (SM: her heart belonged to someone who couldn't stay.- The song sounds like a moment when they are in a relationship and Taylor confronts Dianna with a moment and a conversation about another girl (Naya) in



the news, and then they struggle and Taylor yelling just to take me home as a break. It sounds like a turning point. And the music video babe is portraying has been there over several times. It's basically one of those relationships that's always a little off... Two people try to forget each other. So, it's like, that's right, I heard you went with
her, and I did it, too'... (x)-(sounds like IWYW and style)... trying to forget each other&gt;&gt; tried to forget, but we just couldn't (End Game) - I think the song might be a little tongue-in-cheek about how the drama and cycle of your PR relationship would never come out of style with a GP-music video reminding me of another painting by
Rene Magritte, Happy Donor: Happy Donor (1966), a bowler-hatted man silhouette filled with twilit landscape and starry sky. This figure can be perceived as a window into an idealized version of the natural world or, conversely, one can see how nature eclipses man. [ I would also like to point out the Target commercial this song is used to
have a girl with RED hair and a girl wearing Naya Rivera glasses (some other girls), and an OLD microphone (vintage/indie) - and masked masks are used for IKYWT LIVE, and WANEGBT LIVE 1989 tour. Taylor + Style + Mask / Masquerade + Swiftgron. I don't know what that means. Do masks represent Naya's glasses?theTaymoji mini
red lips, as it was written in the red era, floods (high tides came and brought you (This love), gravity (DWOHT, Insidious), and femme fatale (an attractive and seductive woman who will eventually bring distress to a man who becomes associated with her/manater... which makes me think it's a duality/satirical song)Betty? When between
October 2011 and February 2012 Taylor Point said in an interview she had been writing this record, Red, since before the Speak Now album came out (October 25, 2010): Now having to choose from the 30 songs I have and I love. Clash and burn grief is the whole album. x) Baby (swift, Pat monahan) last (written in 2013 or year(s)
earlier). Is Ay's the same as IWYW and/or AYHTDWS at the beginning? Lol* off with Di*2 - Di isn't ready to make a commitmentstarting September 22nd you can see many more red poems in Taylor's insta and Twitter photos a month after the break-up incident, Dianna goes on a Speak Now tour October 20, 2011 in San Diego, CA- rose
faster than the green light to go miss the conversation when you already know. He left a note on the door with a joke that we made, and it was the first day. Where we stood was holy land... We were lying on your couch (OOTW)After that, the first in a series of happier love songs appeared in Taylor's arms on her Speak Now tour. Taylor is
inactive on Twitter from October 26, 2011-December 5, 2011. She's active only on Instagram All You Had To Do Was Stay (SM: They paid the price)- I put this song here because the next date written for this song is January 10, 2013 and that's when they're together. In addition, this song was apparently written in the scene of anger, after
sadness. say that you changed (WANEGBT) I let you in (last time) (tour performance has dark gray blue eyes&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;right blue eyes clean)Taymoji has red written in the Red Era eyes, the visual spectacle of the tour reminds me of Rene Magritte's painting False Mirror, which contains another image depicted in the tour visual i
know places- The False Mirror is widely recognized as reflecting the limitations of human vision. The mirror reflects what is placed in front of it, and the eyes are subjective, it filters and processes the images you want to see. It not only reflects, but thinks and feels about those images that the brain processes. Written 2 songs in the last few
days – october 30, 2011 blog entry, talks a lot about how Meredith Early November 2011 Dianna and Lea tweet each other, as they put together, using my girlfriend november 2011 she talks about feeling like an outsider on 60 Minutes. With Barbara WaltersNovember 8, 2011 After performing her tour date in Colombia (SC), November 18,
2011, Taylor wrote lyrics on her arm where we would be today if I never drove that car (from Don't Think I Don't Think It by Darius Rucker.) (iii.) The verse from which these lyrics were excerpts reads in full: When we make the choice we have to live with themHeard ya found a real good man and ya married himI wondering, sometimes if I
crossed my mindWhere we would be today If I never drove that car awayEmily married in November. 19, 2011 engaged in just 9 monthsSafe and Sound is produced November 19, 2011, I think it was written so before about Taymily Nov. 22, 2011 Taylor plays round NY - no bangsReturns of the Speak Now tour Nov. 22, 2011 - Ours is
released in December 1, 2011December 2, 2011 Taylor is still NY woman of the year - interviewed at the awards she said the stylist did it in a photo shoot... But... every photo shoot between Nov. 22 &amp; Dec. 1, 2011? December 6, 2011 Ours music video premieres Turned 22 December 13, 2011This posted December 13, 2011-
Studio/birthday/new album/red shoes. (22 years old) We never come back together (SM: when I stopped caring for what you thought) in a music video she wears big square framed glasses like the one Naya Rivera owns (Santana from Glee) to make fun of her, and at one point flirting with her co star also wears the same glasses. This is
the final portrait of how I felt when I finally stopped caring about what my ex thought of me. It made me feel like I wasn't as good or as important as these hipster groups he listened to... So I made a song that I knew would completely drive him crazy when he heard it on the radio. Not only is this, I hope, to be played a lot so that he should
hear it, but it's the opposite of the kind of music he tried to make me feel inferior. - The 1989 tour's visual wheels correspond to the original lyrics of the 1989 tour visual style, Blank Space (SM: once there was a girl everyone and no one knew): it's nice to meet you wherever you were. show incredible things. Diamonds, seaside... you don't
believe what you've heard of me. I love that live live She's Wearing SUIT... highlighting this about your BEARDS and contracts. He also makes great use of bowler hats and painting frames in choreography, highlighting illusion representation from Rene Magritte's paintings, especially the man bowler hat hiding in a clearly visible place.
Taylor says that some guys with new money think that the way to impress a girl is nice things, so she used this song to illustrate her thoughts on love. Taylor then told a story about how she went on a date with a guy who had those nice things but was clueless about how to deal with a lady, she kept asking herself: Am I really on a date?
She mentioned that experience songs love the game. Want to play? and boys want love only if it's torture.... would be writing lines for years before I ended up building a song. I will go about my daily life and think, for example, Wow, so in a relationship you have only two real possibilities, as it will be forever or it will go up in flames. I laugh
that down my remarks. ... Blank Space is the only songs that I've ever written that I started writing as a complete joke... I think as a songwriter, you have to be pretty aware of who you are as a person, but then I think you also have to have one eye on what people think of you, kind of what the general perception is of your world.. and over
the last couple of years I've noticed there has been sort of pretty sensational fictionalization in my personal life... you know they kind of drawn this profile to this girl who is a serial dater jet setting around with all their guys and then.. You know she can get 'em, but she can't keep 'em coz she's too emotional and she's sick, then she gets her
heart broken coz they leave and she jilted that she goes into her evil layer and write songs about it in revenge. It's just the type of this very complex profile person. Then I have to think about it... and I started thinking about how interesting that character is if she was a real person and had all these qualities and attributes of what the song
would write it and ... em, I'm sure it would sound a bit like that. x) (x) Money is different things for different people in a novel. For characters who don't have money, especially Gatsby, money is security. A big part of his attraction to Daisy is her richness: throughout her life, since childhood, she has lived in a household with enough money
and never knew desire. x)— madness (IWYW, HYGTG, Afterglow), look at that face (gorgeous), bug (IKYWT), loves the game (Grace State), rumors (New Romances), you've heard of me (the final game), the flame (red, afterglow, style), high (don't blame me, DBATC), they'll tell you I'm insane//they told you I'm crazy (end game). Judging
by an interview given in early 2012 about dates based on zero hours, she knows until then that Dianna likes taylor's representation of the media, not the real taylor. When they are broken down the final time she mentions again dating someone else according to their Wikipedia page. Late 2011/Early 2012 (December/January) IKYWT - a
chorus written nearly 6 months before going to the studio with Martin &amp; Shellback: I knew you were in trouble when you walked so shame on me now. He took me to places I'd never been before you let me down. I knew you were in trouble when I was so ashamed now. I flew to places I've never been to now, lying on cold hard
ground. Got me alone&gt;&gt;&gt; I take you alone(insidious), got me alone (girl at home), flying(From the forest)Ace(New romances) I do not want to live forever? -I see you in all these mascara faces (holy land)January 1, 2012Better Man perhaps written here -back my hand (breathe, come with rain), change mind (white horse, back in
December, breathe, last kiss) talk down with me / push your love away (let's go, tell me why) going to your pride (story about us) gun (getaway car, hoax) probably better(almost do, king of my heart) magic(sad beautiful tragic, very well, last summer was magical), pride (other half door), run (dear John) I Almost Do (SM : Wrote this instead
of calling)-my dreams (sad beautiful tragic, AYHTDWS) probably better(better man, king of my heart) (2012 or earlier)January 16, 2012 appeared on Taylor's February 2012 cover of Vogue. Taylor looked radiant and gave an adorable interview as always. She happened to see a picture of Kloss during the interview and said, I love Karlie
Kloss... I want to bake cookies with her! Because, of course, who wouldn't want to bake biscuits with Karlie? Dianna's tweet about Taylor's Vogue shoot - January 17, 2012 2. Karlie, being the goddess of social media wisdom she is, tweeted Tay. Whiskey on ice, Twilight and VineYou've ruined my life and not mineYou're so gorgeousI can't
say anything in your face'Cause you look at your faceAnd I'm so furiousReply make me feel like, What can I say? You're gorgeous January 24, 2012January 25, 2012 Dianna posts tumblr Some point between October 2011 and February 2012 Taylor says in an interview she has been writing this entry, Red, since before the Speak Now
album came out (October 25, 2010): now having to choose from the 30 songs I have and I love. Clash and burn grief is the whole album. x) I wish you would-(SM: He drove past his street every night)- mad mind love ... Rushing (Wonderland), hang up (sadly beautiful tragic)February 24, 2012 preoscar party - Dianna and Taylor both attend
the 2013 interview: And then, last spring, she said there was a weekend where they got really close, and it was all like you amazing- I want to be with you. I want to do it. Last? (SM: LA for your break). Maybe I am Taylor and you are Dianna? Unless Taylor admits that both are hers at one point or another. Or both they won't hurt each
other anymore? -LA is where KCAs was, but also when the Pre-Oscar party was - watched as you leave (This love)Idea of love)Idea based on this experience I had with someone who was kind of this unreliable guy. You never know when he's going to leave, you never know when he's going to come back, but he always comes back [in an
IKYWT music video she says, memories that everyone comes back, but he never does.]. My visual view of this song is, there's a guy on the road sitting on the ground behind the door. And on the other side of the door is his girlfriend, whom he constantly leaves behind - and he keeps coming back to her, but then he leaves again. He says,
This is the last time I'll do it to you. And she says, This is the last time I ask you: Don't do it again. And she's wondering if he's going to let him in, and he just wants her to give him another chance, but she doesn't know if he's going to break her heart again. It's a really fragile emotion that you encounter when you want to love someone, but
you don't know if it's smart. x) Start again (swift, Nathan Chapman, Dan huff) -Begin Again and State of Grace says that the first song she wrote about her relationship with Dianna and the last song she wrote about Dianna's relationship. The music video is in Paris, where they would have met again so far for the last time. On other
occasions, I thought this song was written: Last 8 months (since January 2011) OR have spent the last 8 months [since the beginning of their relationship]. But now I think it's the last 8 months since June 2011, when they first met/got into a relationship. Sm: I wear heels now -It was a song that I wrote much later after the end of the
relationship, and I looked back at it and thought: I really lost myself there. It's hard to come to terms with this, realizing that you changed something about yourself every day, little by little, and woke up and you really didn't know yourself anymore. - That's the same message said IKYWT behind the scenes, so I think this is the last song
written about Dianna on the Red album. - In a recent interview with People Country, Swift revealed that these lyrics come from her real life. One day [I was] going to meet friends, [and] I got heels, she told the magazine, [I] thought I'd take these off, but realized I wanted to wear them and we didn't come along. There's no more skepticism
about me. ... Starting anew is an essential song about how bad relationships can break you down and make you feel hopeless. When you're in a dark relationship, all you talk about is problems, said Swift. She went on to explain the next line of songs from the song:... But you start talking about movies / That your family is watching every
Christmas / And I want to talk about it / And for the first time / What in the past is the past(x) That moment came from real life, she explained when that conversation took place, I thought: It's so easy and innocent and good. That's what I want. x) Holy Land Feb., 2012-(Jeff bhasker) blog entry (originally written about Taymily, after all about
Dianna) &gt;&gt; (SM:When you come to the SD show) - note how other blog entries have inked dates, and this one - not. Has it been made to look like it was written in February 2012? Dancing(22, DWOHT)Nothin new (Swift)?- Written late February/March 1-2, 2012 and found in her Lover Deluxe magazine entries. According to her, it's
about being afraid of aging and everything is changing and losing what you have. Some lyrics include: I'm still getting older and less sure about what you like. and How can a man know all 18 and nothing 22? Are you still going to love me... when I nothin new? * Back together with Di3* in a 2013 interview: So, then they came back
together, but all the time she says she feels like she's looking at every girl and thinking about hooking up with every girl. March 2, 2012 returns to talk now on tour of AustraliaThe Lucky One- somewhere between March 2-15, 2012 (Jeff bhasker) (SM: Don't you want to know)-I think it's a bit humorous that it's written in the same month as
St. Peter's. Patrick's daySpeak Now Tour ends March 18, 2012As you get a girl-(SM: Then one day he's back)-6mths, ghost... kisses on the cheeks (this love) lost their mind (wonders)- I think the final chorus was written a year later. I think you are Taylor and her is DiannaAfterglow? (swift, dukes, bell, feeney)- meet me (everything
changed), burn / flame (Red, Style, Safe and Sound, Blank Space). Ultraviolet=2am? (I Wish You Would), Lose My Mind (How You Get the Girl, Wonderland) Unhappy (Lucky)I Lived Like An Island Punished By You Silence (December 2011-March 2012?) March 2012 This love-begins (SM: Time is a funny thing)- a chorus written as a
poem: This love is good this love is bad this love is alive back from the dead. These hands had to let him go free and this love came back to me March 4, 2012Shortly after her return to LA, Taylor follows Dianna on Twitter, allegedly after a girl's night out with Ashley and Claire Winter-Kislinger (March 22). State Grace perhaps written here
(SM: I love you't count after goodbye)-busy streets (back to be here) changing mind (Red, better man) traffic lights//faster than green light (getaway car, red) grace (EHC, angel I knew you were in trouble, holy ground), armor fall (EHC) cannonball [destroy ball] (baby) will never be the same (... RFI) in your room (left a note on your door
joke we made (holy land)), this love, Love is a ruthless game (empty space) golden age something good and true and real&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;My love was frozenDeep blue, but you painted me goldenOh, and you kept me closeOh, as I was aware that March 25, The Date of the Hunger Games- Taylor and Dianna dined at Unami Burger
Restaurant and see hunger games together (x... Ready for that?? (swift, martin, shellback, payami) ghost (this love) ignites low no one should know... My (wild dreams, paper rings) time (New Romances) jailer (so he goes) goes) be the same (state of grace) games (empty space, new romances, what you came for, Cornelia st.) island
wind... move to the island=April tour or Big Sur tour? Original lyrics: in the middle of the night. In my dreams. Then I'll be with the tess. You're such a cute-red flower taymoji makes me think it's about swiftgron from the Red era... but idk The same k symbol is the yacht end game music videoDianna's tweet about the people who make her
happy - March 28, 2012Dianna and Taylor date Il Pastaio - with Andrea --(March 30)] - they didn't want to be photographed and Dianna duck through the kitchen or side doorOn March 31, 2012, Taylor attended the Kids Choice Awards.The evening KCAs, Taylor attended a birthday party for Jessica Szohr at Dianna's home. Jimmy James
tweets: April 1, 2012 - And what night..... (thank you, thank you, thank you!!!) Taylor was spotted with Dianna in New York on April 7 (dining Otto with Emma Stone) and again at 8pm at the Bowery Hotel - she goes to The View and mentions how she renovated her Nashville apartment look like Alice in Wonderland with color, April 9, 2012
Recording another album. So happy. -April 10, 2012Dianna stays behind in NYC and appears on VIew to ensure housewives make a return for non-teens having sex... be here – I think it's written here, but most people think it was written on May 8, 2012 – I wrote about crashing someone and then they have to go to work, it tells Yahoo!
They're traveling, you're traveling, and you're thinking about them, but you're wondering how it's going to work when there's so much distance between you. (x)busy streets (state of grace), of course what I know now&gt;&gt;&gt;know something now I'm not before (things have changed), the most brutal (brutal summer) - people who think it
was written on May 8, 2012 say Taylor talks about ny and london song, and while Taylor was writing, Dianna was going to Jimmy Kimmel in NY (which Taylor was in Nashville) and the day after Dianna went to London with Naya Rivera. - Brutal (Brutal Summer)... but I think it's a reference to when Ai was abroad. In an interview Bruschetta
says that his office buildings seem to run down so we don't have an eight-year-old girl knocking on the door, giving us her CD. Which I think is really rude and uppity, especially because that's how Taylor got his start. (x) But he also had a goat that screams in a douchebag. It's falling for you and you're worlds away(Come back... In
Here)&gt;&gt;&gt; When I fell hard you were a step back(IKYWT)we have not seen each other in a month, when you said you needed space (WANEGBT) &gt;&gt;&gt; you took a step back without me (IKYWT) Taylor and Dianna break up1*, supposedly because Dianna wasn't ready for a relationship - Dianna held Lea Michele's hand over
someone else on a love glee tour almost every night until this point on April 13 2012 Dianna Agron goes to Jimmy Kimmel and denies dating rumors and blows a kiss to TaylorApril 23, you are in London and I break down 'because it's not right that you are not around(Come back... In Here)Taylor also bought lingerie on April 24 vsapril 24,
2012-We dressed up all the time fancy and went out to celebrate Shirley MacLaine's birthday. @diannaagron @ashavignone @clairewinterApril 25, 2012She initially tweeted #DATEME, but it ended up deleting it, and changing it to what it is in the tweet above. I think it's a little tongue-in-cheek Jimmy Kimmel. Also note when she tweeted
it, 2 am... April 25, 2012222222222 Interview Taylor says: Swift ended the relationship, continued her friend, after which Styles allegedly harassed her for a better part of the year, confessing his devotion and promising never to go wrong again. Probably discussed participation hereApril 27, 2012 - lunch with LizApril 28/29, 2012-The most
magical night @diannaagron circus themed birthday party! Taylor is papped to have a scratch on her back April 29, 2012 April 30, 2012 Dianna turns 26May 4, 2012May 10, 2012On May 15, 2012On, Taylor tweeted that she was eating cheeseburgers, scribbling on guitars, writing songs with @edsheeran. Ed tweeted almost at the same
time that he was enjoying In Out Burger, defacing guitars and writing music with @taylorswift 13. It was their first meeting in an interview with BBC Radio One (but most importantly, not their last writing session in Red, for which they wrote two songs together). Another meeting at Taylor's home - the first was in Phoenix, where Ed has been
since May 13 - alluding to Rolling Stone, which is due to take place sometime before May 28, when Taylor and Ed were photographed at a recording studio in Santa Monica. These dates everything changed to between 15 and 28 May 2012. Taylor wouldn't meet Conor Kennedy until July 4. That said, it was on the evening of May 15 that
Taylor and Dianna had their date at Dominik's. Everything changed touch ups and editing probably done on May 15, 2012 (SM: Hyannis Port)Dinner date night on May 15, 2012 Between May 21-May 28Other meeting at Taylor's home - the first was in Phoenix, where Ed has been since May 13 - is alluding to Rolling Stone, which is due to
happen sometime before May 28, when Taylor and Ed were photographed at a recording studio in Santa Monica. Taylor wouldn't meet Conor Kennedy until July 4. That said, it was on the evening of May 15 that Taylor and Dianna had their date at Dominik's. The second writing session was held at Swift's home in California. We wrote a
song on a trampoline, ate apple pie and had a jam. It was a lot of fun, he says. It came after 20 minutes, for sure. It was a really simple song to write. We just had two guitars and strummed it. I've heard from all over the industry how cool it is; She has a very good reputation, but you never realize how human she is until you sit down and
communicate with her. She's just a very warm soul. ... Or End a game or song that was not released. Trampoline tennis court in the middle of la homeMay 22-24 Dianna in London with Naya Last time on May 28, 2012 (probably touch ups made here) I let you in (AYHTDWS) for the last time (baby) SM: LA for your break. This song was
written at this time, but about the event that occurred earlier I think. The feeling just doesn't seem to fit here with songs written before him and shortly after hisJune 1, 2012 or Walmart arena managers' performance with Justin Timberlake mentioned in the Lover's diary entry June 10, then writes 22 afterwards I don't know about you, but I'm
feeling 22. It's going to be okay if you keep me next to you. You don't know about me, but I bet you want to. It'll be all right if we just keep dancing as we 2222-(SM: Ashley Dianna Claire Selena)-strangers (back to be here, everything changed), dancing (holy land, DWOHT) magical (sad beautiful tragic), you look like bad news, which I
have to have&gt;&gt;&gt;you like and bad(end game), and in the live performance in red, her dancer wears the same glasses and they look directly at each other to make fun of our exes -music video In the clip, heart-shaped glasses are in love at first sight, elsewhere in the music video she wears large square framed glasses as one Naya
Rivera owns (Santana of Glee) to make fun of her during a hoax from our exes. I think the cat ears music video is nodded to the cat ears diannas birthdayOriginal lyrics: sometimes it hits me We move fastContinu something hazyI future I can't seeLet's break old rulesWhile we still 22You look bad newsI gotta have you-bowler hats also
being i know places-shade is thrown into forgot I forgot, that you existed-it also seems to be surfing from kcas2013 interview: So, then they came back together, but all the time she says she feels like looking at every girl and thinking about hooking up with every girl. June 2 or June 3rdI knew that you were in trouble, most likely the
production &amp; touch ups written here. lost your balance (treacherous), you drown (clean)I want to point out that Red is done written before the Conor Kennedy trick begins! New romances?? -castle (CIWYW), dazzling light(WTNY) time (this love) games / ace (this, what you came up, ready, Cornelia st.) rumors (empty space) dream
(KOMH, wild dreams, subtle), grief is a national anthem (MAATHP??) -Ive never had any idea when it could have been written byCruel Summer (swift, jack antonoff) (producers: swift, antonoff, Annie Clark) I feel like this song could be written here at Swiftgron in summer 2012 or summer 2014 Kaylor. Bad boy glittering toy with
price=Dianna, but the best people in life are free (New Romantics)=Karlie. In Lover's secret sessions she says: This song is one that I wrote about the feeling of summer romance, and how often times summer romance can layered with all feelings like pining away, and sometimes even secrets. It involves the idea of being in a relationship
where there is a certain element of despair and pain where you crave what you don't already have, it's just there, and you just can't achieve it. And she compares the bride to woods bridge....... I don't want to keep secrets just to keep you (hiding feelings from each other out of fear of overreacting) + grinning like the devil (IKYWT prologue),
or bridge me to be written in winter 2013/early 2014, assuming the song was originally a Terrible Winter? But it's just an availability. Unless the bridge was originally made every night that winter(2013), which was written in the harsh summer of 2014 on the bridge of winter- a dream (wild dreams, ready for it) high (don't blame
me)//drug(DBATC) bad boy (wild dreams, end game, empty space) hang your head low / / hang head (clean) boy toy (don't blame me) no rules (TIWWCHNT) cut lights (style, treacherous) bar (yes it goes, delicate) knife (bad blood) blue (EHC, afterglow, paper rings) keeps secret (KOMH) every night hooked through the garden gate(--...
breakable heaven=glass closet, devil= fake god???? (Brutal summer) This is a lucky gardener who has a garden gate, swing open into a private shelter and lock the workaday world to meet the click heavy latch. When you enter the gate, you are mentally transported to something else. This changes your thought process, says Hugh
Dargan, an Atlanta landscape architect whose designs often include garden gate plans. Gates are a very important start to mentally getting into another space, he says. In colonial times, fences were erected to keep the animals out of the garden and the animals would be limited to their yards. Wood, stone or brick fencing separated the
interior landscapes from the desert surrounding them. The gates were the way to the wall of promise and challenge, and a way back to civilization. When they hit the close, they locked in uncertainty and unwanted. Fences and gates are no longer so important, but the psychological effect is still very much the same. The gate gives you the
opportunity to pause between where you are and where you want to go, says Dargan. x) RED IS DONE IS WRITTEN BY release date Oct. 22, 2012, but probably earlier (June 2012 no earlier than October 2013) interview: So, then they came back together, but all the time she says she feels like she's looking at every girl and thinking
about hooking up with every girl. June 2, 2012 Glaad Awards Dianna auctions kissJune 10, 2012Nashville Date July 2, 2012Katie Couric Charmed Evolution Taylor Swift Nashville interview she says, but the anger that the ex shows is probably because what Taylor's songs say is true and hit the nail on the head july 2012 Conor Kennedy
stunt begins hyannis port date July 4, 2012 After the storm someone was 4 July? (End game) On July 14, 2012, Glee attended the San Diego Comic-Con in California and the Giffoni Film Festival... she also gets asked about Taylor and says she hopes to keep running, but if not then maybe she can just go on the road with Taylor and do
her bags in a 2013 interview: So then they came back together, but all the time she says she feels like she's looking at every girl and thinking about hooking up with every girl. Season 4 Glee began filming on Tuesday, July 24, 2012. A number of external shots depicting New York city will be shot in that city location.-this is the season
when Dianna and Naya are sleeping together on screen (and probably in real life during tbh)July 26, 2012: Twitter Swifties notice Austin Swift's name change at dolphin club. These mentions are displayed until November 3, 2013. Dianna retweets it saying: How never? Knowing full well they are in a relationship again in a music video
Taylor wears big square framed glasses, such as the one Naya Rivera owns (Santana of Glee) to make fun of her, and the girl flirting with her costar ex also wears them in late August 2012 in Nashville As I look at the love you have to follow, she says, and fall hard if you get hard. You have to forget about what everyone else thinks. This
must be a mentality against the world. You have to make it a priority to work, and fall in love really quickly, without thinking too hard. If I feel too hard about the relationship I will talk myself out of it. ... There are no hooks on Swift's land. No, she says, nose folds. Where's the romance? Where's that magic? I'm just the wrong girl. That said,
hackers shouldn't bother with your phone: There are interesting things out there, like text messages, she says. But you won't find any nude photos.... Swift loves the idea of a long relationship, something she never really had. Usually it takes four and a half months, and then everything just disintegrates. Then I spend, for example, a year
and a half of mourning for his loss. x) Karlie and Taylor met at the Met Gala in early 2011 (Metropolitan Museum of Art NYC) I wonder that Karlie says Taylor is our age and gorgeous Taylor makes it a point to say her bf is older than us. (The dress Karlie wore is the same color as the gorgeous lyrics video) September 4, 2012 Dianna
reports on tumblrPerforms Ronan at SU2C September 7, 2012 LASeptember 9, 2012 Canadian Country Music Association AwardsSeptember 13, 2012 Glee Season 4 premieres September 20, 2012September 21 &amp; 22, 2012 Iheart Radio Music Festival, doing Q&amp;amp;amp; A, mini tightrope October 2012 Conor Kennedy stunt
ends on October 2, 2012 Two days after this interview, Taylor flew to Paris to shoot a video on Begin Again. x) Date October 3, 2012October 4th, 2012-Taylor and Dianna both head to Paris PFW w/Ashley and EmmaBegin Again music video shotOctober 6, 2012 Ross UK interview - she talks about accumulating painful songs that she can
grab from laterOctober's 2012 interview with Renee Bargh she talks about a breakup movie about last night with Demi Moore and Rob Lowe about a couple who break up and spend a lot of time alone and gets back together because they're really good together... and how she can't learn lessons hard and make mistakes and how awful it
is and is seen in court opinion in a 2013 interview: And then when they were in London [Paris?] sometime in the last few months, a boy band balladeer allegedly disappears one night and after that he was like he just didn't want to disagree. October 15, 2012 Taylor plays Harvey Mudd College's VH1 Storytellers and she gets sassy toward
her label before playing Our Song October 17, 2012 This love is completely written as a song. Silent screams (Clean), wild dreams, sunken boats(I know places), I watched you go (last time). In August 2019, Morning Mash Up Taylor says: There was a song this love I wrote closer to the Red album, but it ended in 1989. There was also a
song better man that I wrote back when I was writing Red. Miss Americana and Heartbreak Prince? (swift, Joel little)-it was written in January 2019... but it makes sense to me to be written when Trump won the election on November 9, 2016 (my team loses)... or mid-election on 6 November 2018. Unless it's more about homophobia, that
is what I think personally. I think the high school metaphor connects him with Glee, but this can be achieved. Plus Ms. Americana could have engaged when she was dating Conor Kennedy. Putting here feels more like reaching me, but I can move it later. Ms. Americana could also be Karlie and Taylor could already have a heartbroken
prince. Could this also be a letter to fans and could it be a MA and a heartbreaking prince as a piece of duality? Lights(new romantics, welcome to New York), rose thorns(CIWYW, blank space, wonderland Taymoji) escape with you(CIWYW, late November 2016) approaching the storm (Clean, CIWYW, Cornelia), head hung (brutal
summer, clean), bad girl (I Did Something Bad, So It Goes...) Know places? (SM: And everyone watched) whisper (MAATHP) dark clouds=storm?, always you//were all together (last time), a fragile little flame, he can burn (this love) sink ships (this love) (running wolves tour performance (Daylight)) - travel visuals include Rene Magritte's
resemblance to his painting The Son of Man, BEHIND THE CLOSET DOOR - I had this idea, as, you know, when you're in love - along the line out of the Woods - it's very expensive, it's fragile. As soon as the world gets ahold about it, whether it's your friends or people all over town to hear about it... It's like the first thing people want to do
when they hear that people are in love is just like trying to ruin it if they're not the biggest people, she says. I was where I was, no one is going to sign up for it. There are just too many cameras pointed at me. There are too many funny things in my life. It's just never going to work, Swift admits. But I decided to write a love song, just kind of
like, what would I say if I met someone really awesome and they were like, hey, am I worried about all this attention you'll get? So I wrote this song called I Know Places about, like, Hey, I know where we can hide. We could beat them. I'm so happy that it sounds like a rush that she's singing about, she says. (x)... Remember that in a
September 2011 NY Fashion Week interview she said, I can't deal with someone who is obsessed with privacy. People kind of care if there are two famous people dating. But no one cares. If you care about privacy to the point where we have to dig a tunnel under this restaurant so we can leave? I can't do that. On the painting Magritte
said: At least he hides his face partially well, so you have an obvious face, an apple hiding a visible, but hidden, human face. It's something that happens constantly. Everything we see hides another thing, we always want to see what is hidden in what we see. There is interest in what is hidden and which are visible does not show us. This
interest can be quite intense feeling, a certain conflict, you might say, between the visible, which is hidden, and the visible, which is. [3] Another similar to another of his paintings in this particular picture of travel is a picture of the chosen views: Magritte had to say the following about this work:One night I woke up in a room where a cage
was placed with a bird sleeping in it. A great mistake made me see an egg in a cage, not an extinct bird. Then I understood a new and astonishing poetic mystery, because the shock I experienced was provoked by the affinity of two objects– cage and egg – to each other, while earlier this shock was caused by two unrelated objects that I
had brought together. [2]- Magritte) - my premise is that the wardrobe and cage are similarANOTHER paintings reminiscent of visually is the pleasure principle by Rene Magritte:The principle of pleasure states that people are looking for pleasure and avoiding pain. A colleague is a principle of reality that, when necessary, thaws
satisfaction. Psychologists and neurologists believe that the principle of pleasure is responsible for the pleasant feeling that a person receives after acquiring knowledge or understanding the concept. Magritte plays with this emotion, enigmatically turning the most defining feature of the subject - his face - into a bright glowing ball of fire.
The themes pose as well as mystifying. Who's sitting like that? What does his hand do? Rock is obviously symbolic, but what? Magritte was Coy when asked about the meaning of his work. It is usually said that they are meaningless because they are paintings, not concepts that can be known. At the time it was meant that the intended
symbolism is less significant than the feeling of someone when looking at the painting. In this case, he wants to build on that feeling of frustration when he refuses pleasant feelings to gain knowledge. - didn't they tell us, don't rush into things&gt;&gt;&gt; I know they will be with you that I have my time)^^ ^My girlfriends and I suffer the idea,
looking back that [some boys] have changed us, she muse. You look back and think: I just wore black for that relationship. Or I started talking differently. Or I started trying to act like a hipster. Or I cut off my friends and family because he wanted me to do it. It's an unfortunate problem.... I think one thing I'm really afraid of is... that magic do
not be ed, she says. That butterflies and dreams and love, all these things That I consider very expensive, will one day come out. I didn't have a relationship that lasted forever. I just know about them from between and when it ends. That's my fear. I spend a lot of time balancing between faith and disbelief.... For her current single We Are
Never Ever Getting Back Together she offers sarcastic dismissal: Hide and find your peace / With some indie record that is much cooler than mine. That was the most important line of the song, says Swift. It was a relationship where I felt very critical and subpar. He listened to this music, which no one had heard of ... but as soon as
someone else liked these bands, he'd drop them. I felt it was a weird way to be a fan of music. And I couldn't understand why he would never say anything nice about the songs I wrote or the music I made. October 22, 2012 The Red Album is released this thing with love: It will be wrong until it's right. So you experience these different
shades wrong [State of Grace] and you miss good things about those people, and you regret not seeing red flags for bad things about those people, but it's all a learning process. And being 22, you kind of crash at the moment with love and life and lessons and learning in a difficult way, and fortunately I was able to write about these
emotions as they've affected me.... The first thing that I'm thinking about when I write my songs is to communicate directly with the person the song is about. I think what I've learned recently is that it's not... the grief that inspires my songs. It's not the love that inspires my songs. These are individual people who come into my life. I had
relationships with people who were really essential and meant a lot to me, but I couldn't write a song about that person for some reason. Then again, you will meet someone who comes into your life for two weeks, and you write the full clip about .... Yra .... Yra A song on a new album called The Last Time, which you sing with Gary
Lightbody's band Snow Patrol, is particularly heartbreaking. Where does that come from? You have this bright, optimistic personality and this charisma that so much has been written about, and there is still a lot of pain about what you write about. The idea was based on this experience I had with someone who was kind of this unreliable
guy. You never know when he's going to leave, you never know when he'll come back, but he'll always come back. My visual view of this song is, there's a guy on the road sitting on the ground behind the door. And on the other side of the door is his girlfriend, whom he constantly leaves behind - and he keeps coming back to her, but then
he leaves again. He says, This is the last time I'll do it to you. And she says, This is the last time I ask you: Don't do it again. And she's wondering if he's going to let him in, and he just wants her to give him another chance, but she doesn't know if he's going to break her heart again. It's really a fragile emotion you encounter when you want
to love someone, but not sure if it's wise(x)GMA NYC - says she wrote a new song like 2 days ago (IKP?) October 23, 2012 David Letterman is my right to vote, but not my right to tell other people what to do, talking about angry emails with the subject line is thoughts October 2012 Katie Couric's First Half interview: when asked if her ex
got a message wanegbt Taylor is hesitant, then says, I haven't heard from him because I think I was insistent enough this time trying not to smile, I don't know how to have a normal relationship. I don't really know that much about love, it turns out. Some of my exes like to write really long emails. The recurring nightmare is getting pulled off
in jail for something I don't help. Subconscious fear of losing everything. Heaps of washing a recurring nightmare. Subconscious fear of losing control. I feel like there's going to be a time when I'm looking back at him. I want to point out that she gave this interview before the Harry Styles stunt happened! November 2012 Harry Styles stunt
beginsnovember 8, 2012 - Liz posts a song on YouTube, called Never Know, that may be about Taylor&gt;&gt; It's crazy how life goes on / And then I catch myself singing my song / And wonder if you think about me / I think we never know on November 9, 2012 Alan Carr interview: says that she doesn't like to hide in a relationship
because she feels run away from the law novemebr 2012 SVT/NRK/Skavlan interview: I'm a singer and I don't think people want to hear my political views. November 15, 2012 Dianna asked if 22 is written about her and Dianna says, I can't tell coylyNovember 17, 2012 AMAS LA performing ikywtikywT music video is shot Nov. 18, 2012-
The video says, But he never [comes back]Dianna buying a house near Taylor's IN LA- November 2012At the moment in 2012, Taylor purchased another Bev Hills home for your buzz photo shoot together in NYC (November/December 2012?) (published on 11 February 2013) At the end of November 2012, Smallzy Nova interviewed: her
ex is someone who went to basement concerts and stopped listening to bands after they became popular. A November 26, 2012 Australia interview says she thinks she wrote WANEGBT so that she couldn't come back with that person as self-sabotage, but you never know with love, she always comes back and surprise you at the RFK
Foundation Dinner date - December 3, 2012Taylor has been inactive on Twitter since October 26, 2011-December 5, 2012. She was active only on Instagram. So now she's back at abuDecember 6th, 2012-Dinner at Crosby Hotel NYC w/ Harry December 13, 2012 possibly going to the Lakes of England with Dianna Hunters (IKP), the
name dropping (I Did Something Bad IDSB), (auroras sometimes called northern lights or polar lights, or dawn (ultraviolet morning light below(Afterglow)), frozen earth(Hoax, DWOHT), cliff-side (dec) blog entry mentions something like red rose grew from ice frozen land Nobody around it tweet on August 14, 2013Turns 23 Dec. In
2012Taylor reacted badly to Tina Fey &amp; Amy Poehler about a joke to stay away from Michael J. Fox's sonAll You Had To Do Was Stay- JAn. 10, 2013 (SM: They paid the price)- say that you changed (WANEGBT) I let you in (last time). Touch ups and production probably written hereHow do you get Girl- Jan 15, 2013 (SM: Then one
day he's back)- ghost ... Kisses on the cheeks (this love) have lost your mind (wonders). Touch ups and production probably written hereJanuary 2013 Harry Styles trick endsjanuary 2013 (July 26, 2012 - November 3, 2013 Austin Dolphin Club Twitter mini)January 13-23, 2013 SAG and Golden Globes happen and Dianna didn't winSome
people think Dianna Taylor proposed January 24, 2013Jan. 25, 2013 Dianna posts Tumblr folklore vibejan. 27, 2013Feb. 7, 2013 Dianna posts Tumblr visuals similar to the clean 1989 tourFeb. 9, 2013 Dianna reports on tumblrFeb. 10, 2013 GrammysFeb. 11, 201322 music video filmed on Feb. 12, 2013-in music video she wears large
square framed glasses as one Naya Rivera owns (Santana of Glee) hoax from herPaper Rings? - (swift, antonoff) in secret sessions she says: I had all these lyrics about all these funny memories of how something can begin in a really exotic way and surprise you. Like, as he says: I hate accidents unless we've gone from friends to this.
So I wanted to show the quirkiness of the relationship and how it's like, wow, it really fell together [OOTW, So Goes] into really fun, funny, playful, cute pieces [So It Goes...]. And now what we both really stoked happened exactly the way it did. (x) I personally like to think that the second line and bridge are written from Karlie's POV: I like
shiny things, I would marry you with paper rings&gt;&gt;&gt;Unable to recognize the face of love until they took away from you the shiny shiny 123 (so it goes, ME!) -This song was really written until June 2016. Sometimes I think that paper rings were written here because Dianna has a brother, she seems to have a purse (new money), I
think it's a reference to December 2012-February 2013 (winter icy outdoor pool), cat and mouse months = months and months back and forth (Clean), once ... Twice... three times=how many times they dated, picture frames (HYGTG), blue (brutal summer), exes of struggles and flaws were all the makeup of their relationship,
complications sound like Dianna, and dreary Mondays can be her long weeks (I almost do) at Glee, and wrap their hands around me= I felt my hands revolve around me (wonderland)Glee tweet Feb. 14, 2013Before Valentine's Day episode Glee, Taylor tweeted this :When the show aired, Dianna's character Quinn ends up having sex with
Naya's character and Taylor's song was never an episode at all. Basically, Dianna tricked Taylor into watching her character have sex with another girl. It was probably a painful place for Taylor because Dianna and Naya used to hook up in real life. Taylor then deleted the tweet, and tweeted something else about her dancers. Bad Blood -
a version of the reputable tour mingled with had to be said at [cheating] (2013 or earlier) and the 1989 tour version mixed with WANEGBT. Bullet holes &gt; shotgun shot to the heart (getaway car)Elle photoshoot premieres February 19, 2013Dianna reports on Feb. 19, 2013 February 24, 2013 Oscars happen and Dianna is not winFeb. 24,
2013 (slightly subtext shade?) I don't even regret If you want a big revelation, I have exactly two people since 2010. (This means Conor Kennedy and Harry Styles). [but I think it's Dianna and every other person this love is about] The fact that there are slide shows of a dozen guys that I either hugged on the red carpet or met for lunch or
wrote a song with. . . . it's just kind of ridiculous.... for women to write about their feelings, and then be portrayed as some clinging, insane, desperate girlfriend in need that you marry her and have children with her, I think taking something that should potentially be celebrated – a woman writing about her feelings in a confession way – is
taking and turning it and turning it into something that is frankly a little sexist.... There's a who doesn't help other women. ... She wouldn't let her know about any of her relationships - that's one of her rules - but she lets the person who knows her well discuss them with me. The fact that this information, some seventeen and Tiger Beat's
expertise is now considered factual news is staggering, but here we go: Swift's friend said that the styles of the situation are completely mistaken in the media. This young woman claimed that Styles had chased Swift for years [on Swiftgron, February 2011-Feb. 2012]: He wore her down. And then, last spring, she said, there was a
weekend where they got really and he was for example, you're amazing – I want to be with you. I want to do it. Shortly after Styles was on a trip to Australia with One Direction, he allegedly texted Swift to alert her to an online photo of a kissing friend's good-bye, but said: 'It's not a big thing.' When Swift searched the internet for the photo,
however, she found that they were done as a hair with her hands all in each other's. Swift ended the relationship, continued her friend, after which Styles allegedly harassed her for the better part of the year, confessing his devotion and promising never to go wrong again. So then they come back together, but all the time she says she
feels like he's looking at every girl and thinking about hooking up with every girl. And then, when they were in London sometime in the last few months, a boy-band balladeer allegedly disappears one night and after that he was like he just didn't want to disagree. Now, said a friend, he's supposedly texting Swift again nonstop, like, Where
Are You? Call me. Did you come back? ... She's a girl who loves love and wants to be in love, but she says she's ready to wait for her to come to terms with it. Part of me just feels like it's going to be wrong until he's right, she said, speaking in the lyrics again; this one has not yet been written. I am absolutely happy that all of my past
relationships have to be wrong until I find one that is true because I am very happy not to find my great love yet. I don't actively look because you can't find anything, but I think that's what I'd usually look for a guy... is someone who sees me in my actual dimensions: 23 years old, five feet ten, people close to her call her Tay, were really
insecure in high school. Like, a guy who wants to know the stories of who I was before and what's not on my Wikipedia page and what didn't happen on the awards show guy who just wants to know the girl. If I could find someone who just looked at me as I am a girl, she said, as a girl they want to be their girlfriend, with all my
accomplishments and my criticism, in addition to this great cartoon character that most people see me because they don't know me... I just want the guy to know me as a girl. (x) I think all these statements were true, but about Dianna, not Harry. February 25, 2013 Dianna posts on Tumblr February 28, 2013 Dianna reports f. Scott
Fitzgerald quote girl worth not having waited for anyone on this side of paradise on February 28, 2013? Taylor's LA homeMarch 2 2013 Dianna posts photo: scene from Edward Scissor's hands goodbye. I love you There are all kinds of love in this world, but never the same love twice. F Scott Fitzgerald Also you're a victim of your mind
The couple sitting on the beach are seen in rose-colored glasses on the Red Tour, Taylor mixes mumford &amp; sons in a song with Stay Stay, and Dianna loves the band and gets married member of that group after 4 years of january 2017RED tour begins on March 13, 2013-Omaha, NB- B scene song is I Almost Do March 14, 2013
Stage B white horse Omaha, NBMarch 18, St. Louis had already said at March 19 Cold As You St. Louis, MOMarch 22 Tim McGraw Charlotte, NCMarch 23, 2013March 27 Starlight NewarkMarch 28 Story of New York. someone on Twitter is going through a situation. How to break down the situation. This is a song I wrote that's more
about what happened in the story. Here on March 29 at Youre Not Sorry Newark. I truly believe that when you communicate with anyone you meet, you should start trusting them. Any new friend you'll meet. Any new person you meet. I think you really should believe in the best of them. And the first time they tell you that they're sorry I
think you need to believe them. But then if they keep doing the same exact thing that they say they're sorry for, that means one thing guys. That they're not. - here April 3, 2013 Dianna dyes her hair on the cover of RedWonderland magazine April 7, 2013 ^ James Skateboard (Betty) April 10, 2013 Red Tour B scene song Today Was a
Fairytale Miami, FLApril 11, 2013 Red Tour b stage song Youre Not Sorry Orlando, FL- they do it again and then they say they apologize again and then they do it again and hurt you again and say they will regret it, but they don't regret it? - Here's an article that almost outed them - April 16, 2013. The article was completely fake, but the
thing went viral.-I think it was Taylor who released the article: ... until I switched to the other side. It's no wonder I turned you in because we traitors never win -Getaway Car *Taylor &amp; diana officially break up3* April 2013Engagement broken offApril 2013 buys Rhode Island home ... I guess you just get away with it. Taylor paid money
for her Rhode Island HouseApril 18 Should've Said No Red Tour b scene song in Atlanta, GAApril 19, 2013 Fifteen Red Tour B scene song atlanta, GAApril 20 B scene song I Almost Do Tampa, FL. Everyone got like one, maybe two, I don't know how much you have, but at least one person in your life who no longer belongs in your life
because maybe they hurt you, maybe it's a little more, but you want to call sometimes. And you think better about it. But you're almost doing it. - Here dianna searched and reblogging #lostlove day (4-23-2013)April 23, 2013 Dianna posts and deletes her tumblrWonderland probably written april 2013-reached you, but you disappeared (this
love, IKYWT) flashing lights(know places), wrong turn//you drove us off the road(AYHTDWS)&gt;&gt;long drive (style), whisper (MAATHP, know places), fear (DWOHT, DBATC), games (Grace State, empty space, ... Ready For It?), losing your mind (HYGTG, Afterglow), gone (This Love, IKYWT), we're both crazy&gt;&gt;now we both
apologize (getaway car) I just want to point out that the ruler thinks sounds like the king in my heart and the school girl crush can be tongue in cheek dianna is glee, and garden filled with thorns repeated, the clock looks like 10:48 (1+0+4+8=13), impossible things (star light)April 24, 2013 - Ok said, Austin. April 26, 2013 Red Tour B
performing song Mine Emily's home state of Indianapolis, Indiana Dianna tweets To Taylor about greeting cards with other friends: This is hilarious. The answer was not givenapril 30, 2013 Dianna turns 27May 5, 2013-Met Gala (taylor &amp; Karlie both attend) Your buzz cut (dress) [my hair TEASED?!] You should take it as a
complimentIt I am talking to everyone here, but you (but you but you)And you should think about the consequencesBut you touch my hand in a shaded room (dark room, dark room)If you have a girl, I envy herBut if you are one who is honestly worse'Cause you're so gorgeous it's so gorgeous it actually hurts(Honey, hurt)Ocean blue eyes
looking forI feel like I can drown and drown and die(gorgeous) A diving bar on the east side where you are? The phone lights up my night joiner blackcome here, you can meet me backDark jeans and your nikes look at youOh damn, never seen that color blue (delicate)met you at the bar(So It Goes ...) 7 May Enchanted B scene song
LouisvilleMay 19, 2013-Taylor gets a little sassy in her acceptance speeches at BMAs lol1 Top Album Award2 Artist of the Year 3 backstage 4 press room - as well as, her performance 22 has a boombox sitting in the locker room, so she probably knew 1989 would crop up by this time, she also has an unicron on her shirt (LOUD LGB+)
Once again her dancer wears those glasses frames during a hoax from our exes, and her t-shirt says, haters are going to hate, so maybe she knew about Shake It Off by this time, or was that line written? And at the end of the performance, red balloons fall, as seen in 1989. Target commercialMay 21, 2013I want you- May 27, 2013, touch
ups and production here probably (SM: He drove past his street every night)- mad mad love ... rushing(Wonderland). June 2, 2013 - A disgusting DJ attacked Taylor at a RED meet and greet July 3, 2013 Dianna posts on TumblrJuly 13, 2013 Corey goes far :( (After the storm someone was born on July 4(End Game)August 14, 2013
(Wednesday)-Watch Hill, Rhode Island Red Rose grew up from ice freeze ground Nobody around tweet it (The Lakes)August 15, 2013 Redtour Stage B Fifteen San diegoOut of Woods- It just kind of conjured up all these feelings of anxiety I had a relationship where everyone was watching, everyone was commenting on it she says out of
the Woods. You keep just feeling like, Are we out of the forest yet? What will be the next thing? What other obstacle will we have to jump? Are we going to make it into next week? It was interesting to write about a relationship where you just honestly like it, It's probably not going to last, but how long will it last? Those brittle ... This does
not mean that they should not happen. All the time we had to memories or crazy memories or ridiculously restless times, in my mind it was like, Are we all right? Are we still there? Are we coming from this?. (x)... The first feeling I felt in every relationship was anxiety. Because he felt very fragile, he felt very tentative,And he always felt like
this: OK, what's the next road block? What's the other thing that will deter this? How long do we have before this turns into just a terrible mess and we break down? Is it a month? Is it three days? x) August 25, 2013 VMAs- still sassy with making a speech for best female video: here in an August interview with Marie Claire Taylor says the
quote she loves is why wouldn't I say that if a girl was worth it, would she have waited for you? No, sir, it's really worth not waiting for anything. -This Side of Paradise, F. Scott Fitzgerald4th September - Taylor and Dianna (along with Sarah Hypand and her boyfriend Matt) attend the Entertainment concert, the first time they have publicly
announced since Dianna's birthday last April. (x) here (Dianna looks bored)September 5th – Dianna tweets at Taylor about the concert, early in the morning. This is their last direct social media interaction (to this day.) Last time you've ever seen me (getaway car)&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;last time (baby)September 6, 2013 Red Tour Stage B song
Speak Now Fargo, NDSeptember 7, 2013 Red Tour B stage song Tell me Why St Paul, MNSeptember 8, 2013 Red Tour B stage song Sad This is a song I wrote about it as just a result That something ended doesn't mean it wasn't incredibly beautiful. Not all stories have a happy ending and you have to learn how to deal with them. It's a
song about a Tory that didn't end so happily, but it still had to happen -here's a getaway car (fast, antonoff) struck a match... candlelight(sparks fly, candle very well, it's love, flame(I Know Places, Empty Space, State of Grace), white lie(pretty lie? empty space)), black tie[affair] (sad beautiful tragic) gray (red) getaway car [maserati]
(red)&gt;&gt;&gt;from green light (holy land) he poisoned the well[Naya], last time (last time, babe), best times worst crimes&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;everything was never worse , but never been better (wonderland), Turned you (April 2016 article), rifle shot to heart &gt; bullet holes (bad blood) - MOST LIKELY on Swiftgron. The red reference
taymoji makes me think it's about Swiftgron. Is him her publicist or song should I be dianna you are Taylor and him is Naya? Or maybe it's about the next girl she dated (Begin Again) and how she wanted to leave diannain tour images, all depicting words of being NEON, like the 1989 era!!! On September 13, just over a week after
attending a FUN concert with Dianna, Taylor tweeted a song dancing to mine by Robyn (to which Dancing with Our Hands Tied was compared.). Dancing with hand-tied 25 years written or 2011 2011 meet, 2014 Kaylor kissgate, when Taylor was about 25, or 2017 karlie 25. Avalanche is an OOTW Video. Unless the first line is Swiftgron
and the second row is Kaylor September 14, 2013 Red Tour b scene song Last Kiss CharlottesvilleSeptember 18, 2013 Baking Nashville I don't know which friends are thoughSeptember 21, 2013 Red Tour B scene song Sad Beautiful Tragic NashvilleSeptember 26, 2013 Glee Season 5 premieres I think you can love people without it
being a great love. Ed [Sheeran] said something that really resonated with me. He says there are different kinds of love: There is physical attraction, mental attraction, and emotional attraction; there is also comfort and mania. You need to have all these things in one person. You have to mentally respect them, be physically attracted, and



have a level of comfort. You're obsessed with them, but you also know they're going to stay. I've never had this in one person. My friends annoy me about the fact that if someone looks bad or shady or how they have a secret, I think they're incredibly curious. This is just the stage I've been in lately. I don't think it should be as I continue in
life. It is important to be self-aware about these things because you don't want to end up with a guy.... Early on, my ideas about love came from a place of dreaming prince and princess. But when I actually experienced it, I realized that these aren't the same things. It may be - but not always. (x)12-14 October — Dianna is in London for the
European Press Family Tour (x). She is interviewed in the February 2014 issue of InStyle UK, and sits behind a photo that (probably) provided direct inspiration for Style. Are you through me? KAYLOR 1989, REP, LOVERHad help from @ts7eggs, @ciiwyw, @9w1ftand @lowkeyfangirl tumblrs! And other tumblrs across Taylor &amp;
Karlie meet OFFICIALLY during rehearsals at VSFS November 12, 2013-New York High as your friends were on the night that we first met. Came home and tried to stem you online (Paper Rings) I think the first Met also speaks cheek as they both attended the same met gala from November 13, 2011 you both dance in the snowglobe
round and round (YAIL) November 14, 2013 2013November 14, 2013 Karlie posts insta - probably flowers from JoshNovember 21, 2013 in LA, CA with MeredithNovember ~ 19-~ 25, 2013 LA, CANovember 24, 2013? (AMA 2013 LA) - Karlie and Taylor hang out/Karlie persuades Taylor to consider moving to New York instead of to
London (x). Taylor's choice in New York over London, in my understanding, led to the end of her relationship with Dianna. - Dive bar on the east side-(delicate), met you in a bar(So It Goes ...), got drunk and made fun of the way you say (gorgeous)... ONE LOOK, DARK ROOM(YAIL)- TAYLOR DOES THE INTERVIEW AMA SAYING
THAT SHE'S WORKING ON ANOTHER ALBUM ALREADY AND BRUCHETTA SAYS THEY HAVE 7 SONGS OF IT- SHE ALSO TALKS ABOUT NOT CARING ABOUT GENREIt'S Nice to Have A Friend? (fast, bell, feeney)- walk me home(Cornelia) sidewalk(winter 2014) roof(Cornelia) no rules(TIWWCHNT, cruel summer) tell the
truth(daylight) sunsets(wild dreams) touch my hand(gorgeous) call my bluff (end of the game) - at the end of the day we searched as we searched. When you had a friend when you were nine years old, and that friend was all you were talking about and you wanted to have sleepovers and you wanted to go down the street together and sit
there drawing pictures together or stay silent together, or talk all night. We're just looking for that, but endless sparks as adults. (x) sparks (I think he knows) - I think the last line was written in the yearnovember 26, 2013 London Welcome to New York I think written here. (SM: We're starting our story in New York)- wrote before moving to
NY, so I imagine it's written as Karlie speaks and shows her around NY, even if you're not writing about her life. driv[ing] during a night in the west village and [seeing] a couple kissing in the street or someone struggling outside their apartment or ... Every day you see so much humanity that even if you're not inspired by your life that day,
you can be inspired by someone else's life. -on a world tour background vocals repeated ALOT boys and boys, girls and girls, really subtly. On the visual tour she highlights broadway and w. 42nd st. Which intersect near the fold sq. m. Returns to the RED tour late November 29 through mid-December 14December 3, 2013Dec. 3, 2013
Karlie reports on TaylorKarlie posts again December 10, 2013Turns 24 December 13, 2013. 2013Returns of red tour December 14 Back and forth from NY sneaking your bed(Daylight)Clean- (SM: She lost it, but she found herself and somehow that was it all) (SWIFTGRON)- Butterflies (EHC) Silent Screams (this love) storm (KOMH,
Cornelia st..[storm sounds at the end that it sounds like a storm coming [clean? MAATHP?]) (travel spectacle dark gray blue eyes I know&gt;&gt; completely blue eyes clean) (tour visually: Taylor wears a white dress while rainwater substitutes veil (here.) January 6, 2014 looks at NY apts.- blog entry: I want to look at places in Ny... went
through this stage for months, but it must mean something that I circled back at it... if you like someone let it go, if it comes back blah blah blah ... they leave the following morning. Dating is scary. Love is fiction/myth. I've done everything. My love was frozen (DWOHT)&gt;&gt;&gt; cold like the shoulder I gave you on the street (Paper
Rings)? The fire built just to keep me warm(CIWYW)Deep blue, but you painted me in gold (DWOHT)January 8, 2014, when she was seen watching the property in New York and possibly (probably?) until the end of November 2013, when Taylor went on tour again.) Gorgeous? (fast, martin, shellback). Sometimes I think it was written in
May 2012 because that's when she met Karlie and was dating Dianna at the same time: I bf he's older than I haven't seen him in a couple of months of not confusing me though (unless it's about my PR bf?). UNLESS this song is from Karlie's perspective. I leave it here for the context of history, and because the line unless you want to
come along confuses me, but it is placed in May 2011. It is also possible that it was written here. recorded September 3, 2016 magnetic field (Lover), touching my hand in a darker room (I think he knows, so it goes, INTHAF) look at that face (Blank Space) unless you want to come together? - Takes karlie to her house... but I do not know
which house I did perfectly well. I live independently I have a minded mind, I better be alone. We met a few weeks ago, now you're trying to call me a baby like trying clothes (KOMH) It's not for the best, my reputation has never been worse, so you have a baby like me for me. Now we can't promise, can we, baby? But you can make me
drink(Delicate)No one should know what we are doing, her hands are in my hair, her clothes are in my room... tangled with you all night (Wildest Dreams) Dirty Dreams (paper rings)Karlie Kloss bought a west village townhouse August 2012- 151 Charles St.-2nd floor private terrace-gated front yard (brutally summer) rain shower-staircase
in bedroom-8 Charles Lane, The $59 million West Village development site, which is being sold as a great location for a giant single-family mansion on the delicate-3rd floor west side (delicate)-staircase (delicate)-staircase (delicate)January 8- stays with Karlie on the 3rd floor on the west side of me and you (delicate), fresh page on the
table, filling blanks as we go/can't make any promises (Cornelia/delicate) honey! I don't want to share a (delicate)Karlie Andrea birthday party - January 2014-unless you want to come together? (Gorgeous?) During secret sessions in 2014, fans reported that there was a photo of Karlie, Taylor and Andrea with a cake hanging, and they
were all in winter attire. We believe that because Andrea's birthday is in early January, this photo was taken at a party. One day in early 2014, Tedder, a producer, songwriter and OneRepublic front man, was walking on Abbot Kinney Boulevard in Venice, Calif., when he received a call from Swift. She wanted his help on his new album,
and the energetic Tedder knew it was a match from the beginning. If someone else's bloodstream has traces of Red Bull, they don't, he says. She told him that she loved the '80s, and she wanted pictures from every pop era from her life. Most importantly, Tedder says, Swift said she wanted him to ditch every concept he had in his sound.
There is no country on this album. Pretend I'm this new artist who just needs to create this album that defines her career, she said. x) I Know Places Jan. 22nd, 2014 touch ups and productionWelcome to new york- Jan. 23, 2014-I think the production was done here, but was written earlier. (SM: We're starting our story in New York,- he
wrote moving to NY, so I imagine it's written as karlie language and show shows around NY- even if you don't write about your life. driv[ing] during a night in the west village and [seeing] a couple kissing in the street or someone struggling outside their apartment or ... Every day you see so much humanity that even if you're not inspired by
your life that day, you can be inspired by someone else's life. -on a world tour background vocals repeated ALOT boys and boys, girls and girls, really subtly. On the visual tour she highlights broadway and w. 42nd st. Which intersects near the fold sq. m. I thought we were going to walk and start something from scratch because that's
what I was used to. Then she calls me and says, Is it cool if I already have an idea? I said, Of course. She said, I have this song, I'm obsessed with New York and I just moved there, I want to write an ode to New York because no one has done it in a long time. And then she sent me a voice memo. It's like: I want it to sound like the 1980s.
So the other day I brought juno-106, which is a very 1980s keyboard, and I just programmed that whole song right in front of it. It was very much a fly, and that song was done in about three hours. And I'll have the rest of the production I think later that week. I was in Switzerland on a tour bus, and I did four versions of Welcome to New
York, one of which I liked personally more, but the thing about artists is they become very obsessed with demos. She was in love with the demo, so no matter how hard I struggled, she brought it back to the demo, so really what you hear is what I did on the first day. And then the fine people at Illumination played the whole song as an
opening for The Secret Life of Pets and that was a jewel on the crown because my children obviously loved that movie. - Ryan Tedder on making welcome to New York with Taylor (x) She told Ryan she just moved to NY when she hadn't even signed a contract yet and it really committed to January 25, 2014 On January 26, 2014 Red
didn't win a Grammy, and she played her tour friends welcome to New York- I woke up [one morning] at 4 a.m.m. and I [decided that the album is] called 1989. I made '80s synth pop, I was just going to do it. I call it a pop record. I'm not listening to my label. - Swift's musical direction in 1989 ~ Jan. 27-~Feb. 1 returns to the RED tour of
London (and Germany) I forgot that you existed (Taylor swift, Adam Feeney, Louis bell) (producers: swift, bell, frank dukes) Taylor may not be moved to her apartment until March 28, but she has been under contract since January 29, exactly three weeks after she was first spotted viewing the property in the city.- Card Sharks-Cornelia
Loved You, despite deep fears that the world will divide us (DWOHT)Subtle (fast, Martin, shellback)-supposedly written JULY 23, 2015, according to the tviter below. But in my personal opinion I suspect that this was a PR strategy tweet, because the subtle really fits of winter time 2014... I AM ALSO NOT Lori is listed as a writer of
subtlety. Also, the only song Lori is listed as a co-writer is I Bet You Think Of Me. That is, the song had to be written in a bar (yes it goes, brutally in the summer) what we do (ready for it) on the west side of the beautiful, hands my hair (wild dreams) dreaming (wild dreams, ready for it) I want you (I think he knows) on the third floor on the
west side (Karlie's 3 story west village apt.) -MUSIC VIDEO OF HER HAIRSTYLE IS RED ERA! BLUE is a really important color here let's get out of this city (wildest dreams) I think he knows? (fast, antonoff) Lover of secret sessions she says: Basically, I play around with the idea of quiet confidence. Something so sick about quiet
confidence; someone who, they are not arrogant, they are not cocky, for example, it's unpleasant. But there are certain people who just walk and they don't have to be arrogant because there is something shining inside them that they probably don't even control. And when you meet someone, you're like: Why do I want to walk in there and
talk to that person? I can't explain it, but I think it's that quality. It can be a really shy person, it's not like you have to be loud. Some people just seem to know who they are, they don't brag about it. And I think it's such an interesting quality because I can't explain it. And so I wrote a song about it. I said a street called 16th Avenue, and it's
Nashville Street, where I write songs. Songwriting/publishing houses are on that street, so if you wonder if I just chose a random number, I wouldn't. (x)- if it wasn't written here then I'd speculate it was written in the Red Era. Heartbeat skipping (the way it goes) I want you (subtle) to stay (delicate) to bless your soul alone (the way it goes)
in the dark (gorgeous, so it goes) to go there every night- it wasn't a journey from wildest dreams (SM: He just saw it in his dreams)- beautiful/dreams (subtle) (a tour version mixed with enchanted [about meeting) It was a song about a place where I was a fatalist, I had a weird love idea and clearly I was in a very bad mood and I was like
*sarcastic Taylor's voice* Love just ends. It wasn't a question of whether we split up, but when we split up. It was one of those days, but it got a good song from his (x) Wildest Dreams star Scott Eastwood. Taylor always chooses his costars. He never explained. But I sme dig. Scott is the son of Clint Eastwood. Clint directed and produced
a 1990 film called Whit Hunter, Black Heart. WHICH, I THINK, DESCRIBES TAYLOR AND HER MENTALITY AT THE TIME THE SONG WAS WRITTEN. The film depicts the film's experiences in the 1950s. The White Hunter Black Heart is a 1990 American adventure drama film directed and starring Clint Eastwood and based on a 1953
book of the same name... The film is thin writer Peter Viertel working on the classic 1951 film The African Queen, which was shot in an African spot at a time when the place shoots outside the United States for American films was extremely rare. The main character, brash director John Wilson, played by Eastwood, is based on real life
director John Huston. Jeff Fahey plays Pete Verrill, a character based on Viertel. George Dzundza's character is based on the African Queen's producer Sam Spiegel. Marisa Berenson, character Kay Gibson and Richard Vanstone's character Phil Duncan, are based on Katharine Hepburn and Humphrey Bogart, respectively. ... In the
early 1950s, world-renowned filmmaker John Wilson travels to Africa for another film bringing with him a young writer named Pete Verrill. Part of his travel plans include hunting elephants and another game, which he prioritizes before making the movie. This leads to a conflict between men on several levels, especially with the idea of
killing such a magnificent animal for sport. Wilson admits that it is so unfair that it is not only a crime against nature, but also a sin and that is the reason why he wants to do it. He can not overcome his desire to lower a giant bull, a tusker with massive ivory legs. Wilson's final realization is that his petty, ignoble pursuit comes to a late point
and with a tragic price, as local animal tracker Kivu perished to protect him from elephant Wilson decides not to shoot. (x) THUS, A MUSIC VIDEO IS AN INTERPRETATION OF INTERPRETATION. Third floor on the west side, me and you. Beautiful, you're a mansion with a view. Are the girls back home the touch you like me do?, [karlie
says taylor]. King my heart (soon, Martin, shellback) I think written here. @lowkeyfangirl Tumblr did the analysis of the songs. I think this reveals a huge turn in Karlie and Taylor's relationship. Now you're trying to call me a baby as trying to wear sets the tone that follows through the rest of the song: Materialism. I think Taylor and Karlie
must have at one point really discussed things in terms of their relationship vs. material things they receive from their beard and career. Preschool: Just look at the language you use. Each segment of their relationship is pit against the richness and power aspect: Queen, Motown beat (very influential music) and reigning kingdom. Boys
and their cars: And now Taylor says it herself. The reason here tells. This is the reason. Because the boys couldn't do it. No matter the luxury that comes with them, they could never make Taylor feel the way that Karlie works. There is no comparison, in her opinion, and yet it is a contrast. It must be something that was once important to
her. As the song breaks down, we see how the relationship matures. From the early meeting and testing of the baby for the word, they came to set goals for themselves, shifting their priorities from material benefit to each other. Taylor sings his secret love just before mentioning change your priorities - link back to expensive cars (symbol
of tangible goods) that perhaps once really was important to her. And you can hear a clear smile in her voice when she sings about the taste of her lips is the idea of her luxury. This is something that makes her so happy – it's the main luxury she's looking for right now. Bridge: This is the beginning of the conversation I mentioned. That's
their decision. It's also an interesting language. These lines are different from the rest of the song. Relationships are no longer described in fancy glossy language. - I also think Dianna and Taylor's relationship was a lot of materialism and status (paper rings, empty space). broken bones are mending, &gt;&gt;&gt;cracking her bones(Why
she disappeared)-July 18, 2016. Original lyrics: American dream. Nights (Betty) Archer?- (soon, antonoff) at the Lover Concert city she said she wrote this song about if you've ever been hurt before or feel like you can't trust a good feeling. Hold onto your (New Year's Day) smoke (daylight/room burned(DWOHT)) cruelty (daylight) cuts
(yes it goes) arrowhead (Cornelia)December 14-February 1, so probably staying with karlie, and talking about a big sur trip soon. When you feel like the guy you are dating has the upper hand, how do you change the game? TS: Freeze-out.CL: What is freezing? TS: You can't answer any of his texts or calls until he's doing something
desperate [as] comes up. Or he calls and leaves voicemail. Someone who shows you very clearly that he is interested. CL: Have you recruited a freeze? TS: [Nods. Pauses.] I think everyone should turn to the relationship from the perspective of the game straight and give someone the benefit of the doubt. Until he finds it is a game. And if
it's a game, you need to win. The best thing to do is just walk away from the table. CL: Is it a win? TS: That is when they come back. [Laughs.] And if they didn't help it, then they didn't care enough to start. CL: Another reader question: Is it too clinging and too insecure to say: I don't like it when you don't text me back right away? TS:
Protecting your heart and protecting your dignity is a little more important than explaining the emotions of someone who is just texting you back three words. I learned that from trying to figure out people who don't deserve to be figured out. When someone looks mysterious, we like to romanticize that it is profound or complex. But a lot of
the time, everything is exactly the way they look.... For a long time I was drawn to and still drawn to people I find very interesting. [But] someone who sits and talks about yourself for an hour, you start perhaps wondering if, rather than trying so hard to be interesting, they might be a little more interested. CL: Is this dating tracking? TS: It's
human observation. CL: Give us some tricks. TS: Never yell. CL: Never yell? TS: Silence speaks much louder than screaming Never give anyone an excuse to say you're crazy. CL: So you continue to write about your personal life? TS: One of my big goals as a human being is to continue to write what's really going on with me, even if it's
a tough pill to swallow people around me.... I'm afraid that if I ever had that someone in my life who mattered, I would second-guess each of my songs. (x) And if it's a game you need to win, taylor explained, before adding: The best thing to do is just walk away from the table.Feb. 4th, 2014 Tribeca apt. Listed as officially sold. February 8-
9, 2014 Clean production with Imogen Heap Feb 10/11, 2014Taylor Swift cuts her hair for the first time- Feb 11, 2014Returns of the Red Tour Feb. 11 Kevin of Glee talks about Taylor on the glee set of February/March 2014 (August 6, 2020) . 14, 2014, recording in the studio- 24 yrs oldShake it off- Feb. 15, 2014 (SM: She danced to
forget it). This Beat (WTNY)Style- February 19, 2014 touch ups and production (swift, martin, shellback, payami) (SM: Her heart belonged to someone who couldn't stay) a good girl (sad beautiful tragic) midnight (YAIL) burning flames(wild dreams) paradise(Don't blame me) SO IT GOES takes me home lights are off=dark (says, inspiration
was the fashion trends that are in Karlie's career forte) long drive&gt;&gt;&gt;nothing safe worth driving (insidious) Should just say that leave-doubt and insecurity can't stop thinking bout you and I picked me up home [new home, NY]... sat on the roof, you and I(Style/Cornelia)-According to an interview with Global News in December 2014,
Style was written about the fact that one person who feels able to cancel their wedding and [what] would be like not doing it because we're not over yet. ... In another interview she said it's about people who return to your life repetitively, like fashion staples that never go out of style in 1989 IS WRITTEN (technically written over the years,
but most of them written in 2 months)Feb. 22, 2014Funfact: maybe shot around at this time? tswiftneedsyou:taylorslobster:I tswiftneedsyou:taylorslobster:I tswiftneedsyou:taylorslobster:I ts desperately want taylorswift explain how if you leave me im coming with you written on the door situation came about.taylorswiftOh this is goodIf
taylorswift actually responds to this, I'm going to flooredBECAUSE I AMAUGUST 06, 2015 ❤ 8771#I MEAN JUST LOOK ME SITTING THERE WAITING #ALL CREEPY #ALL MOODY #ALL SHIFTYOu is in love with one look, dark room... one touch(gorgeous) coat(WTNY) chain on the neck (SIG) silence (this love and wild dreams) in its
place (What you came for) ghost (this love, HYGTG), best friend (dress) SO IT GOES (after OOTW)Late February (~23 - ~24?) In 2014 Big Sur was discovered that the place where they stayed was merged and secluded. HIRED NEW PUBLICIST (Medis)- Change Your Priorities (KOMH)Don't Blame Me? (swift, martin, shellback)- makes
doing meaning to me when I hear it from a perspective about shooting her publicist through Karlie (a journey in my life: a big sur)-paradise(style/islandready for it) the darkest little paradise can be Karlie's apt. And big sur. touch me(ready for it) your name echoed through my mind (insidious)-&gt; echoes of my name inside my mind
(DBM)Weinstein Company Pre-Oscars Party - March 1, 2014Vanity Fair Oscars Party - March 2, 2014 This weekend was like... March 6, 2014 when Kaylor officially begins Production possibly done later (swift, martin, shellback, oscar göres) SO IT GOES (YAIL), Wear you like a necklace(CIWYW, DWOHT) skippin(I think that he knows)
alone(I think he knows) so simple (OOTW) jealous (gorgeous) jealous = everyone wants you (Lover) to meet me in the back [of the bar] delicate, brutal summer), my magic&gt;&gt;black magic in the above posted Karlies Instagram post), 123 (ME!, paper rings) bad girl (Miss Americana and the prince of grief) I don't know what the bridge
means. Part of me thinks it's about Swiftgron and writing so before, but I don't know. *maybe they met on March 6? *- Holy New Beginning (Cornelia) became my religion(Don't blame me)Cat and mouse for a month or two (Paper rings)March 8, 2014 – met with The National, with whom he later wrote folklore in 2020, after 6 years
(x)Tribeca apt document. Sold released on March 14, 2014Carlie returns home March 24, 2014Late March 24, 2014Late me about she lost it, but she found herself and somehow it was all (Clean, OOTW)On March 28, 2014 moved to ny officially- 153 Franklin St. 1st apt. Bought in March 2014- 153 Franklin St. -6 floors up: waiting for you
to wait below (brutal summer)-has a staircase -has a roof terrace- sitting on the roof you and I(Cornelia)-Boffi kitchen is equipped with Miele and Gaggenau appliances, and there is limestone radiant heated floors, as well as a great room with skylight and fireplace. Barefoot kitchen (Cornelia St.), fire(CIWYW)-precipitation steam shower-
bless the rain/March is spring rain showers(Cornelia)Begin to rehearse 1989 tourREMINDER:-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lunch at The Butcher's Daughter – April 3, 2014 (x)Doing tumblr in early April 2014 also probably. This is the first post out there: Papped grabbing
dinner - April 15, 2014 (x) They hit up in the gym before heading to dinner with each other. In April 2014 (~17-~22?), Taylor and Karlie both went to MIA at the same time, and Taylor later posted a photo of themselves saying they were looking for Easter eggs. Karlie took this photo, and they've been on a tropical journey since May, Taylor
told a person who was going to interview her that she had just got back from afar with Karlie. Also, when they returned, they both resurfaced that day in NYC and had tans. Papped leaving the gym - April 28, 2014 (x)First tumblr I can find with the date is May 1, 2014:See what I found..... #stayfearlesskhloe Dinner party with Toni and
friends - May 2, 2014Harry Josh Pre Met Gala Party - May 4, 2014 (x)Met Gala together May 5, 2014: Hair/Makeup/Motown Dance Party @karliekloss1 preschool motown beat kingdom=castle New Romantics (KOMH)-- THIS DRESS SHE WAS BURIED IN LWYMMD MUSIC VIDEO!!!! 5/5/14: 2014 Met Gala - Taylor and Karlie get ready
together, Taylor, Karlie and Lily all leave togethermay 2014-work with Jack AntonoffMay 8, 2014What is the last book you read?-Book about Zelda Fitzgerald.What's your spirit animal?-A fox. Because they have a lot to run and hide, and I also have to run a lot and hide. I didn't want it to sound sad! In my head it sounded like more of a
statement and when I said it sounded like something you were saying before crying. (x)she has just been away with Karlie Kloss and who is absolutely wonderful man she is... Her brother Austin, who is currently studying the film, lives throughout the hall... The entrance hall, lined with black-and-white portraits of her best friends, she shot
on camera with fancy filters and mounted with simple black frames. Here were Lena Dunham and Jack Antonoff of Rhode Island; Kloss in Big Sur; its a great tourmate and fellow musician Ed Sheeran goofing around; and Britney, a friend from way back when Swift was countryloving outcast in Pennsylvania, singing the national anthem at
local ball games, wearing cowboy boots and an awkward smile. Britney now works in insurance; another friend is a swimming instructor. Is it possible to stay close when your life has been taken on such different roads? Of course, Swift shrugged. We're not talking about our careers. We're just talking about girl stuff.... Copy Z: Zelda
Fitzgerald's novel by the bed ... At the Met Ball, where other women were clawing their way into a row at Rihanna's afterparty front, Swift launched a campaign of fighting, inviting girls she met in the bathroom to her house pizza party. I chose Rihanna's glow and spent the whole night wondering what heartbreaking conversation I was
missing in the next do. Karlie Kloss, who first met Swift on Victoria's Secret show last November, writes a testimonial that is as healthy as her vegan cookies: Taylor is an incredible and special friend of mine. She is humble, caring and thoughtful, and she has a great heart. ...'No matter how big she may be, she still feels like a girl in a
coffee house or in her bedroom singing her honest feelings, [Jack Antonoff] continued: 'And those feelings are usually completely lost when people are in pop music. When you start, you write the best songs because you're filling everything you've ever been to them. But somehow Taylor manages to do it over and over again. ... I learned
after 18 months being lonely that I can live without anything. And, of course, there will be songs about love. But it's not up to the level the complete and utterly chaotic devastation that you have seen in red. I don't think I could make that album twice. I don't think I ever would.... Dating or finding someone is the last thing in my mind because
I can't imagine how it could work with how my life is, she explained. I don't know how a guy should walk next to his girlfriend when there are 20 men with cameras, and he can't protect his girlfriend because that's the life she chose. I just don't see how it could work, so I don't think about it, and I kind of run out of it when it presents itself.
Because I don't think any guy really... She paused. They think they would like to meet me, maybe date me, but I don't think they want anyone coming to know him.... The next day, I received a bouquet of peonies with a short quote attached: Look closer and you will see something extraordinary, mystifying ... something real and true. We've
never been to what we looked like. My favorite quote is from Z. Love, Taylor. Is Swift related to Zelda Fitzgerald? One can expect not, given how tragically everything turned out to be the original flapper. But extraordinary, mystifying, true and just? It's Swift in T (x)Picking the cover of the 1989 album on May 30, 2014Goes back on the RED
Tour May 30, 2014 AsiaJUNE IS PRIDE MONTHRED Tour ends on June 12, 2014June 2014June 13, 2014-Snuck in the garden gates every night that summer only sealed its fate (Cruel Summer)... Ready for that?? (swift, martin, shellback, payami) ghost (this love) ignites low no one should know... my dreams (wild dreams, paper rings)
time (New Romances) Jailer (the way it goes) can never be the same (state of grace) games (empty space, new romances, what came, Cornelia st.) island wind... move to the island=April tour or Big Sur tour? Original lyrics: in the middle of the night. In my dreams. Then I'll be with the tess. You're so cute. I think the first line about Calvin,
the second line about Tom (getaway car money bag Taymoji), and the hook is about Karlie (you)-red flower taymoji makes me think it's about swiftgron of the Red era... but idk June 17, 2014June 18, 2014Karlie gets Taylor Olivia June (18?) 2014June 20, 2014During ballerina ahead of Shake It Off, Taylor was talking about ballerinas, and
was breathing really heavy. Also in this video, she stated that it was like heaven. Who grew up doing ballet? Karlie. She even brought up Karlie when she talked about ballerinas, and how can you tell some that Karlie is doing ballet based off the way she walks the runway. Start the video about 1:48 to see how heavy she was breathing.-
Music video, filmed from June 25 - 27, 2014, Van Nuys, CASHE ALSO SAYS: One of these things is not similar to the other and calls the ballerina colorful SIO shooting BTS (ME!) despite what you might have read in the gossip press, Swift hasn't been associated with her husband for quite some time. She's not dating. She's not She's not
even sexting. Taylor Swift is lonely and loving him. I really like my life now, she says. I have friends around me all the time. I started painting more. I've worked a lot. I started to be really proud of being strong. I like the album I made. I love that I moved to New York. So in terms of happiness, I've never been closer to that. Which is not
necessarily the same as being happy.... Swift leads the way to one of her four guest bedrooms. This is usually where Karlie usually happens, she says , referring to supermodel Karlie Kloss, one of her new BFF, whom she met nine months ago at the Victoria's Secret fashion show. There are kloss favorite Whole Foods bag treats next to
the bed, and lots of pictures of it on the walls.... Shoshanna gets excited about things she's really girly. And when she was in a relationship that was very comfortable, she made the decision to go out and go experience new things of her own. And now she's becoming more confident about herself and taking life's head, in a way that I can
relate to.... Heading back down, she passes an antique lamp with the inscription CALADIUM SEGUINUM on it. Swift took latin in high school, but says she's not sure what that means. (Later, I look at it. It turns out it's a homeopathic remedy for male impotence.) ... The different phases of your life have different levels of deep, traumatic
heart attack, says Swift. And at this point in my life, my heart was not irreparably broken. So it's not a boyish part of the album, because my life wasn't boyish. In fact, she suggests she hasn't dated at all since breaking up with One Direction singer Harry Styles more than a year and a half ago. Like, not gone on a date, she says. People are
going to feel sorry for me when you write that. But it's true. Swift says dating is hard for her. On the one hand, there is logistics. Seventy percent of the time, when a guy asks me, it will only be a random e-mail, she says. When the movie star gets her address from her publicist and e-mail her cold. Usually she politely repels them - but even
if someone penetrates that line of defense, building relationships is difficult. I feel like watching my dating life has become a bit of a national entertainment, Swift says. And I'm just not comfortable providing that kind of entertainment anymore. I don't like seeing slide shows guys I apparently date. I don't like giving comedians the opportunity
to joke about me at an awards show. I don't like it when the headlines say Caution, Bro, she's going to write a song about you because it detracts from my work. And most importantly, I don't like how all these factors add up to creating pressure on such a big new relationship that it gets snuffed out before it even has a chance to get
started. And yes, she says, I just don't date. (This also applies to hooking. I just think it's pointless if you're not in love, Swift says. And I don't have the energy to be in love right now. So, no.) True told, Swift sounds a little jaded - who, for self-confessed desperate romantic, maybe isn't the worst thing to be. It's not like I've sworn love, she
says. My life just isn't conducive to attracting other people to it right now. I'm very childish and romantic about a lot of things, but I'm realistic about it. Swift pauses, looking for a metaphor that will help her explain herself. Have you heard of the Loneliest Whale? There's this whale - I think Adrian Grenier is making a documentary about it. He
swims through the ocean, and he has a call unlike any other whale. So she doesn't have anyone to swim with. And everyone feels so sorry for this whale - but what if this whale has a great time? Because it's not bad that I'm not hopelessly in love with someone. It's not a tragedy, and it's not me throwing and being a spinster. Even though I
got another cat. She laughs. I asked around: I like, Are two cats counted as cats? But then I thought, from what imaginary perspective of a guy I was thinking about it? Someone is going to think I'm undateable for many reasons until they think I'm undateable because I have two cats.... Two years ago she told Vogue she wanted to be
friends with Kloss; now they are going to the gym together and taking several trips to Big Sur.) Swift says that this is another by-product of one. When your priority number one is to get a guy, you're more likely to see a beautiful girl and think, Oh, she's going to get that hot guy I'd been dating, she says. But when you're not a guy shopping,
you'll be able to step back and see the other girls who kill him and think, God, I want to be around her. For example, she refers to her pal Lorde, whom she calls Ella. It's like this flaming fire, Swift says. You can either be afraid because it's so powerful and strong, or you can go stand next to it because it's fun and it makes you brighter....
Sometimes song lines are lines you want you to text someone in real life, she says. I just keep writing all these zingers – like Burn. It's really going to get it. And I know people are going to be obsessed with what it is about because they think they're all my elationships arranged. But there's a reason why there's no cloak calls in that song.
My goal was not to create some gossip-fest. x) JUNE IS PRIDE MONTH4th of July party (July 4-6, 2014) - Weekend on Rhodes After storm someone was born on July 4? (End game) Finish the game? (Swift, Shellback, Martin, Sheeran, The Future)-I think ED'S VERSE ABOUT KARLIE... and I think Taylor's poem is about Dianna. Just
my opinion. the first line (e.g. soccer tun tebow and glee) game (Grace State, Empty Space) bad (cruel summer, wild dreams, MAATHP, So it goes...) overdose(Don't blame me, DBATC), toast (NYD) other girls (delicate) storm (clean, CIWYW), call my bluff (INTHAF) lips (style) beach (paradise don't blame, island island For this, the
sacred oasis of DWOHT)gossip (New Romances)claims DONT do it for a long time (boat incident only a few weeks)July 4 (Hiannis port) idk if 4 words on the tip of my tongue are you marrying me? Hit you like bang&gt;&gt;&gt;hit you like a shotgun shot to the heart (getaway car). Tried to forget, but we just couldn't (style). Maps//x
indicates the location (getaway car). I'm a ghost like I'm whippin' boat... Does she call Dianna a ghost... how from this love ... and is this a lesbian sex line? Team, &gt;&gt;Agron team, the first line, &gt;&gt;football/Tebow joke, red lips=red era, you also like bad=you look like the bad news I have for you (22)-in music video: she again wears
Naya Rivera glasses, she is on a yacht (yacht party (star light)), on the yacht there is a kanjizu symbol that means water means liquids in the world of shapeless things (in the future I do not see). Plants are classified as sui because they adapt to their environment (change so much that you do not recognize yourself (ikywt, start over)
(@anawboricua Twitter), ... or its just the letter K on the yacht lol (yacht kitchen Taymoji pack)THIS lovely Tumblr post end game music video analysis from @svnshineswift on tumblrLunch at Sarabeth's - July 14, 2014 (x)Karlie after this lunch date had a shooting, but when it was finished, she returned to Taylor's apartment to cook dinner.-
Is that the end of all limbs? My broken bones are mendingWith all these nights we spendUp on the roof with school girl crush(KOMH)July 17, 2014- Jack Antonoff almost accidentally exits Taylor as a gay WTF podcast Interview with Marc MaronGym/Lunch Outing - July 21, 2014 (x)I would like to point out that the bodyguard and Karlie
both kept the door... There was no reason for Taylor to try to grab the door. Unless you know she wanted to touch Karlie.Gym Outing - July 22, 2014 (x)Girls night w/ Kimby – July 23, 2014Carlie clearly doesn't know where Taylor's torso is, and still isn't there to this day. Ingrid Michaelson Concert - July 31, 2014 The night began with one
of Karlie's childhood friends, Davis, posting this photo of Taylor. They all went to the show, and this video was uploaded to Instagram.Lastly, during an interview Ingrid talked about Taylor and Karlie taking part in her show, and what she had to say: Ingrid: Are you coming to the party? Taylor and Karlie: No, we, I, we shoot early.'Ingrid:
What are you doing? Taylor: She's a Victoria's Secret supermodel angel woman. So from what Ingrid said we could gather that Karlie and Taylor came home with each other that night, Karlie was the only one with an early shoot, but Taylor still came home early with her so she could spend more time with her, Ingrid tells them we have a
sense of which, in my opinion, is a great couple, and Taylor flipped the reason she didn't know what Karlie's birthday was - August 3, 2014Taylor posted a photo Birthday: With your 22nd birthday @karliekloss made of 100% sun If someone calls you a giraffe? it's also good: papped leaving Taylor's - August 6, 2014 I was in a place where I
felt like love isn't everything to me. As a living in my life, having fun having best friends could perhaps have and being the best friend could possibly be: that's what matters to me. I feel like writing a song is like the last piece of the puzzle to solve any secret I try to solve emotionally. Things that kind of torture and chase me a little usually
put to rest when I figure out how to say that song. There is a strange eerie form of justice that happens when someone treats you terribly, you write a song about it, and that song ends up playing around the world. You know at some point they heard it in the grocery store, and they can't escape. When I was in my late teens and early
twenties, I was just fascinated by romance. I think now the most important thing for me is the opinion of a friend's sister that I am now... I think my girlfriends have been what has shaped me more over the last year and a half than any other factor. (x) TS: I fought the idea of having security for a very long time because I really thought
normal. I really do. I like being able to take the drive myself. Isn't that the years.SR in six: Even Tennessee? TS: No, they have to be in the car behind me. Because only the sheer number of men we have a file that showed up at my house, showed my mom home, threatened to either kill me, kidnap me, or marry me. It's a strange and sad
part of my life that I try not to think about. I try to be frivolous about it because I never want to be scared. I don't want to walk down the street scared. And when I have security, I don't have to be scared.SR: Do you still have connections with people? TS: It's a social situation every time I go out, but if I know I can't cope with talking to people
that day, I just don't go out. I just wake up in the morning and say, How do I feel today? If someone asks for a picture, will I feel imposed today because I'm dealing with my stuff? Will I take my stuff off some innocent 14-year-old today and be in a bad mood? Okay, maybe not ... Maybe I won't leave the house. I try really hard not to take
bad days on other people. Because I get asked for an autograph, and I get asked for a picture, and there will be someone with my cell phone filming me in a restaurant. If I'm not in that mood, I just kind of stay. And it's okay. Those days don't happen very often. I try really hard to keep the light. Joy, enthusiasm, excitement- it's like my
oldest attributes.... Can I play him something? So this is the first single - this is about the most important lesson I've learned over the last couple of years. [Shake It plays through the headset.] x) Living together gossip - August 13, 2014 August, rumors began circulating that Karlie and Taylor were living with each other. Some of us believe
the Rolling Stones article Taylor did when she revealed Karlie had her bedroom (lol we all know where she really stays) is what sparked the rumors. On August 26, Karlie and Josh attended the U.S. Open to help counter rumors that Taylor and Karlie are living together. Has women's friendship become more important to her than
romance? Undoubtedly. Because another alternative - like having a boyfriend - isn't really possible now. This just doesn't seem like an option in the near future. It never works. What works is having incredible girlfriends, who I can trust and say something about. ... I was really outraged by the idea that if a woman writes about her feelings,
she has too many feelings, she says. And I really resent be careful, buddy, she's going to write a song about you in the corner because it detracts from what I do. This makes it seem that art creation is what you do as a cheap weapon, not an artistic process. They can say what they want about their personal lives because I know what my
personal life is, and it includes a lot of television and cats and girlfriends. But I don't like it when they start doing cheap shots in my songwriting. Because there's no laughter. x) September 3, 2014-REAPPEARS March 11, 2015September 15, 2014Lunch Date At The Honor Bar in Beverly Hills - September 17, 2014 (x)Sidewalk maybe
engraved here (mid-2014) (September 10?) (link from 9w1ft tumblr) (sometime after 15 June 2015, it is no longer available) September 19, 2014 Taylor uses WOMAN PRONOUNS to sing I Knew You Were Trouble iHeart Radio Music Celebration night 1 September 27, 2014September 28, 2014 1989 secret session of Nashville LGBT
History Month- October 3, 2014 1989 Secret Session NYOc NYOctober 8, 2014 International Lesbian Dayco riptide October. 9, 2014October 10, 2014 1989 London Secret Sessions I'm too young to get married. Not by age, but I know for myself, so why try to meet someone now when I know I'm too young to do something serious? I only
had three real relationships, and none of them lasted more than four months. I haven't been around a guy in a year and a half. Usually there are 15 paparazzi outside my house, so if I had a boyfriend here, there would have been pictures of him. I have friends who will tell me, The press hates me for parties, and I like: So why don't you
stop partying? If you honestly want them not to have anything to write about, don't give them anything to write about. x) Taylor posts a photo of her, Austin, and Karlie - October 21, 2014. Taylor also spends the day posting a hash of various NY-related things to mark welcome to New York as an ode to Karlie. Taylor even says Karlie feels
like a family (x) : having a family that feels like a best friend's best friend who feels Family #welcometonewyork Article from October 31, 2012 says Karlie has a ranch with horseTumblr avalaviniasgirl:We have become lovers forever, forever. Big words, I know, but I really felt that no matter what happened, we would always love it. - Ava
Gardnertaylorswift: If I was born a fair decade ago, I would have completely sent Ava and Frank. Lover begins? Taylor Swift retweeted Elizabeth Banks @elizabethbanks · Oct 23 2014@taylorswift13 is a pretty cool chicken. Loved this interview @esquiremag #allwomenshouldreadEsquire People speculate Karlie (or Taylor) wrote this
response to the message board: Before the 1989 release, Josh posted on October 25. Then the next day Karlie posted thisLatergram/Lunch Debacle – October 26, 2014They tried to make it look like they were in Burma again, and we know for that, they weren't trying to play it off as a latergram, because Kimby commented on Karlie's post
telling them to have fun..... When you click on what Karlie was geo-tagged in the picture as, NYC popped up. To make it even funnier, she had lunch with Taylor (after her GMA performance) when she posted a photo with Josh.I personally think they created this distraction/diversion so that people wouldn't speculate that some of the songs
in 1989 were about Karlie. Because in the end she has a boyfriend right? It's not good, more like a beard. See this post in more detail. Knicks basketball game date Oct. 29, 2014 (x)Beer drink from plastic cups (KOMH)Does Karlie have a magnet on her shoulder or what? Grabbing Taylor's armWhen doesn't give Taylor a heart eye? I'm so
proud. October 31, 2014 Previously, I wrote mostly about heart pain or pain caused by someone else and I felt myself. On this album, I write about more complex relationships, where guilt is sort of divided 50-50. I write about looking back at the relationship and feeling a sense of pride, even though it doesn't work, remembering something
that's over, but you still feel good about falling in love with the city, falling in love with feeling rather than a person. And I think it really is like realism for my new approach to relationships, which is a little more weird than everything I thought about them. I think you will find one, you know. And it's happily ever after, and it's never a fight after
that. You have some experience with love and relationships, and you will learn that this is not the case. Many things are gray areas and difficult situations, and even if you find the right situation in a relationship wise, it will always be a daily struggle to make it work. So, these are different themes that I don't think people have really seen in
my lyrics before.... Hit the brakes too early can mean a literal feeling, we have an accident and we had to deal with the consequences. But also, the relationship ended earlier than it should have been, because there was a lot of fear And that song touches on a great sense of anxiety that was, peculiar, coursing through that particular
relationship, because we really felt the warmth of every person in the media thinking that they could draw a narrative about what we were going through and discuss and speculate. I don't think it's ever going to be easy for me to find love and block all those screaming voices.... I need to treat people well. I have to be grateful. I need to take
pictures with people when they ask for one. So if I'm not in the mood to do this, I won't leave my house. LGBT History Month- OCTOBER Shopping Sephora and ABC Carpet NYC - November 12, 2014 (x)Karlie did some last-minute shopping with Taylor before taking off to Paris.Had to give bae a hug (x)In this video you can see Taylor
showing Karlie something on her phone and Karlie grabs her hand. Vogue Shoot (when he was shot) - November 19, 2014 Karlie posted this on Instagram, and now we know that it was taken at the time of their Vogue shooting. Why was there a bed in this shooting??? I see you in Vogue.Wedding picture, don't I? Dianna sees Tay at the
AMA- Nov. 23, 2014 devils spin dice, angels spin eyes ... I don't want to keep secrets just to keep you? (Brutal summer) x) Karlie's ass grabber pass itSneaking touches I see. Karlie's heart eye Kloss appears again... Lots of hugs (x). And holding hands (x)Do not forget the hip rubbing either! Taylor Swift @taylorswift13 · Nov 24,
2014Ahahaha karlie!!www.buzzfeed.com/kristinharris/21-signs-your-best-friend-is-actually-your-soulmate?s=mobile ...@karlieklossGirls night m/ the squad – November 24th, 2014 (x)My friends are people who have their own lives and their busy schedules, so we agree so well, - The Blank Space singer said in a January ISSUE of ASOS
Magazine. Many celebrities surround themselves with these very flashy cling-ons who really don't have much work or passion; they follow around their celebrity BFF and keep approving them, and I'm really not interested in that kind of deal. The first step to getting negativity is to decide whether this is something that you care about. If it's
something that I respect, then I'll definitely take this into account because haters are going to hate only people who just criticize you because their lives sucks. Loyalty is so important, and it is not easy, because it broke feathers. You won't be universally liked if you're loyal to your friends because it means you always choose your side. If
your friend has problems with someone, or someone is terrible to them, even if that person is nice to you, you are going to give them a look. You're not going to go and take pictures with someone who has just been mean to your friend so they can post them on Instagram. Setting your grief to get into another relationship is not the way to
live your life – you need to live on your own terms for a while. Honestly, being in my twenties and only about what I wanted – moving to New York because I wanted to cut my hair short because I wanted all these decisions based on the direction I wanted to go – was the most liberating thing I've done in my life. You can love everyone
around you without love, and find romance in your daily life without a romantic relationship. This can be just as accomplished. The easiest, best, most effective way to force you to listen is to speak in tone. A lot of people think if they shout out loud, they'll hear it, but most people lose respect for you when you lose your cool. You have to
keep everyone's respect, especially as a woman, when you are in power. It's scary to be at such a disadvantage where, if you shout, people will talk about you behind your back much more than if you were a man. Because of the social injustices we face as women, you have to make sure that no one can call you a crazy. When I get
dressed, it always relies on what my friend will think. They are my priority number one, and girls' opinions are more important to me at this point in my life. As much as I really like to save myself with pain, confusion, or rumors, I also know that my biggest mistakes have become my best lessons, and sometimes my greatest career triumph.
If my life had been free, no bumps on the road, maybe my music would have been beige, maybe the stadiums wouldn't be so full, and the mantics would be a little more empty. x) November 26, 2014VSFS 2014 happens and is filmed december 2, 2014 in London So first, we have Taylor looking at Karlie's boobs. Then we'll cheer her up
with Karlie. Which, Taylor liked this gif post on Kissgate.Taylor's day also enjoyed the post with a gif below. An interesting fact, Karlie's looking for Taylor.Taylor didn't end up, although she also enjoyed the photo below Kissgate night as well. I would say she did some pre-games before the actual concert? This is what I call a couple of
power poses. Taylor is so proud. When bae gives you a look ... They were so happy. Taylor is obviously an ass grabber as well. She #confirmed it, loving the post calling it on it. Behati is me. I have a feeling Taylor really enjoyed filming this. And some fun little clips from other VS Fashion Shows that I think are worth adding: Finally, my
favorite GIF of all gifs. Taylor also has to act after Karlie.Holding hands everywhere thing again was a necessity. Even after childbirth. December 2, 2014-Karlie uses GorgeousDece may 3, 2014-Karlie uses Gorgeous againKissgate Dec. 4, 2014-Terminal 5, NY(x)If you don't know what Kissgate is, I would suggest reading this post before
looking at the GIF just so it's understandable how much damage that night did. So we had face and boob grabs from a very drunk Taylor (cheek kiss I think too). Karlie doesn't even flinch. x) Belly grabs as well... Lots of hugging (I keep writing but it's a common theme w/ these two) (x) They're just very comfortable and intimate with each
other. Taylor was drunk, but she didn't miss a beat to grab Karlie's hand at all. She didn't even have to watch, she just knew she was going to be there. Taylor also likes to rub Karlie's cheek. But we dancedDancing with our hands tied, hands tied, we dancedLike it was the first time, the first timeYeah, we dancedD with our hands tied,
hands tiedYeah, we danced (Ooh, we had our hands tied)And I had a bad feeling But we danced (DWOHT)I got drunk in the back of the car And I cried as the baby came home from the bar (Oh)Said, I'm fine, but it was not trueI don't want to keep a secret just for youAnd I snuck in through the garden gatesMy night that summer just
sealed my fate (Oh)And I scream: For everything you deserve I love you, ain't that worst thing you've ever heard? It looks grinning like the devil (Brutal Summer)I will tell you the truth, but never say goodbye to (Daylight)December 8, 2014 people started talking. Putting us through our paces (DWOHT). Dancing with our hands Tied 25 years
ago is written either about the 2011 Swiftgron meet, 2014 Kaylor kissgate, when Taylor was about to turn 25, or 2017 karlie 25. Avalanche is an OOTW Video. But ny sweater shirt evidence tells me that it's about kissgate vsfs 2014 premieres December 9, 2014 - The Audience Party on December 9 is also presented. And that's a tweet to
top it all off. A false God? - [religion=Don't blame me], crazy(MAHP) die for you(Don't blame me) jump(me) ocean(this love) fly(ootw) religion(Cornelia st.) My clubs(DBATC) sky(brutal summer) evenings(delicate), devil= fake god???? (Brutal summer) Karlie papped leaving Taylor's - December 11, 2014Thing this much time her female
friendship began as a reaction, Swift says, in the way people have been overreacting to my life. I was really annoyed by the whole serial dater game that people were trying to make about me. She responded by pulling the plug on her love life. I just decided I didn't want to give them that kind of entertainment anymore, she says. I'm not
going to go on dates and they're allowed to take pictures and say what they want about our body language. I wasn't going to sit next to someone and flirt with them for five minutes because the next day I know he's going to be rumoured to be my boyfriend. I just kind of took the story back. It's a pity I had to do it. And it's a pity that now I
have this feeling, for example, if I turned myself in love, it would be a career weakness. Instead, Swift emerges as a powerful figure for teenage girls and young women, someone who takes on the task of critics and bullies and, yes, men who have already hurt her, and gives a shining example of a woman shaping her destiny. This last year
felt very different from any other year in my life, Swift tells me. I felt more settled and unapologetic about who I am and what Stand. I think that may be one of those symptoms to grow up and become your own person, and depending on other people's opinions about you. I just hope to keep going because I like it. Swift describes her
philosophy about friends, basically, wearing 'em down until they like you when Kloss sweeps into an apartment, six feet in one beam of the sun. Although Swift and Kloss have known each other for only a year, their best friendship, they tell me, was instantaneous. They're a stunning couple, especially now that Kloss's previously tawny hair
is blonde. When I snl they both came, and after the party it was as confusing for everyone as these Amazon twins, says Dunham. Taylor is so tall, Karlie is even taller, and at the same time it's just surreal. If Swift wears heels and Kloss wears flats, they are the same height. But today, Kloss messed up the equation by wearing skintight
Tamara Mellon leather socks with shoes attached. An all-in-one baby, she says, showing them off as she walks the floor with her gluten-free and dairy-free Karlie's Kookies tin, from her collaboration with a milk bar. They're kind of the biggest thing I've ever seen, Swift gushes. You look like Catwoman! Kloss says they're custom-made, but
she can hook Swift with a couple. They're pretty good, says Kloss, but I can't take them back to St. Louis. When I go home, if I even have an ounce of New York approach, my family, like Nope, nope. They didn't let that happen. They're like, 'You're with your shoe pants, you leave those outside!' says Swift, laughing. You put on a few real
trousers! Somehow, though, despite their different levels of fashion experience, they often tend to dress the same. The next night I came, says Kloss, and we were both going somewhere from here, and we were both wearing black crop tops and high waist skirts. It's kind of getting weird. Black tights, hair do as well , says Swift. Like, Ugh,
be more annoying. We couldn't be. People have been telling us for years when we needed to meet, she adds. I remember makeup artists and hair people going, Did she remind you Karlie? God, she and Carlie would be best friends. They're the same. Karlie is such a good girl. It brings us cookies every time we take pictures. ... Mutual
friend, Kloss fellow VS model Lily Aldridge, introduced her to Swift, and we were likeYou. my friend. Now, says Swift. A few months later, they saw each other again at the Oscars after-party, and Kloss suggested they do something spontaneous. I've been to Big Sur once before, and I've been like, We just have to do it, says Swift. They
walked under the redwoods, ran to the beach at sunset, took a photo hanging at the State Park sign kloss wearing a Swift sweater, the front of which arranged genius. It's ironic, clearly, Swift is quick to add. When I ask what they bonded over, they shrug. We're both normal people, says Kloss. We're sure says Swift, who, as if on a hint,
drops part of the cookie she eats in her dress, takes it, and eats it. Five-second rule. x) Vogue BFF video December 11, 2014 Of course, her first instinct is to touch Taylor.Karlie papped leaving Taylor's after shooting BBF Vogue Video - December 12, 2014Taylor's birthday and Jingle Ball - December 13, 2014 turns into 25The night began
with Kimby and Karlie attending Taylor's Jingle Ball performance. After that, Karlie returned to Taylor's to celebrate Taylor's birthday: here Swift returns to her apartment last midnight, orders sushi, and sets a makeshift photo booth to host what looks like every famous man in music. I have, for example, 20 different people flying,' Swift told
me the day before. My friends stay in every room. Her mother, Andrea, however, who flew from Nashville previously loaded with decorations now adorned with mirrors and mantels, with each window in place (I lose number fifteen) garlanded is also not. I think on the twenty-fifth birthday, no mother should be there, Andrea told me. You
need to know when to step aside. x) Obviously, it's not a party unless there's a photoboote. Taylor's lipstick also somehow managed to become soiled while photoboote. x) And let's not forget Karlie's reaction to getting asked about Taylor about a week and a half after the kissgate happened – starting around 0:30Tree never really denied a
kissgate. December 4, 2014Swiftm - December 2014Carlie helped Taylor wrap up gifts at least twice while Taylor was performing swiftmas - In this video you can hear Karlie laugh around 1:46 pm, and below Taylor pictured wearing a different outfit than she was when Karlie laughed while filming her. Two outfits, two different days. We
never know, but I would like to think Karlie was filming her while wearing a Santa hat as well. Clear Blue Water January 5, 2015: Taylor likes Tumblr's post with Dianna in an interview gif from 2012, when Dianna is asked about her future and she says, Just go ahead and, if not, I can just go down the road with Taylor and carry her bags.



Jack and I returned to their birthplace in 1989 and were just happy. @jackantonoffJANUARY 10, 2015 ❤ 1253NY at home with friends:Girls night m/ Marta - January 17, 2015 KAR AND MARGirls night w / A bunch of friends - January 18, 2015: Taylor Swift @taylorswift13 · 18 Jan 2015I did not get to let everyone wear black
memo.@gigihadid @karliekloss @iammarthahunt @ashavignoneMarhuntJanuary 18, 2015 Pressure yourself is good, but unnecessary stress for yourself is bad, so do not worry that I have not yet started another record. I'm not worried I don't know what it's going to be. I'm not worried that I don't have any timetable for doing this. It could
be two years from now; it can be three, it can be four. Or it could be one. You get these flashes of inspiration right at a time when you don't expect it. All you need to do is your life and hope you take the right risk.... Swift says she and her friends don't talk much about work. The interesting thing about my friends is that they don't necessarily
know much about what I'm business smart, she says. The first time Kloss ever saw Swift pick up a guitar and noodle around him was during a photo shoot for this story. I'm not one of those singers who are always alike, Look at me! says Swift. I'm not the kind of person who grabs a guitar at a party and wants all the attention. I have
enough attention to me, so I want my friends, like me, because we have common things and not me sitting in the corner is like listening to this song that I wrote about my life! No matter how busy they are, though, Swift and Kloss continue to keep up with each other. Swift recently had Kloss through her place cooking noodle night with
model Martha Hunt, stylist Ashley Avignone, and Tavi Gevinson. A few days later, the same group went to dinner at Ralph Lauren's polo bar in the city center. (French fries were delicious, says Kloss.) Kloss says that bringing together different women from different industries can be Swift's most unsung talent. I met a lot of really great girls
through Taylor. It incredibly connects people who usually can't meet. We all work in different jobs, but we have become strong friends who are each other – the girl sister, support team. But we're also just normal 20-something girls, and I think you have to have people that you can be with. You know, real friends are hard to find, and
Taylor's a real friend. There's nothing better. x) January 23, 2015 Maui with Haim bandJan. 27, 2015: Taylor's Twitter was hacked, then instagram-like Day Damage, but was minimal, with offensive tweets simply showing Swift fans following @lizzard account and a user named @veriuser who claimed to be responsible hacking group
leader Lizard Squad (the latter account was suspended). Similarly, an Instagram photo posted to Swift's more than 20 million followers urged users to follow another user allegedly involved in twitter hacking. The hackers also claimed to have stole nude photos of Swift, which they will release for a small payment in Bitcoin. While hackers
may bluff to quickly profit from a social media break, in the summer it turned out that private photo theft posed a serious threat. Services like iCloud can automatically back up all photos to someone's phone, which means that an intruder can easily grab all these photos. Apple introduced new security measures after dozens of celebrities
were stolen and later posted online last year, but it is unclear how effective they will be to prevent future attacks. January 30-Feb. 1st, 2015 Karlie and Taylor went to Nashville (around the time we, like Andrea, had just been diagnosed with cancer (Christmas 2014-ish)), and they were the most not going to post about it, but a few fan
photos of them were taken, and a few tweets went around that Taylor didn't allow for the photos. After the photos only Karlie and Taylor were taken, they ended up posting their photos on IG meaning they were in Nashville together. Nashville - January 30 to February 1, 2015Taylor and Karlie initially tried unnoticed, but were forced to post
on Instagram after it was taken a photo of the fan below. My fur buttons were tangled in my hairThe lighting of the commission cabinet, I did not say that I was scaredIt was the first time we were thereHoly orange bottles, every night, I pray that you perate people find faith, so now I pray to Jesus and I say to you: soon you get better
(SYGB)Feb. 2nd, 2015Style music video coming outVogue shoot premiere Feb. , 2015 (x)VOGUE BFF video premiere February 13 February 14, 2015: The day after Vogue's release, on Valentine's Day, Dianna posted a bleeding heart avatar on social media with the caption 143. Remember those days? (143 is the code for I Love You)-
Cardigan's Caroline Herrera Show - February 16, 2015As cast knows Karlie is a model, so when she was opening and closing the show, Dianna was in the audience watching. In this video, Karlie not only stood up and closed the show, but in this video she looked extremely strangling. She always does it to some extent, but during this
show she stepped it up. We were also not the only ones who noticed. Near the end of the show, the camera pans to Dianna and it was a look on her face. What came up maybe written here?? - games we play (New romances, ready for that, Cornelius St.) Your place (delicate) February 17, 2015 Taylor goes to dinner with Kanye: I feel like
I wasn't ready to be friends with him until I felt like he had some respect for me, and he wasn't ready to be friends with me until he had some sort of respect for me, so it was the same question and we both reached the same place at the same time ,, she says. I became friends with Jay Z, and I think it was important for Jay Z, Kanye and I
to get together. She continues: It started with both of us really enjoying Jay and wanting him to be happy. And then Kanye and I both reached a place where he could say some really nice things about his music and what I accomplished, and I could ask him how his kid was doing. Swift leans forward and smiles comfortably when asked if
she and West planned the collaboration, in response she would not reject it. Diplomatically, she appreciates: We did not plan anything. But, hey, I like him as a man. And it's a really good, beautiful first step, a beautiful place for us to be. I tell her that there is an animated gif of her and Kardashian, a dance audience at the Brit Awards that I
really like, and she immediately knows that I'm talking about. I love Kim, she says. She's the sweetest. She's just a really nice, kind, warm person. (x) I began to feel like we were connected again, which felt me - because that's all I've ever done my whole career, after that thing happened in 2009, was to respect me. When someone
disrespects you so loudly and says that you just don't deserve to be here – I just so badly wanted that respect from him, and I hate that about myself that I was like this guy who's antagonizing me, I just want his approval. But that's where I was. So we'll go for dinner and stuff. And I was so happy because he would say really nice things
about my music. It just felt like I was healing some childhood rejection or something from when I was 19. x) Oscar de la Renta Show - February 17, 2015 (x)When Taylor was asked why she attended and didn't give a normal answer, that's what happened: Swift, giggly in the front row with Kloss, refused to comment on her presence on the
show, though it's hard to imagine she could have said anything remotely controversial about the occasion. My publicist would get angry at me, she said. Also keep in mind – this was the last time they were seen alone in public before 11 March 2016. Getting back to Taylor's. Foundation Fair - February 24, 2015 (x)As I said, Karlie's ass
grabber.Feb. 24, 2015 Tayvin meet- Calvin Harris stunt begins on February 28, 2015? Taylor's LA homeBrit Awards photo - February 25, 2015 (the last time Karlie &amp; Taylor is seen together before June)Rubbing Karlie's shoulder. Taylor hopping through Karlie.Heading to the party. Taylor's dress is ripped off. Karlie had flowers sent to
her hotel in Paris immediately after the British saying, Finally made it to Paris, and found it waiting for me. #feelingLOVED. It was immediately after she was with Taylor at the Brit Awards, and she didn't mark anyone as a sender. I'm inclined to think they came from Taylor. In this post you see that these flowers are almost identical to
taylor's published lyrics with You Are In Love, the same song we think about Karlie. To further show Taylor likes these kinds of flowers, she also sent a bouquet similar to the one she sent Karlie to the BBC Radio 1 talk host, Fearne Cotton.2/25/15: The 2015 Brit Awards - Taylor, Karlie, and Lily all attend. This is the last public Kaylor
interaction before June on kissgate fallout. March 2015So It Goes ...? Production perhaps (quick, Martin, shellback, oscar göres)Where you like a necklace (CIWYW, DWOHT) skippin(I think he knows) alone(I think he knows) so simple (OOTW) jealous (gorgeous) jealous =everyone wants you (Lover) to meet me in the back [of the bar]
(gorgeous, delicate, summer)cruel)-123(ME!, I don't know what the bridge means. (November 6, 2014 co-songwriter So It Goes... Oscar görres reports this)Karlie is in Paris on March 6-10, 2015 (this is the day the PR anniversary Tayvin was)-@9w1ft ^March 11, 2015-same t-shirt from September 3, 2014DWOHT -(swift, Martin, shellback,
Oscar Holter) - gold (state of grace), gravity (treacherous). 25 was how old Dianna was when they met. Blue (EHC) cabinet, &gt;&gt;your necklace necklace around my neck(out of the forest), speaking (I Know Places), an avalanche takes place in an OOTW music video. I'm curious that the song goes back and forth: in the lines each line
is either a description of the beginning of the relationship with Kissgate affecting. 15 March Karlie is not on social media, which usually means that she and TaylorMarch in 2015 face possible redemption and apt loss. Hiddleswift meetMarch 23, 2015Lily Aldridge posted this photo and tagged Taylor in it a few days before the stunt began.
3/23/15: Lily Aldrige tags Taylor in roi post song Twilight by Elliot Smith, which contains lyrics But I'm already someone's baby &gt;&gt; idk what it means, but I feel like it's importantMarch 27, 2015 Taylor and Calvin papped matching outfits at Whole Foods NashvilleTaylor announced that her mom is diagnosed with cancer April 9,
2015Bad Blood music video - Filmed on April 11, 2015 &amp; premiere May 18, 2015 taylor's smileThe height difference! high (wild dream, gorgeous)April 19, 2015 Taylor wins milestone award at ACM Awards here, I just don't place much priority looking cool, it shrugs. And I think at 25, I'm finally feeling that. I've said this before. I think
that is this priority having this persona is edgy or cool or boring. And those things are sexy. All these things are flashy when you seem to care nothing but yourself. And I just don't buy into it. I'm really excited about a lot of things. I think enthusiasm is the best protection. It can protect you from anything. And I don't feel bored, but that's why I
don't want to look bored, but that's it. Yes, I feel jaded about relationships, to be honest, she says. I think the media has sent me a really unfair message over the last couple of years, that is, that I'm not allowed until now for excitement, or fun, or new experiences or learning lessons. So far, I am only allowed to do so if it is a long-term,
multi-year relationship. Otherwise I will, quote, serial dater. Or, quote, the boy is crazy. The story was so wrong every time it was the same. This is Taylor spotted talking to this guy, she's chasing him. They create a beginning for a story that hasn't happened most of the time, so they have to create an end. So they always go to the same
unfabrated end that every other tabloid publication used in my history, that is, She's too clingy or Taylor has too much emotion, she scared him. Which honestly has never been the reason why any of my breaks up. You know what the reason was? Media. You accept something very fragile, for example, you try to get to know someone,
and it feels like you're going out in the middle of the gladiator arena with someone you just met. And all of a sudden the public and the media are allowed to say thumbs up or thumbs down. So I just don't try. Well, I don't have an easy way to engage in romance. I'm really busy, so And it's good that I really independent and I think my
friends are all I need. It's kind of sad how I got there, though, there's shame in it. Embarrassed? Well, what else is when you have two friends in one year and everyone calls you a boy crazy, making jokes about you at the awards show? It's a public humiliation. And I don't think it's fair. (x)urineluv:When I'm at home alone and go through
the hard Bad BloodtaylorswiftActual tour choreography. APRIL 23, 2015 ❤ 7044 #FORESHADOWING #SHE KNOWS#BUT HOW SHE KNEW#BECAUSE WE ARE ALONE. [I think he knows the link?] April 23-27, 2015 It's Martha's Birthday and still technically Gigi's birthday week! I'd love to be with them! @gigihadid @marhunt2015 April
27 at 28:00 2015Dress song written without bridge?1989 tour begins on May 5, 2015Returns from the 1989 tour on May 6, 2015May 8th, 2015- Karlie posted this IG photo of her and Taylor, and initially the caption said, Missing my girl, but a few minutes after it was changed to my Missing BFF... And since the headlines don't change on
Facebook, here is a Facebook post that still contains the original headline. We must, of course, blame this change in the headline, but it was changed within minutes and before that many of us even saw it. Returns to the 1989 tour on May 15thMay 19, 2015- message Calvin wearing lion mask (Leo) Dinner Party in NYC - May 28, 2015
(Same outfit)JUNE IS PRIDE MONTHReturns from the 1989 tour june 13, 2015Sidewalk pic is still there until June 15, 2015Sidewalk was changed sometime after (mid-June)Going back to the 1989 tour June 19, 2015 (probably my Karlie)6/19/15: 1989 Chicago tour, Taylor brings Karlie and Lily onstage with herJune 25, 2015 My friends
and I text every day, she tells me, looking almost regal in a Saint Laurent smoking suit, sitting at a medieval table in a magnificent hotel room. That's 20 to 25 girls... Some of them are group texts, most of them are single texts. We know when everyone in New York is who is in town, who is in L.A. Being a huge group of girls who love each
other, we know where everyone is, she says, before reflecting, giddily, I've never had this before. These friends are models (Kloss, Hadid, Delevingne, Kendall Jenner), actresses (Emma Stone, Lena Dunham, Hailee Steinfeld, Jaime King) and musicians (Selena Gomez, Goulding, Lorde, Haim sisters). Fast lunch and dines with these
girls; she participates in concerts with them; she crafts with them; she cooks with them; she walks the red carpet with them; many of them appear in pre-touched clips that take place during her current world tour stops; and some of them even appeared, in the flesh, in her show, dropping the stage and waving into the crowd. She shares
her scene with people, Gomez later comments me. Many artists would never do that. ... These girls are not shuffling out of clubs for three A.M or find themselves on TMZ for unfair reasons. Delevingne tells me that it's typical with their cohort includes Swift dressing her friends in white white nighties, purchased by Swift Nashville antique
shop Gilchrist Gilchrist. Swift has a closet out of them, Delevingne says, adding: 'She's also perfect for cooking breakfast. (I totally slay omelettes, Swift says.) Gomez agrees that their meet-up is usually low key: We go to our house and hang out or cook or we go to dinner. Swift isn't straitlaced (she says that people sometimes mistakenly
assume after meeting her that she will never drink and goes to church five times a week), but she's not exactly Miley Cyrus either. At lunch, as Swift and I eat salad, someone points out that Swift has a piece of food on her chin, and she announces: I can never tell when I have food on my face... or when something is tall. That's why I can't
go to Coachella or Glastonbury. When I ask if there is ever friction between any of her various clique members, Swift shakes her head vigorously. That doesn't happen. We even have girls in our group who have a date for the same people. It's almost like a sister has such a higher place on the priority list for us. It's much more important
than any guy that it doesn't work. When you have this group of girls who need each other as much as we need each other, in this climate, when women find it so difficult to understand and portray the right way in the media ... now more than ever, we must be good and kind to each other, not judge each other – and simply because you
have the same taste for men, we do not keep this against each other.... For a better part of 2012 and 2013, I didn't get online because I didn't like what they said about me, she says. And it was so very inaccurate that I knew there was nothing I could do to fight. When the media decides that they don't like you, there's nothing you can do
that doesn't seem hopeless and annoying to anyone when you try to defend themselves. So I just had to go to my little emotional bunker and pretend there was no bomb going off outside.... So how did she crawl out of the bomb shelter? I think I just decided if [the media] was going to say to me that I was boy-crazy and so dependent on
men and all that, I wasn't going to give them a reason to say that anymore, and I'm not going to be seen around any men for years, that's what I've done, she says. And what ended up happening was I became happier than I ever did before. I swear I would never get into another relationship if it meant changing who I was, or taking me out
of that mode when my friends are everything to me.... She basically lurches out of her seat when asked if it's important for her boyfriend and her friends to get together. THAT'S SO IMPORTANT. Oh, that's so important. In each friendship group you have one or two girls where you hear people say, Oh, she's so different around her
boyfriend! Swift says. I never wanted to be that girl. So it was my huge goal: never to become something else for the sake of shows that sometimes it can be difficult to maintain your identity in a new relationship, and Swift laughs wisely. If you're a human pleaser, as many of us are, you're trying to adapt to what signals that person is giving
away, she says. It's not about the fact that you are a people pleaser; it's about finding someone [so far] who is not critical. This can be the most painful thing when trying to love someone who is critical of his nature. Did that happen to her?, I ask, although the answer is already obvious. Uh, yes, she says. But usually I don't make the same
mistake twice. I'm creating new ones, but I don't usually repeat my old ones. x) Hyde Park - June 26, 2015 (x)First we have Taylor presenting karlie on stage. Then Karlie blows Taylor a kiss. Karlie singing Love Story (x)Taylor singing You Are In Love (x)Embarrassing My Ass (x) June 26 THANKS LONDON.@caradelevingne
@kendalljenner @iammarthahunt @karliekloss @serenawilliams @gigihadid @gettyimagesTaylor Swift retweeted Lauren Aquilina on June 26, 2015: spent tonight surrounded by badass girls and couldn't be happier about it ???? @laurenaquilina 28 June 2015 Swift retweeted Gigi Hadid on June 26, 2015: it's love. ????????
❤️#1989TourLondon @gigihadid June 28, 2015————————————————————————Tour around London June ~25-June ~28, 2015Taylor Swift @taylorswift13 June 29, 2015: Little-known fact: Karlie secretly is an informal historian/London travel guide. Kind of.wait every boat incidentAfter Hyde Park (the first time we have
girls in public in more than 4 months) we realized we were going to get some damage control after ... And we did it. Taylor, CH, Karlie, Taylor's parents, Gigi, and Joe all hopped into this ship. Then we started getting pictures..... They came from a private photographer, and he put them on his website under the PR tag. We realized this
within 10 minutes of them being posted here on Tumblr? Tay Tay wasn't very happy about it. So then she hopped into Tumblr and liked a post that told us kaylors make girls uncomfortable, we have to stop saying that they're fake dating people, and that we're turning into larries. Reasons why it doesn't make senseTaylor so more than 20
kaylorsKarlie was liking IG pictures the night before it had headlines that were completely non-platonic. Some said #kaylorisreal and others talked about them dating. Karlie's sister was favoriting tweets on Twitter that weren't platonic at all after Hyde ParkSo is Taylor really that awkward? Did she just panic because we outed the trick that
fast? My guess is the latter cause none of their action in the first option (its inconvenient) make sense or add. I also believe that the latter reason was completely used as a distraction. No one talked about how built those pictures were the rest of the night because our ask boxes were filled with so much hate, and everyone was freaking out
As. It was super petty on Taylor's side, and both I don't think I'll ever forgive her for that one. Partly because she did something like that again a few months later. But the whole show didn't end there. Karlie has been publicly mocked all day by tabloids there in the UK since as Taylor tried to sell this entire boat ride. It made Karlie look like
the 5th circle, and he was pathetic. We are pretty sure that the whole fiasco led to a fight between Karlie and Taylor because Taylor acted really strangely when she got to Dublin [June 29]. She didn't post thanks for them at ROI (as when the trick was crap on the media on Fargo show day in October), she hid from 3 fans at the airport, and
her and Calvin didn't trick at all while there. So yes, it's basically what a boat incident is. June 30, 2015 performs holy land acoustic in Dublin, IrelandReturns from the 1989 tour June 30, 2015JUNE IS PRIDE MONTH I hurt good (daylight)I'm with you, even if it makes me blue(Paper rings)After the storm someone was born on July 4? (End
game) July 4, 2015 - Swans. Flamingos. Unicorn. Gay is LOUD lolGoes back on a 1989 tour July 6, 2015 at Metlife – July 10 &amp; 11, 2015 (x)Karlie worked in Europe for a couple of weeks, and was in Rome before she flew back to the States. We knew she could go back in time for two Taylor Metlife shows. Since we knew she would
be incredibly jet lagged behind, we realized she would probably just go home, sleep, and take part in the second show the next day. Well, she came home, but all she did while she was there was a change and then head to the show with Kimby. The man from Taylor's security team picked them up, not they went. In this video, taken
backstage, Karlie and Wood hug, and Karlie claims she came straight from Rome for it. Then Karlie's bodyguard said to Tree, Wood, Taylor will shout at me if I don't take her (Karlie) now. Kimby and The Tree hugged, and then body guard whipped Karlie away to take her very impatient (and in love) Taylor.The I came straight from the
Rome video is very important for two reasons: Wood seems to know Karlie and Kimby well, which is especially interesting when it comes to her knowing Kimby. There is no real reason why Taylor's publicist should be familiar with Taylor's friend's sister... Unless you know something is going on where Wood knows the Kloss family. Poor
security guy sounded so stressed. Taylor was clearly putting pressure on him to get Karlie to her immediately. They spent time together after the show and Karlie went on the second night, so they knew they would see each other. But that wasn't enough. Taylor wanted to see Karlie the minute she came back, so she sent her team to pick
up Karlie and Kimby and bring them to her as soon as possible. This speaks volumes about how much Taylor loves Karlie.Taylor also gave Karlie a shout on stage in this video when she said: 'The most common change can't be geography. It can only be attributed to people who came into my life when I moved to New York. So, if it's you,
pat yourself on your back. I love you so much. Karlie just watched the first night, but walked on the second night. She also noted Taylor as an Instagram post cupcake. Finally, Karlie checked Taylor on stage in front of thousands. 11 July I ADORE GIRLS.@angelcandices @lilyaldridge @marhunt @uzoaduba @karliekloss @behatiprinsloo
@gigihadidTaylor Swift @taylorswift13 11 Jul: When @uzoaduba came out, he provoked one of the loudest screams from the crowd I've ever heard. I just love herrrrrJuly 17, 2015: Scott Borchetta, BMR CEO, and Scooter Braun, a prospective BMR buyer, film interviews while talking about the music industry. Delicate is allegedly written
july 23, 2015, according to the tvter below. But my personal opinion I suspect that this was a PR strategy tweet, because Subtle really fits the winter time of 2014... how, what too early to do yet? Bring makeup after the boat incident/go on stage together? Also, on July 23, when she was sorting things back and forth with Nicki. Also I'm not
sure McKenna is listed as a co-writer of the subtle. Also the song McKenna DID CO-write with Taylor was I Bet You Think of Me in the Red Era. - bar(so goes, brutal summer) what we do (ready for it) the evening side beautiful, hands my hair (wild dreams) dreams (wild dreams, ready for it) I want you (I think he knows) on the third floor on
the west side (Karlie's 3 story in the west village apt.) I think the Wildest Dreams music video filmed in late July 2015, Diane begins dating Winston July 2015, which she married on October 3, 2016August 11, 2015 Taylor or GQ Swift whips out her phone and begins to show images from a video shoot to wildest dreams, including a clip of a
spark licking her face. I wanted this video to be about a 1950s filmed locally in Africa, she explains. Swift came up with the concept after reading Ava Gardner and Peter Evans' book The Secret Conversations. Her premise in the video (co-starring Clint Eastwood's son) is that since social media didn't exist in the 50's, it would be impossible
for actors not to fall in love if they were isolated together in Africa because there would be no other chat.... [Justin Timberlake calls her in the middle of an interview.] After all, JT tells her the reason why he's calling because he wants to perform the song Mirrors with her last night at his upcoming five-day stand at Staples Center.... I knew
some people would hear Blank space and say, See, we were right about her. And at that point, I'm just a figure, if you don't get a joke, you don't deserve to get a joke. I've been through a few years where I've just never been online and never looked at blogs, she recalls. It was around 2013, when the only thing anyone wanted about me, it
was about me and some guy. It was really damaging. You're thinking: Everyone goes dates when they are 22.00. It's okay, isn't it? Nope. Not when you are in such a situation, and everything you do is inflated out of proportion and expanded. And all of a sudden, there is a superior opinion that does not accurately reflect how you actually
live your life. So I haven't been online for a year and a half. I actually forgot my Instagram password. But now I check and see what happens. This material is important in 2015. Because if enough people say the same thing about me, it becomes a fact to the public mind. So I watch what people say about me, and if I see a topic, I know
what that means. I've had this happen twice before. In 2010, she was too young to receive all these awards. Look how annoying she is when she wins. Is she even good? And then in 2013, she just writes songs about guys to take revenge. She's crazy. She's a problem person. This year it will probably be something else again. Swift is
allowed to make any record she wants based on the reasonable argument that she understands her specific space in culture deeper than anything around her. The 1989 adoption is a great example: She claims that everyone at her label (the Nashville-based Big Machine) tried to persuade her not to put on a simple pop album. She talks
about alitania of arguments with various label guides through all possible details, from how much her face would appear on the cover, as co-writer Max Martin would be credited with linear remarks. As far as I can tell, Swift won each of these debates. Even when we called this 1989 record, there was a risk, she says. I had so many intense
conversations where my label really tried to intervene. I could say that they all came together and decided: We have to talk in a sense to it. She had a well-established, astronomically successful career in country music. To shake up this would be the biggest mistake she has ever made. But for me, the safest thing I could do was take the
most risk. I know how to write a song. I'm not sure of many other aspects of my life, but I know how to write a song. I would read [2012's] Red Review that said it wasn't son-in-going. So, that was what I wanted in 1989: an umbrella that would go through all these songs so they all owned the same album. But then I would go to the label
office, and they were like, Can we talk about putting violin and steel guitar solo Shake It Off to serve country radio? I tried to make the most honest records I could do, and they asked me to be a little dishonest: Let's capitalize on both markets. No, let's not. Dial tape. A former Swift acquaintance who described her as a calculation. That's
the only moment during our interview when Swift appears remotely flustered. She really, really hates the word counting. She despises how she became tied to her iconography and thinks the person I met was regurgitating this categorization. As she explains these things, her language does not range from the second regime. Am I
shooting from the club? she asks rhetorically. Would anything have happened if I had? In that sense, I'll think about things before they happen. But here was something of a positive thing, the fact that I was thinking about things and that I care about my work, and trying to make that insinuation about my personal life. Very offensive. You
may be inadvertently successful for three or four years. Accidents occur. But careers have a hard job. ... You think meeting and greeting 150 people sounds sad because maybe you think I'm forced to do it. But you'll be surprised. A meaningful conversation does not mean that the conversation should last an hour. Meet-and-greet may
sound strange to someone who has never done one, but after ten years, you will learn to appreciate happiness when it happens, and that happiness is rare and short-lived, and that you are not entitled to it. You know, in the first few years of your career, the only thing someone tells you is enjoy it. Just enjoy it. That's all they'll ever tell you.
And I finally know how to do it.'Taylor Swift is 25. But she's older than you. x) Kanye calls Taylor: But the 2015 VMAs will come around. He receives the Vanguard Award. He invited me in advance – I didn't illegally record it, so I can't play for you. But he invited me, maybe a week or so before the event, and we had maybe more than an
hour of conversation, and he likes, I really, really like you to present this Vanguard Award to me, it would mean so much to me, and went to all the reasons why it means so much because it can be so sweet. It can be the sweetest. And I was so stoked that he asked me that. And so I wrote this speech before ... (x) August 26, 2015'I just
heard John Legend come tonight, so I called Chrissy [Teigen, Legend's wife] to see if he wanted to sing All Of Me with me, she says, odorless. He'll do it. No rehearsal! No pressure! She pulls an exaggerated, agitated face of anxiety. ... Back in the dressing room, Swift talks about challenging after the stars of 1989. Does the idea scare
her? No. How could the other be so great? Perhaps the next album will bridge it somewhere else. Or maybe I'll just go ahead and change everything. I ask for a hint of a handful of songs she's written so far, and she's making fun of it. No! Why should I do this?! God! The 1989 Tour wrapped in December. After that, Swift says, I think I
should take some time. I think people might need a break from me. I... Don't know. Hang on with your friends. Write new music. Maybe not to write new music. Don't know. She really looks like she hasn't thought about it yet. x) August 4 &amp; August 28 Ee Sheeran posts the same picture of him and Taylor twice August 30, 2015 being a
self-made VMAs. Boob chewing your lips after watching Taylor Taylor by minuteWe can talk about how natural Karlie naked her arm around Taylor's lap looked? She did it on national television #nochillUhm, are you good Taylor? You gulped pretty hard after looking at your lips... More downsLike I said Taylor has to act after the Karlie
thing But the 2015 VMAs will come around. He receives the Vanguard Award. He invited me in advance – I didn't illegally record it, so I can't play for you. But he invited me, maybe a week or so before the event, and we had maybe more than an hour of conversation, and he likes, I really, really like you to present this Vanguard Award to
me, it would mean so much to me, and went to all the reasons why it means so much because it can be so sweet. It can be the sweetest. And I was so stoked that he asked me that. And so I wrote this speech, and then we get VMAs and I got this speech and it screams, MTV got Taylor Swift here to present me this award for ratings! [His
exact words: You know how many times they announced Taylor was going to give me the award because she got them more ratings?] And I stand in the audience with my hand around my wife, and this chills ran through my body. I knew he was so two-sided. That he wants to be nice to me behind the scenes, but then he wants to look
cool, stand up for the best of everyone and talk***. And I was very upset. He wanted me to come talk to him after the incident in his locker room. I wouldn't. So he sent this big, big flower thing the next day to apologize. And I was like, You know what? I really don't want us to be in bad conditions again. So whatever, I'm just going to move
through it... x) September 10, 2015 Taylor is sued by a disgusting DJ who groped herSeptember 2015 by buying another Bev Hills homeLGBT Story Month- October 4, 2015Sela's Release Party - October 4/5, 2015 Jaime posted this photo to Instagram on February 10, and you can clearly see Karlie in the background. Jaime's post is very
interesting, considering that during that time Karlie created a redirect on Instagram, making it look like she was with her family. This love is back on the set list for the 1989 tour for the rest of the tourOctober 8, 2015 International Lesbian DayOctober 8, 2015 GQ Premiere10/14/15: Suki publishes a picture of the squad version (Suki, Taylor,
Cara, Lily, Karlie, Zoe and Serena Williams)In mid-October/end of October 2015 Taylor resisted the disgusting DJ who kidnapped her At the moment everything is fine, but I will never be stupid, stupid or ignorant. All I can control is to make good music. I'm so lucky that people seem like me now, but in no way, shape or form is a constant
thing. And I think knowing that what keeps you smart and is what keeps you in the game. This album has produced more than any album in the past, so we're just going to go with it. Then I will feel like I need to give people a breather out of me because not the point they're going to get a little sick to hear about me, so I need to get out, and
then depending on my meter about how sick I am they are, I decide when to put another album. I don't think I'm going to care 1/16 as much if I don't write every song you hear while singing. He promotes everything, he promotes creative ideas about what music videos will be, he promotes the production elements that will be on the
journey, and the stories I want to tell. This completely determines everything; everything is taken from the lyrics. x) LGBT History Month- OCTOBER November 10, 2015 Kaylor 1989 tour Shanghai chanting Kaylor (6:08) also uses female nouns You Are in Love in Shanghai: November 10, In 2015, United States District Court Judge Gail
Standish dismissed a copyright lawsuit against a pop star that accused her of stealing another singer's lyrics for her hit song Shake It Off. Returns from the 1989 tour november 12, 2015Lily birthday celebration - November 18, 2015 Karlie and Taylor were then MIA 2 days after. November 23, 2015: Scooter Braun projects messages
welcome to fam Karlie Kloss. Karlie allegedly signs a job under a contract of at least three years (but lasts at least until 2020) Scooter Brown, who also boasts clients like Justin Beber and Kanye West, noted Taylor's career as an antagonist. Returns to the 1989 tour November 28, 2015NOVEMBER 30, 2015 ❤ 6588Swift family trip! On
South Island, NZOnce again, Karlie is not active online, usually it means she is with TaylorDecember 1, 2015-nothingDecember 02, 2015 she announced a tour trip on December 1, 2015:So stoked to be able to pick up my group and crew at the end of the holiday on a long and wonderful tour. For all their hard work this year, they really
deserve it. Thank you to Hamilton Island, given such great care to the 125 people who work tirelessly to make sure that the 1989 World Tour stage will be staged, the lights are in, the costumes are made, the guitars are tuned, and the show continues. Aussie press, I love my enthusiasm, but my birthday is not 2 weeks and it will be a quiet
one this year. Let's take it down a notch:)DECEMBER 02, 2015 ❤ 10029Making friends hamilton islanddecember 02, 2015 ❤ 9430You can see it with lights out.#HamiltonIslandDECEMBER 02, 2015 ❤ 8506#HAMILTONISLAND???????????????????????????????????????????????????? [SORRY, THERE ARE THOSE CORNELIA
FLOWERS?!?!] DECEMBER 02, 2015 ❤ 8344Swifts➕???? Thank you to the Australian Wildlife Conservancy for allowing us to hang out with Willy. WE LOVE HIM AND we will miss him terribly. DECEMBER 03, 2015 ❤ Australia's 1989 tour1989 tour ends December 12, 12, 13, 2015 became the 26th that it has been released in Australia
since I was released there in 2016VOGUE 73 questions probably filmed here (I personally speculate it was filmed in December 2015 because of how her hair looks and they are wearing winter clothes)1989 World Tour Live Release - December 20, 2015 (x)Karlie had the full function, and it was named Karlie Kam. It was basically just her
gushing over Taylor's full-time Taylor visited a girl named Delaney in Colorado who based off Delaney's initial Instagram caption they had set up because Kurt had seen other comments that Taylor should meet Delaney. Greyhound then talked to Karlie, and Karlie talked to Taylor. A few days later, part of the Kurt/Karlie hooking Delaney
with Taylor was taken from the headlines. Also during that stay in Colorado, Taylor had Calvin fly to Vail for less than 10 hours to build a snowman, and then he flew to Scotland as he said he was going to interview. Here's a post to better explain it in more detail. Tree Paine (Taylor's publicist) then used this photo op with a snowman and
razoring in the mountains as a ploy to be able to plant with people that they were together for Christmas when in fact they weren't. Taylor was even tricked out of the 1DHQ book to completely switch every snow pants and jacket she was wearing in a second photo posted to make it look like a photo was from the other day when it really
wasn't. December 31, 2015Dress song written without a bridge? From Woods premeired Jan.4th, 2016taylorskittensweaters:planet-dibbles:13worldsofswift:lifeofswiftie89:sunsetswift89:drunkonnjealousy:manatee-gem:newromantic-13:drunkonnjealousy:Can we talk about an OOTW video when their hands are covered with spiked ieds?
Everything she touches will ruin it, whether it be on her own or others. Is this where her hands were tied behind her back and she couldn't defend herself?woahSTOPOriginally posted beastfriendoh my godholy metaphors and symbolismshes so smart OMGI didn't think ootw music video could be any more meaningful, and now IT IS YOU
IS FREAKING GENIUSStaylorswift: You constantly understand all the little clues and she makes you such a detective. January 04, 2016 ❤ 2537 #TAIP I know it's NOT A WORD #IT SHOULD BE SOMETHING COME ONKarlie LA - January 8-10, 2016Karlie was in LA during Andrea's birthday, and we never knew about it, but a fan got a
photo with Karlie LAX before she left. January 18, 2016: Announces Dianna's engagement to Winston Marshall. Dianna's post after the announcement is... Mood. January 20, 2016 February 5, 2016: While filming her role as a Catholic nun, Dianna publishes a pips photo with the caption ROLL EM. (There are four dice, two large and two
small, featuring 1, 5, 5, and 6 on faces.) Jaime posted this photo to Instagram on February 10 from the Selena Release Party on October 4/5, 2015. At the beginning, and you can clearly see Karlie The post is very interesting, considering that during that time Karlie created a redirect on Instagram, so it looks like she was with her family....
So when he gets on the phone with me, and I'm so touched that he would be respectful and, like, tell me about this one line of the song. The line is . . . me and Taylor can still have sex? [Nods] And I was like, OK, okay. We're back in good conditions. And then when I heard the song, I was like, I'm done with it. If you want to be in bad
conditions, let's be in bad conditions, but just be sure. x) February 11, 2016 - Kanye releases Famous, insulting Taylor. What he said happened to Taylor's confirmed song: lie... Here's what really happened: the truth (starts (10:00)) (YouTube description says, that the call begins (10:01), then you have to rewind)february 11, 2016: Austin
publishes a video of a beach ball floating in the pool, modifying the last line of F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby with the headline So we defeated the beach balls against the edge of the pool , continuously turning to the past. F. Scott Fitzgerald's quote originally reads: Gatsby believed in the green light, the orgasmic future that year
backtracked against us. He eluded us then, but it doesn't matter tomorrow we run faster, stretch our hands further. . . . And then one great morning- So we beat, boats upstream, rests back incessantly in the past.Feb. 12, 2016 AUSTIN throws Yeezys into the trashLook What you did for me to do (fast, antonoff, Richard fairbrass, fred
fairbrass, rob manzoli)- it was really just like, an interesting moment in the studio with me and Jack [Antonoff], where I wanted to play on the phone call idea - because that's how it all started , a stupid phone call I shouldn't have picked up. (x)kingdom=crown(CIWYW). and it's surrounded by 8 male bodygaurds (all its exes). She rebranded
a jet that was about to take off as a reputation. I think it was partly about your label, but mostly about the call with Kanye. Face you no longer need to know ... is the justice system in your head (If you are someone like me)-I start thinking LWYMMD is tongue in cheek to make it win a Grammy. In the music video: -OOTW Taylor is an old,
dead Taylor because OOTW Taylor found himself. It is also the last music vid of the 1989 era. She is trying to bury the Met Gala 2014 for Taylor, which is the last public time we saw her before the 1989 era. Nils Joberg is also dead on the tombstone, which I think means she will never hide ownership of what she writes more. The $1 bill in
the bathroom is the representative of the court case. February 15, 20161989 album wins album of the year at the Grammys- people try to take credit for their achievements: here I won album of the year at the Grammys... Oh my God, that was all you wanted. You will get to the top of the mountain and look around and you are like 'oh god.
What now? I didn't have a partner that I climbed into it so I can make a high five. I didn't have anything I could talk about, which could be related. I just wondered if I don't have anything that I can call now? [and share it]? - MA doc(21:40) (PR concept Tayvin ... but they would have been a point for the whole year before the next month?...
but she and Karlie were also ?.... March 2016 So... I think the feelings said that at this point doc was real and I think it inspired her to think about getting married to Karlie (KOMH written about 3 months)... and finally offer Karlie 7 months! THREE YEARS LATER TAYLOR IS CHATTING WITH ROLLING STONE AND SAYS, Grammys
happen, which is like this incredible blitz of excitement, after me goes: Oh my god, what am I going to do next? I had no idea what to do next because I was so proud. 1989 — I'm still so proud of that record. But I was like, where are we going from here? I have no idea what happens after that. And so when my life was a very dramatic shift,
all of a sudden I knew what to do next – it's a strange dichotomy to feel like a whoa, it's all really weird, twisted, dark and dramatic, but I can't stop writing. I think I would have made a reputation whether I actually put on an album or ever made another album again. That album was a real cathartic process, and I thought I had a catharsis
before, but I was never up to that album because it was creating this strange defense mechanism. And I've never really done that in such an accurate way before. The only way I've done this in the past was with Blank Space, which I wrote specifically about the criticism I received for allegedly dating too many people in my twenties. I took
that template, okay, that's what you all say about me. Let me just write a second from this character. x) February 20, 2016: So what the hell are you going to do with the rest of your life, Taylor Swift? I have no idea, she says, with a sigh that's more blissful than anxious. This is the first time in ten years I haven't known. I just decided to post
last year, with all the incredible things that happened. I decided that I would live my life a little without pressure to create something for myself. ... Being a part of these weddings, it's making Swift think about being married one day?... I just take things as they come, Swift says. I'm in a magical relationship at the moment. And of course I
want it to be ours, and low key . . . this is one thing that has been mine about my personal life.... Honestly, I never relax, and I'm glad to be able to relax for the first time in ten years, she says. Swift takes her old-fashioned sip. Now I feel relaxed. ... True love doesn't handle your head, she says. Charity just is. Charity just endures. True
love supports. Charity takes it after the page. x) February 19 &amp; 20, 2016 Karlie is inactive and taylor's best friend Brittney gets married 20. Taylor caught bouquetLate February/early March 2016 back home to visit parents and just saw it at my dad's workshop. Karlie is inactive on March 4-5, 2016Calvin announces the anniversary
cake video on MARCH 6th, 2016. Big Sur anniversary date Kaylor fandomRevisit paris march 2016? March 11, 2016Words live and my favorite person to dance! @karliekloss @bodybysimone Lunch candids in LA after going to the gym - March 12, 2016 (x)Blowing Taylor kisses goodbye (she's so extra)Bahamas:Taylor flew to the
Bahamas on the morning of March 13th. With a 5-hour flight, and a change of time, it would have gotten there at 6 p.m. and the sun sets around 7pm, so there's no way any of these pictures were taken at 13pm. Then she left in the morning again on March 16, and flew out to Nashville.So Taylor at least had about two days in the
Bahamas, and how many swimsuits was she wearing all these pictures? Four. All the photos were taken within hours because there were sunset ones, but based on the sun in some of these shots, you can tell a few were taken at the same time because the sun barely changed in some pictures where she was wearing different swimwear.
Karlie was inactive on March 13, 2016march 15, 2016 - mimicking the April 2014 road reel with Tayvin This also publishes kitty dog videos in March 2016. In the Miss Americana documentary, her mother says when she found out about cancer, she finally got a big dog, which she calls her cancer. The report of her mother's cancer was
made public in April 2015. The twins' birthday celebration in Vegas - on March 18/19, 2016 (x)Taylor threw Kimby and Kariann at the birthday party omnia (despite people saying that Taylor doesn't know their lmao). Calvin played that night, but Taylor showed late and left early so she didn't even see him. It was then MIA followed. We think
she's back with the Kloss family to celebrate. Anyway, it was Taylor looking at Karlie while Karlie was filming her. Spot the difference. Hugging is a necessity. Also pay attention to the look Kimby and Brit gives each other... This appearance ends with a kimby tapping/cleshrating Taylor... Dianna lists her LA home for sale and plans to move
to NY (notice stars start to appear again in Taylor's closet in a couple of weeks)April 3, 2016- wins I heart radio music award best round thanks to someone coming home here (and best album here)Early April-Taylor bleaches her hairApril 13, 2016: Austin publishes a snake video with the caption All that's considered to be like a good guy.
April 14, 2016: Taylor appears on the cover of Vogue, debuting her bleached hair. Apr 15, 2016 - Apr 17, 2016 BLEACHELLA ⚡️ (what you came to write at this time) - is also involved in the backup singer's Texas weddingThis video Martha posted, she deliberately left Karlie while tagging, although you can hear Karlie say, Yes good.
Serayah also neglected the tag Karlie in her post, as well. If there's nothing going on, why karlie only one they all Exit? Not fish at all. Taylor and Karlie at Calvin's setSTARS jewelry! April 19, 2016 VOGUE 73 Questions Premiere (I personally guess it was filmed December 2015 because of how her hair looks)April 22, 2016 cracked her
bones(Why she disappeared)Hiddleswift begins in May 2016- the message that Tayvin PR was just improving Tay's rep that she couldn't have a relationship she had arranged for Tayvin lasted at least a year... also note that Hiddleswift started literally 2 months after the year was completed as a distraction from kimye drama. Toe meeting
May 2, 2016 and Tom meeting, she's still reportedly dating Calvin May 2nd at the 2016 Met Gala - a flashback when she met me. Your rumors cut. My hair is bleached. Even in my worst times, you've seen the best of me (dress) - a silver snake skin dress, a black lipstick song they dance for is September, which she later makes on the
cover. Do you remember the 28th night of September? Swift's management team told him she needed space right away. (As I understand it, she was undergoing some kind of renovation [of her Tribeca townhouse], Aldea says.) When Swift saw the place in person, Aldea says, she instantly fell in love with him. She came in, and I will
never forget it - she said, Oooh, it's so masterful, Aldea recalls. And for Taylor to talk, that means I like everything. She asked if she could rent not only the house, but also my style. So towels and utensils, glassware and furniture and just kind of take your clothes and go. That's what I did. It was an absolute pleasure to deal with. About two
weeks later, he left a 5,500-square-foot city house and moved down the street to another penthouse. x) May 17, 2016 International Day Against Homophobia, Transphobia and BiphobiaMay 26, 2016 Karlie Kloss goes by Jimmy Fallon and she says find her light, while Jimmy tells her that she is amazingJUNE IS PRIDE MONTHMay / June
2016 rents cornelia st. apartment, while her Franklin st. NY apt undergoes renovation - karlie and taylor move together?- 23 Cornia gelia. 1st apartment RENTED (west side) May 2016-fireplace(CIWYW)-chandelier(DBATC)-3 floor (delicate) roof terrace (Cornelia)-windows facing Cornelia-Windows flung open-Cornelia st., now a storm
come -MAATHP, look through the windows of this love, although we climbed to them-death thousand cuts, windows climbed after storm-ciwyw, daylight, I am now going to include documents Hiddleswift just to show how messy he was and what real bro he was all the time , although it was a false relationship. I still don't know how or why
Hiddleswift happened the way it did from a PR perspective June 1, 2016 Taylor and Calvin stunt ends on June 15 1016, after 2 weeks taylor and tom trick starts on June 16, 2016 Calvin tweets this will soon begin to go... both delete all social media footprints on each otherJune 21, 2016, 5 days, Tom and Taylor go on a selgo tour Dance
around the kitchen (Cornelia st., lover), eyes (eye theory), tell you you truth(daylight), history (October 11, 2016) On June 24, 2016, three days later Taylor met Tom's mother in England, then they went to Rome... Calvin's comments she controlled the media and the situation, I had no idea what was going on. So that makes it worse from
my perspective of a London boy? - Motown, american(KOMH) whiskey(gorgeous) rumors true (New romances) west end queen(CIWYW) Stella McCartney(sports line with Karlie)-- Stella probably played on the track much later in June 2019. It takes a really long time for Stella to get a collection that is ready to buy because she makes all
the ethical clothing standards( @ciiwyw on tumblr)- Dianna's husband Winston Marshall is a British fresh page... Filling the blanks as we go... home(Cornelia)June 28, 2016 Stonewall Riot Anniversary JUNE IS PRIDE MONTH - Backseat, drunk on something stronger than drinks in a bar (Cornelia)Dress? (swift, antonoff) After the storm,
someone was born on July 4? (Finish Game)4 July 2016 Karlie!!! After the storm, someone was born on July 4th? (End game) Dress? (fast, antonoff) On July 7, 2016 Taylor went with Tom to Australia on July 13, 2016 it was revealed that Taylor had written to TIWYCF and Calvin threw a shade... taylorswiftisoverpartybeginsKarlie is
inactive July 16-17July 17, 2016 hashtag taylorswiftisover gets tendencies on Kim bandwagon selective snapchat release phone callCruel summer possibly written here (I think that summer is summer 2014)There are so many lines that I crossed unforgiven ... Success draw only draws unlucky. And so I became a joke hurt. I trusted the
wicked, clearing the air I breathe in the smoke(Daylight)Rolling Stone interview given three years later: And yes, when my life took a very dramatic shift, suddenly I knew what to do next - it's a strange dichotomy to feel, whoa, it's all really weird, twisted, dark and dramatic, but I can't stop writing. I think I would have made a reputation
whether I actually put on an album or ever made another album again. That album was a real cathartic process, and I thought I had a catharsis before, but I was never up to that album because it was creating this strange defense mechanism. And I've never really done that in such an accurate way before. The only way I've done this in the
past was with Blank Space, which I wrote specifically about the criticism I received for allegedly dating too many people in my twenties. I took that template, okay, that's what you all say about me. Let me just write a second from this character. x) That's why we can't have nice things? (fast, antonoff) July 19, 2016 Playing KOMH on
electricJuly 22, 2016 Taylor returns from Australia with TomJuly 26, 2016 Taylor gives her a deposition on a sexual assault case: Right, as the moment came for us to pose for a photo, he took his hand and put it in my dress and grabbed my ass cheek and no matter how much scooted scooted he was still there. That means it wasn't an
accident, Swift says, It was absolutely intentional, I've never been so sure anything in my life. Swift also tells her how upset the alleged incident was. I remember being furious, depressed, feeling violated in a way I had never seen before, Swift said of the deposition. Meet-and-greet should be a situation where you thank the people that you
came, you should welcome people to your house, which is the arena of the day, and that someone would so violate that hospitality, I was completely shocked. x) July 27, 2016 goes to the GYM in LA, but avoids photos while walking sidewaysAug. 1st, 2016 work in komh production studio with Martin and Shellback Aug. 2, 2016 playing
KOMH piano- LAKing of My Heart entered August 3, 2016 hereTaylor Facetiming Karlie during Carlie's birthday - August 3, 2016 - NashvilleTaylor also recorded the King of My Heart that day. Better= baby kiss better (Cardigan)August 4, 2016 paper lights in ItalyAugust 5-7, 2016 Karlie Kloss birthday celebration here , she is inactive on
August 11, 2016 Taylor is gardening with her parents in Rhode Island, so she is not with Tom LA, and they have not seen each other in a couple of weeks... but they follow each other insta the next day August 12, 2016August 14, 2016 Taylor sends his private jet to Thomas to fly him to Rhode Island to see her the day before he leaves the
country again August 15, 2016- Karlie defends taylor Do my spin daily (INTHAF) August 16, 2016August 20-23, 2016 Saratoga, WyomingDaylight? - smoke(DWOHT, archer) woke up just in time (dress) true (INTHAF). THE RELEASE OF DAYLIGHT HERE IS PURE GUESS. I put it here because Lover, the song, was written (most likely)
October/November 2016. THEREFORE, October/November 2016 is the halfway point of Lover's album. This means that half of Lover's album was written before October/November 2016. WHEN TAYLOR WROTE LOVER, SHE HAD THE IDEA TO CALL THE ALBUM DAYLIGHT UP TO THAT POINT. Also, when Britney's wedding took
place just 6 months ago in February, she had no clue what was to come after 1989 yet. &gt;&gt; Daylight=wide open windows (Cornelius Street) August 24, 2016- The jacket around my shoulders is your (Cornelia Street)August 24, 2016 reports say that Tom and Taylor had an argument in early August that they didn't spend so much time
lately (at that time they had a distance of 3 weeks)... Taylor was in a gym in Manhattan, NY and smiled at paps... then she goes to dinner with TodrickAugust 28, 2016 Taylor misses VMAs and hasn't nominated anything anyway August 29, 2016 Taylor does jury duty in Nashville This summer is an apocalypse- August 29, 2016 blog entry
Castle collapsed overnight (CIWYW)September 2/3 , 2016 remake through GorgeousSeptember 3, 2016: Austin publishes a picture of a pool inflatable duck with the caption breadcrumbs and chills? September 6, 2016 reports say, Taylor and Tom are breaking up, I think that's when she does it with album concept Reputation-
NYSeptember 12, 2016Sept. 16/17 remake of Gorgeous Keyboard - NashvilleSept. 18, 2016 (IN MY PERSONAL OPINION, I think the videos of her YouTube her creation Gorgeous were her re-creation, from the original version already written, so she could be more catered for her PR/public image)... She also wore this black top and hat
making of King of My Heart. Original lyrics: You're so awesome. And I'm not just talking about your face. But look at your face. And I'm so curious. Your mind made me feel some way. What can I say? You're awesome. You should think about the success of your magnetic field, you know it's not my fault. And I have a boyfriend. He's older
than us, which I haven't seen in a couple of months. I go through stages when it comes to love/my reputation against both of us. I have nothing that you want, but I must say that you are so gorgeous ... and I'm so curious. What does it mean that I feel like like this? September 20 studio with shellback and Martin playing them
GorgeousGorgeous entered hereHiddleswift endsToe begins after monthRecorded September 2016: Don't Blame Me, End Game, Ready For It, So It Goes28th Night of September Lyrics? Karlie is in France on Sept. 28, 2016LGBT History Month- October 8, 2016 International Lesbian DayOctober 11- National Coming Out DayOn
October 11, 2016, Taylor went out for dinner with Suki, Cara D, Dakota Johnson and possibly others (I can't remember everyone who was there). They were pap'd come and go from the restaurant. We saw a bodyguard carry a table cloth when they left. Karlie was inactive Oct. 12, 2016October 12, 2016 - Jacket round my shoulders are
yours (Cornelia st.) Jacket round my shoulders yours (Cornelia St.) Windows flung open -Cornelia St., now a storm offensive-MAATHP, watch through the windows of this love, although we climbed into them to-death thousand cuts, windows climbed after the end of storm-ciwyw, daylight cornelia st. Will the storm sounds like a storm
coming (MAATHP)October 12, 2016, a month after Tom's end, Taylor goes to a concert with Joe. Taylor and Lily to attend together. Bowery Ballroom - October 13, 2016- wears the same necklace as the delicate delicate hereSTARS jewelry !!! ^^October 15, 2016: Dianna and Winston have a wedding in Morocco.Karlie inactive Oct. 23,
2016 Drake's birthday celebration at Delilah in West Hollywood - October 23, 2016 - Gold Tattoo (Dress) STARS Tattoos!!! Dress? (swift, antonoff)10/31/16: Halloween Party - Taylor and Lily both attend. Karlie is not. LGBT History Month- October/November 2016November 2, 2016Lover recorded? Couldn't sleep in Nashville,
wrote Lover, flew to Jack NY the next day and then back to Nashville. But I still think it was written in June 2016... but the hair in the photos below does not have summer 2016 hair. I love you three summers now, ???? Lover entered - lover(CIWYW) magnetic (gorgeous) --Jack says this July 17, 2018, but this is our place makes me



believe that it was written by Cornelia St Plus, it was written in Nashville and it was in Cleveland on July 17. Laughing with my lover (CIWYW) - a heart eye tattoo. In an interview she says the song was done in one day by Lover? (fast) (manufacturers: swift, antonoff) I was halfway through writing songs until I wrote the song Lover. x) ...
recorded in 2018. July 18, 2018 - Lover(CIWYW) magnetic(gorgeous) --Jack says that this song was written on July 17, 2018, but this is our place forcing me to believe that it was written by Cornelia St. as well as a written Lover background ((11:08) Miss Americana doc) is the same background as gorgeous songwriting youtube video,
which I think is in addition to the addition A rep tour rehearsing Instagram pizzas with the word Lovers on t-shirts was posted on April 25, 2018. Laughing with my lover (CIWYW)The girls got engaged- fresh pageWhen she looked around, her skin was ripped off with ink, forming the words of a thousand voices, echoing that she even heard
her sleep: whatever she said, it's not right, whatever you do, it's not enough. Your kindness is fake. Your pain is manipulative. (Why it disappeared)-written by Nashville-REMIX: We can light a bunch of candles And dance around the kitchen, babyPictures, when we were young would hang on the wallWe sit on stoopI'll sing love songs to
you when we're eighty, I finally got you now, honey, I won't let you fallLook in my eyes, they tell you the truthM of my story always was youI'd go with titanic, It's true, you, lover Lorde's birthday November 7 2016taylorswift Cornelia St.? (swift, antonoff) -Cornelia st was probably written as one of the last songs of Lover-blanks (empty
space), card sharks&gt;&gt;&gt;about playing my ace (new romances)... But it would only be a year and a half before it was written, not years ago. (assuming she wrote it during this period about Cornelia). it moved out (~March 2017). It is also impossible to keep your hands on the street at this time. Unless it's a futuristic lyric as a hope for
the future. I also hope that it never ends up sounding like the hope of a new relationship... especially because RENTAL is something known to be limited. In addition, there is rain at the end of Cornelia... for example, foreshadowing difficult times, in my opinion. Many years ago we were just inside... new start (Cornelia)November 8, 2016
Short wins the presidential electionMiss Americana and Heartbreak Prince? (swift, Joel little)-it was written in January 2019... but it makes sense to me to be written when Trump won the election on November 9, 2016 (my team loses)... or mid-election on 6 November 2018. Unless it's more about homophobia, that is what I think
personally. I think the high school metaphor connects him with Glee, but this can be achieved. Plus Ms. Americana could have engaged when she was dating Conor Kennedy. here feels more like reaching me me I could move it later. Could this also be a letter to fans and could it be a MA and a heartbreaking prince as a piece of duality?
Lights(new romantics, welcome to New York), rose thorns(CIWYW, blank space, wonderland Taymoji) escape with you(CIWYW, late November 2016) approaching the storm (Clean, CIWYW, Cornelia), head hung (brutal summer, clean), bad girl (I Did Something Bad, So It Goes...) Windows flung open -Cornelia St., now a storm
offensive-MAATHP, watch through the windows of this love, although we climbed into them to-death thousand cuts, windows climbed after the end of storm-ciwyw, daylight cornelia st. Does the storm sound like a storm coming (MAATHP)November 12, 2016 , a month later, Taylor goes to Joe's movie review social media blackout (FOR
YEARS) Livin' winter I am your summer (ME!) -sun=Karlie winter 2016 Windows boarded after the storm. He built a fire just to warm me up(CIWYWT)Windows flung open-Cornelia st., now comes storm-MAATHP, look through the windows of this love, although we climbed them-death in a thousand pieces, windows climbed after storm-
CIWYW, daylight at the end of Cornelius St. Does the storm sound like a storm coming (MAATHP)I did something wrong (soon, Martin, shellback)-when the point between November 13-19, 2016. I think this song was either about the creation of a pop album (1989), her label, or the fight against the case, or getting crap hiddleswift so
suddenly, or Kim snapchats a phone call, or the 2016 election, or just isolating herself (Do vs. Do? [LWYMMD]). Original lyrics: if you've been in my case for a long time... the first line makes me think of Swiftgron Taylor swift telling Ms. Americana she's sad that [she] didn't [publicly openly support democrats] two years ago (November
2016) and was in such a horrible place she wasn't going to pop her head out of the sand for anything. DBATC?- she said she was inspired by someone who wasn't released until April 19, 2019, and she mentioned to Ellen on May 15, 2019 (almost a month later) that she had recently watched her....... but kayaks do not believe that this
inspired DBATC. In the movie Cornelia St appears though so probably reminded her of this song. This love has climbed into the windows(CIWYW), the chandelier(Cornelia apt., TIWWCHNT), we will see you everywhere(Cornelia st.in NEW YORK CITY) pages(Cornelia, NYD) hips(False God) United we stand (MAATHP) fears (DWOHT)
Look through the windows of this love, although we climbed into them-death thousand pieces, the windows climbed up after the end of storm-ciwyw, daylight cornelia st. Does the storm sound like a storm coming (MAATHP)Karlie is inactive November 19, 2016November 20, 2016: Austin posts a quote from Toto's It will take a lot to drag
me away from you with a photo of a man raining out of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. She released Cornelia Street Lover 2019, which includes a reference to Toto and autumn: Windows sins directly in the open, autumn weather, the nest around mine should be yours. We're bless the rain on Cornelia Street... November 24, 2016
Karlie was inactive. November 27, 2016: Austin publishes a picture of the windows matching her Cornelia Street apartment, with the caption the sky on the west side. Taylor loves the picture. West Village (False God)November 28, 2016I does not want to live forever released December 9, 2016, written earlier? I trusted the wicked
(daylight)10-14 December 2016 in Australia I don't need to be rescued, but would you run with me? Yes-late November (CIWYW), save me (IDSB), voted most likely to escape with you (Miss Americana)-I think at the end of November they are planning a trip to Australia for Taylor's birthday in December (i.e. karlie's insta in Dec.) Life in
winter, I am your summer (ME!) I mess, but I mess that you wanted (DWOHT)Saw the one who wanted you anyway(IYALM)Meet yourself(IYALM)Karlie's Birthday Post for Taylor - December 13, 2016sun = Daylight. I've never been seen as about AUS, but it's related to Taylor. arrow through the heart makes me think of an archer. Three
years later, on August 2nd, 2019 Karlie announces this, so I think it was adopted in December. In 2016, according to captionDecember 13, 2016= 27 yearswindows flung open-Cornelia st., now comes storm-MAATHP, look through the windows of this love, although we boarded them-death by a thousand pieces, the windows climbed after
the storm-CIWYW, the end of daylight cornelia st. Does the storm sound like a storm coming (MAATHP)December 20, 2016December 2016 New Year's Day?-both Lover music video and end game music video on New Year's Eve is portrayed and hilighlited as a significant event, so I think the NYD is about the actual NYD, but maybe
2014 (2015? lost(fase god) road(false god) toast(end game) page(Cornelia) Polaroid(OOTW), forevermore=marriage(paper rings)-Maybe it's written around the same time as Wildest Dreams Perhaps it was written around the same time as watercolor flower paintings (late March 2014), do not know without your past, you could never have
arrived so beautifully &amp; brutally, by design or some violent, exceptional coincidence... Here. And at the time of her reputation, she felt really alive. (Why she disappeared) Karlie inactive December 31, 2016 - I put this here because the rainbow dress Taymoji looks like an NYE dress depicted in the End Game music video dress? (fast,
antonoff) Call it what you want- (fast, antonoff) castle (New Romances), gun(LWYMMD) storm (clean, final game, DBATC) fire (this love, I know places) Lover chain around my neck (yes it goes, DWOHT) song video has mine (DBATC, Lover)Jan 3rd, blog entry- This time last year I did resides in LA (January 2016) ... now basically based
in London hiding trying to protect us from the nasty world... we were together and no one was exhausted for 3 months- in January 2016 she returned to LA, but idk when it happened (late 2014?). No one has heard of me in months, am I doing better than ever before(CIWYW)Lakes? Hunters (IKP), name lowering (I Did Something Bad
IDSB), (auroras, sometimes referred to as northern lights or polar lights, or dawn (ultraviolet morning light below (Afterglow)), frozen earth (Hoax, DWOHT), a cliff-side (scam) on January 8, 2017, an IDWLF music video filmed very early am in London so that she wouldn't be papped entered a getaway car here, recorded idsb hererecorded
tiwwchnt hererecorded ciwyw here1/27/17: Taylor wants Lily to have a birthday IG. Reputation should be released in mid-2017 (at the earliest in April 2017, The latest June 2017)February 14, 2017- KK posted a Valentine's video showing her significant other and pointing things out in a Vogue Best Friends video and included a thumb war,
and was quoted in Love magazine as saying that she loves TS, who she is (delicate tea).2/17/17: Lily publishes IG story about her cooking, Taylor's voice can be heard in the background. February 2017 March 2017? = Brave was a waitress on our three-year journey, having lunch at LakesShe said I looked like an American singer
(Invisible Line)March 7, 2017: Austin announces sunset in a parking lot with a green street, captioning a photo of The Docklight. It's a reference to the green dock in Great Gatsby and by association - Daisy's character. Taylor openly loves F. Scott Fitzgerald's writing and references The Great Gatsby about reputation: Feeling so Gatsby for
the whole year. It rose slowly in early 2017,... careful phone calls [those you don't answer more &gt; don't hold]... and get-love-quick schemes. Standing wide shoulders beside her was love, which was really something [nyd, paper rings, lover, maathp, dwoht]. (Why she disappeared) I packed my bags left on Cornelia St before you even
knew I had gone (Cornelia)Moves from cornelia st apartment until early 2017 (March?) -sidenote: it was Cornelia about a year sat on the roof you and I(Cornelia)... on the roof(KOMH)Trick To Holding On probably written once heShe said that I looked like an American singer(Invisible String, Folklore) (until December 2017). Choose your
poison or medicine&gt;&gt;&gt;Once upon a time there was a poison ivy, but now I'm your daisy(Don't Blame Me), let it go (daylight)Revisit Big Sur? Cornelia St. apt. For sale April 2017April 9, 2017National Picnic Day is April 21Dress? (swift, antonoff) My true story moments on this album are such songs as Subtle, New Year's Day, Call It
What You Want, Dress. The one-two punch, bait and switch reputation is that it is actually love story. It was a love story between chaos. All kind of gun metal battle anthems were what was happening going on It was a battle raging that I could see from the windows, and then there was what was going on inside my world – my newly quiet,
cozy world that was going on my own terms for the first time. . . . Strange, because in some of the worst times of my career and reputation, I dare say I had some of the most beautiful times – in the quiet life I chose to have. And I had some of the most incredible memories with friends, which I now knew I was taking care of, even if
everyone hated me. Bad things were really significant and harmful. But good things will survive. Good lessons – you realize you can't just show people in your life. x) On May 16, 2017, after 6 months, reports say that Taylor and Joe are dating, stressing that they have been together for months and secretly from the media. LWYMMD music
video filmed in a giant solar necklace that made it into rep magazine and TS referred to it on BTS as a delicate piece of jewelry, but surprisingly, it's not seen in the video itself. June 2, 2017: Dianna shares Francis and Lights song Friends ft. Bon Iver.June 5, 2017 Taylor in Nashville with Joe After the Storm someone was born on July 4?
(End game) July 6, 2017July 25, 2017 in her NY apartment with Joe with hoodies until August 3, 2017 - Karlie turns 258/3/17: Reputation is released, Lily publishes IG story. Taylor goes on trial for the ugly DJ who groped her August 8, 2017Taylor gives evidence August 10, 2017Taylor wins trial for the ugly DJ who kidnapped her - on
August 14, 2017 in the summer of 2016 she was in legal evidence, practicing her testimony. You should be really polite to everyone, she says. But by the time she got to court in August 2017, someone snapped, I think. She laughs. Her testimony was sharp and uncompromising. She refused to allow Mueller's lawyers to indict her or her
security staff; asked if she could see the incident, Swift said no because my ass is in the back of my body. It was a great, rough defense. You have to treat yourself in court and say the back end, she says with a laugh politely. Another lawyer said: When did he touch your back? And I'm like ass! Name what it is! She's going to stick
between every word. But despite the recognition for her testimony and ultimately victory (she asked for one symbolic dollar), she still felt degraded. That was two months before the start of the #MeToo. Even this case was just twisted so hard that people called it the pull of the butt. They said I'd sue him because there's this story that I want
to sue everyone. That was one of the reasons why summer was an apocalypse. (x)... Ready for It music video, filmed on August 21, 2017. It begins with an era of reputation with a snake post on the day of the total solar eclipse. And the news article says she's trying to get up &gt;&gt;&gt; my sun(Hoax)Austin also publishes a photo of the
eclipse August 22, 2017August 24, 2017 no one can love you the way I love you baby. Because they dot love you as IAugust 25, 2017 Todrick posts love herLWYMMD music video drops August 27, 2017 (13 days after trial)The film primarily covers [events that have occurred in the last] about two years. [but not filmed in two years]. While
Wilson was making the film, mostly through the recording of Swift's 2019 album Lover, Swift went through several events that changed her attitude towards herself - in particular, opposing the man who sued her after she accused him of groping. Swift won the suit and gained some confidence to talk about other things, including her political
views. [She won the trial at least a month before filming started.] - It's interesting that reputation doesn't have secret messages. There will be no further explanations. It's just a reputation. But the funny little thing, pointed out by many peers, was the headline about the reputation of mag vol.2, which reads: Handwritten lyrics reveal the truth!
* Jump cut into dashboard daisy, Drawing Don't Blame Me song page *August 31, 2017: Some Twitter fans notice that Dianna unfollows Taylor on Instagram.September 2, 2017 - Abigail's wedding September 7, 2017It sees a dude dolphin in a T-shirt easter egg goes off the hatch until Jack Leopards and Dolphin Club debuts
2020.September 10, 2017 Jeffrey Star tweets and he will be clapped later in Taylor's End Game music videoSeptember 19 - September 23, 2017: Dianna 2017 Cafe Carlyle show run focusing on music from men on front of pop and rock acts in the 1970s, including Bob Dylan, Doors, Kinks, and Zombies. 28th September night lyrics??
LGBT History Month- OCTOBER 2nd Apt. Bought October 2017- 155 Franklin St -chandelier (DBATC)-fireplace (ciwyw)-library/book cases describes as beautiful in several articles (delicate) on October 8, 2017 International Lesbian DayOctober 11- National Coming Out DayOctober 13, 2017 Reputation Secret Session LondonOctober 14,
2017October 16, 2017 films End Game London share music video October 18, 2017 Reputation Secret Session on Rhode Island October 19, 2017 2017 Gorgeous Song Video released October 22, 2017 Reputation Secret Session laOctober 25, 2017 Reputation Secret Session at NashvilleLGBT History Month- October 29 - November
22, 2017: Karlie follows Dianna and friends on social media. But Diana doesn't follow backNovember 8, 2017 Karlie presents Taylor with the CMA Award for Better Man, klossy's vlog she listens to the same song Taylor sang with Nelly on Karlie's birthday party in August 2016November 10 2017 American Girl Cover -NYCReputation
released on November 10, 2017 (expected to be released in mid-2017 (earliest in April 2017, latest June 2015)). It was supposed to be a summer album! November 10,2017 BMLG BMLG expires on 10 November 2017. November 2017 Taylor interviewed with TIME about his court case: I would like to tell people who find themselves in a
situation where victims of sexual harassment and assault cases are given a lot of blame. You can be blamed for the fact that this happened, for reporting and blaming how you reacted. You may have made you feel like you were overreacting because the public made this stuff look so casual. My advice is that you will not blame yourself
and accept the guilt that others will try to bring to you. You should not be accused of waiting 15 minutes or 15 days or 15 years to report sexual assault or harassment, or for what happens to a person after he or she makes the choice to sexually harass or assault you as a result.... When the jury found my favor, the man who sexually
assaulted me was ordered by the court to give me a symbolic $1. To this day [three months later] he did not pay me that dollar, and I think the act of disobedience is symbolic in itself. She finally gets $1 in late November/early November 13, 2017 dianna posts to find her light October 29 - November 22, 2017: Karlie follows Dianna and
friends on social media. December 4, 2017 on the anniversary of kissgate, TS posted the lyrics to DWOHT's IG, and dress at least we electrified On December 11, 2017 Taylor goes to Ed Sheehan's concert with Joe, showing PDADecember 13, 2017 = 28A star is captionBy December 14, 2017: Todrick Hall in Kidd Kraddick Morning
Show: Last year was the time - I don't know if I should say anything - [Taylor] was someone dating. I actually never met this person, but I could just say every time I would talk to her, she would hunch over. ... She's so happy now. Standing up completely straight and so high and so confident. I just like it. DECEMBER 15, 2017 RELEASED
SWIFT LIFE PROGRAM (Karlie is Jewish but is also dianna)December 20, 2017-film End Game Miami is part of a music videotaylor posts about women's March 9, 2017, January 10, 2018 Birthday 1/26/18: Lily disappears from social media.Jan 30, 2018 February 2018 Taylor Swift is again suing for copyright songwriting of the words
Shake It Off, the case being dismissed on February 12, 2018: Dianna and Karlie Klolies interact at the Carolina Herrera fashion show. Dianna's rather mischievous calls to Karlie's gorgeous camera after they greet and hug the InStyle video, seemingly referring to the reputable track. Derek Blasberg looks a little shocked and cheerful. Big
Sur - February 2018Taylor and Karlie were in Big Sur at the same time on the anniversary of their first trip there. Their actual (dating) anniversary is probably March 6th. KK and TS spent a lot of time in LA in January and February, while feuding rumors among them peaked. This ended their being in the Big Sur area at the same time, near
4 years ago their iconic journey, something they could easily have hidden if Chose. Scott Swift's birthday March 5Delicate music video drops on March 11, 2018-I think a hotel bellboy attacks her in a nod to the nasty DJ groping experience. March 14, 2018 track 5 nodMarch 16, 2018 it publicity posts again gun violenceMarch 29, 2018
Subtle acoustic dance Spotify video (HAS LOVER THEMED NAILS) was a video made earlier in the jacket? On March 30, 2018 sung at the Bluebird Cafe in Nashville, Scott Bruchetta attends with his momMarch 31, 2018 Taylor enjoyed Aapril 2018 Lover recorded? Couldn't sleep in Nashville, wrote Lover, flew to Jack NY the next day
and then back to Nashville. But I still think it was written in June 2016... Lover entered - lover(CIWYW) magnetic(gorgeous) --Jack says that this song was written on July 17, 2018, but this is our place forcing me to believe that it was written by Cornelia St Plus, it was written in Nashville and it was in Cleveland on July 17. Laughing with my
lover (CIWYW) - a heart eye tattoo. In an interview she says the song was done one day on April 13, 2018- *September cover* -NashvilleApril 16, 2018: Taylor's Spotify Twitter fan tracker accountreports her listening to I Feel Pretty/Unpretty of Glee, which, of course, is the track that Dianna sings with LeaApril 18, 2018: Dianna posts a
piece of fake wave hair from the set, entertains her alleged commitment. April 20, 2018: Originally written for The Red (2012) album, Baby is released as one that contains lyrics detailing past relationships that have failed due to obvious commitment issues. Taylor features vocals on the track, and she later goes on to produce a musical
video concept. I think on the road in 2018 they obviously have long since broken up and have long since moved from old and Taylor let Dianna know that she's going to release the song. Dianna's commitment issues the post makes it look as if it's a bit of an inside joke between them and Dianna is poking fun at herself in an old and
relieved incident. At least that's what the situation reads to me. The fact that Taylor publishes a cheeky smile and heart emoji on Instagram on the day baby drops seem to support the idea that bygones are bygones, and girls can share a private joke about their past relationship in theaters: @swiftgron-get-married tumblr In late March-early
March 2018-taylor has hot pink nails in a new record label (UMG) insta entry. She also has hot pink nails at the very beginning of the Miss Americana documentary in her NY apartment. I just think these events happen in the same week. This means that she signed with the new label 4-6 months after her contract with BMLG. She informed
Bruchetta 7-9 months later. Sills interview: 1 2 3 4 5April 25, 2018I interesting that she has a shirt that says lovers, but she apparently hasn't written Lover, or I! (New One) May 4, 2018: Taylor publishes story counting up rep tour bob dylan and under the heading 4 days. May 7th, 2018 Joe and Taylor after coordination but they could have
been taken forever back and perhaps not seen each other like 5 Months 2018 Karlie reported to have switched to a Movementism Reputation tour starting on May 8, 2018, and Joe was there (MA doc (42:30)) 14 here 15 here 16 here 17 here well, it started to appear pretty soon after I started filming. I started filming during the 2018
reputable tour. So when I started filming, she had just returned after this period being far from the public eye over the years. She just returned to the public eye, but trying to find a way to live in the public eye, where she didn't have to feed so many opinions and constant feedback from around the world that not only feedback on her music,
but it's feedback on her as a person. And I think it's pretty amazing how she kept hold on to her humanity and her sense of humor in the face of it all. So when I started filming, it hadn't been done in interviews in three years. And no one has ever filmed with her in the studio before. So, we started just building trust, getting to know each
other, and I think that as the reputational tour became really successful, as she started working on another album, she regained this confidence and strength, and she had a new approach to things that led to her consciousness growing and evolving in this really incredible way about politics, about feminism, ending her decision to speak
politically. — Lana Wilson on how miss Americana's storyline began (x)May 26, 2018. StarsSB alerted all shareholders on Thursday, June 20, on a formal shareholder call scheduled for Tuesday, 25 June 2018. In an invitation on 25 September, shareholders were informed of the pending deal with Ithaca Holdings and had 3 days to
resolve all details of the proposed transaction. Then, on Friday, 28 June, we had a final call in which the transaction was adopted by a majority and 3 out of 5 shareholders voted yes with 92% of the shareholder's votes. Out courtesy, SB personally texted Taylor at 9:06 a.m., Saturday, June 29 informing her before the story broke on
Sunday morning, June 30 so she could hear directly from him [so basically they waited until she was on tour to decide this, and at 20 she was out of the country and at 25 she returned to the U.S.]- hereI has a theory that taylor's monologue when talking to her team and crying ma doc (35:17) is about the SB decision A: We have people
who got into this line of work because we wanted people like us because we were basically insecure because we liked the sound of people clapping because it made us forget how much we charged as we didn't do well enough. And I've been doing this for 15 years, and it's just, I'm tired of it. It just feels like it's more than music right now.
And only most days I like it well. But sometimes I'm like... it just gets loud sometimes. : here and here So Taylor knew her work would be sold. did not know that it will be ScoobyJune / July 2018 Soon you will get a better made, perhaps written? (swift, antonoff)-it makes sense to me that SYGB is written here because it's through filming ma
doc, it's with Jack, and it probably made it easier for her to make healthier decisions in life and made her realize that leaving her label soon. Also, Lover secret sessions she says: When I wrote this one, I recorded it with Jack, and it worked, at the time, with the Dixie Chicks, to make my new album. It's a group that made me want to do it.
There are some artists who made me want to do it. Dixie Chicks taught me that you can have a strong female voice, saying what she wants in music, and experimenting with a very feminine aesthetic, but very cool resistance to them. And their music music, the way that they played their instruments made me want to play the instrument.
Basically, I said to Jack, Can you play this song dixie chicks? It's a really special song for me and my family, and they've been such a big part of my life, and I wonder if maybe they can sing background vocals about it, and maybe even play on it if they want to. And he played for them, and they got really emotional hearing, and wanted to
sing on it and play violin and banjo about it too. So, the background vocals you hear in this song are the Dixie Chicks, which I'm obsessed with. (x)- So in December 2014 Andrea was diagnosed with cancer, in April 2015 Taylor reports that her mother has cancer, in March 2016 Taylor publishes a video of Kitty's dog (dog Andrea says she
got it when she found out she had cancer), Andrea relapses while filming MA doc, June 2018. June 5, 2018: Taylor announces her rap tour getaway car interlude/Why She Disappeared poem quote: Without your past you could never come so beautifully and brutally into design or some violent, exquisite coincidence... Here. Does that
mean that the poem may have been written on 5 June 2017? June 6, 2018 - Dianna publishes a now deleted selfie and tirade about how amazing KIlling Eve is (this post was deleted in late summer/early autumn 2020 for no apparent reason) STARSJune 12, 2018: Dianna posts singing about hallway echoes and counting, joyously
reminding us what ✌  +✌ . June 21, 2018: Dianna makes a long heartfelt message about Mr. Rogers Movie Won't You Be My Neighbor? June 24, 2018 (electric screw lighting)June 26, 2018: Dianna publishes a story that shouted the King's Princess song 1950.Returns to Reputation tour June 30th, 2018June 2018 Recently read a
book about Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor, and how there was this crazy frenzy. In the book, Elizabeth is quoted as saying: 'It could be worse, we can be the Beatles. x) (... Ready For It)July 2018July 10, 2018July 13, 2018 If we consider her true, she probably finished the Cleveland show, she flew back to Nashville, couldn't sleep,
Lover then flew to NY to record a story with Jack- tells the story later interview here....but I think it was written before this time (June 2016) July 15, 2018 - Faith Connexion. Many of her rap outfits are from this brand, most likely earning False God's 2019 Lover. (New One) July 17, 2018 - NY - National Snake DayJuly 18, July 17July 20-
papped with animal press (mentioned in the MA document after 2 daysjuly 21, 22, 2018july 22, 2018 interview about eating disorders (MA doc (56:47) 1 2 3 4Karlie engaged in mid-July 2018Repration tour stage B song Enchanted -East Rutherford, N.J. July 22ndKarlie announced engagement July 24, 2018July 26, 2018 - sounds...
UNREAL (Fifique)Reputation Tour Stage B Song - Change Foxborough, MA July 27thReputation Tour b Stage Song Ours -Foxborough, MA July 28thReputation Tour b Stage Song - Out of The Woods Toronto, Canada August 3rdReputation Tour b Stage Song Come Back... Be Here- Toronto, Canada August 4ThReputation Tour Stage
B Song This Love Atlanta, Ga., August 10Reputation Tour b Stage Song The Lucky One Atlanta, GA Aug. 11thReputation tour b stage song Invisible Tampa, FL Aug. 14thAugust 14, 2018-empowering sexual assault language in Tampa, FL Reputation tour - starring Clean- 1 2 3 4Reputation tour b stage song Breathe Miami, FL Aug.
18thSome point between August 19-26, 2018-Taylor goes to Nashville to chat with family about publicly supporting Democrats This is seen in the MA document (4 pm 7:53)- 1 2 3 4August 22, 2018 Taylor releases an instax ad. In it she wears a shirt, which she IG publishes September 16, 2018, and blog in the car video. THIS MEANS
THAT THE IDEA OF THE BLOG HAS ALREADY BEEN PLANNED UP TO THIS POINT, SO BEFOREHANDReputation Tour: Nashville - August 25, 2018 - I've poised all the things that have happened in the last 365 days, and it's kind of surreal, she noted, before revealing in another clip: 'I celebrated my bachelorette with my sisters in
Nashville.Karlie (plus all her sisters) attended Taylor's show in Nashville, and that was quite a big deal. No one puts such a show as @taylorswift ✨ #ReputationTour Nashville was out of this world, I'm so proud of you  August 27, 2018August 28, 2018 Detroit B stage song Jump then Fall August 31, 2018. 2018 Minneapolis B stage
song Begin AgainSeptember 16, 2018September 18, 2018 plays Karlie's hometown of St. LouiSeptember 22, 2018 New Orleans B stage song Speak NowLGBT History Month- OCTOBER October October 6, 2018 Reputable Tour U.S. Leg ends at Arlington TX... has a heart tattoo on eye.she recorded as soon as she completed the
Reputable Tour. At the end of the tour, she channeled that positive energy into the studio, recording a new album in just under three months. However, fast paced does not mean a short LP. Swift confirmed that her seventh record (she hasn't yet announced a title; working nickname among fans is TS7) will include more songs than any of
her previous releases. I don't go on making an album with no expectations, she says. I started writing so much that I knew right away it would be be higher. Sunday, October 7, 2018-2018,Democrats are publicly supporting democrats by drinking white wine with their mom and tree. This is shown in the MA document(1:03:56). Blue/black
nail polishOctober 8, 2018 International Lesbian DayYou have to calm down (soon, Joel little) Monday October 8, 2018 - snakes and stones never broke my bones (KOMH, Why she disappeared)-I wonder it was written a week and a half before Karlie's wedding The first line is about trolls and cancel culture, she says. The second line is
about homophobes and people choosing outside our concerts. The third line is about successful women who are pited against each other. x) Tuesday October 9, 2018 disco ball AMAsOctober 17, 2018Karlie first wedding Oct. 18, 2018 NYTaylor publishes this ROI story Oct. 18/19, 2018Goes returned to the reputable tour On October 19,
2018 in Perth, Australia- starring I Knew You Were Trouble Acoustic Stage B- release october 21, 2018 October 2018October 24, 2018Repration round Melbourne Australia October 26, 2018 2018 B-stage song I'm Only Me When I'm With YouSPaul 30, 2018 votes Tennessee Democrat Windows flung open -Cornelia St., now storm-
coming-MAATHP, look through the windows of this love, even though we climbed to them-death thousand cuts, windows climbed after storm-ciwyw, daylight corn stelia end. Does the storm sound like an offensive storm (MAATHP)October 31, 2018: Dianna publishes a story about herself in awkward hair and glasses with the headline One
of these eyes is not like the other. The phrase is similar to the lyrics to me!, which Taylor would have worked in New Zealand with Joel Little around the time she finished her reputational tour. November 1, 2018 on a jet plane night at MA Doc and here(24:30)November 2nd reputable tour sydney australia november 6-reputation tour
brisbane australia ... And the midterm elections in the US proclaim Marsha Blackburn as a Republican senator in Tennessee - a b-scene song starlightWhen between November 6-9, seen in the Miss Americana documentary airplane, sky blue nails, black heart tattoo on the eye, venting about the frustration that Marsha won the election.
And her mom says, So over the next 2 years we have to build on what started here! = November 2019 2020?? (MA doc (1:12:06)Reputable Tour Stage B Song Out of the Woods November 9, 2018 Auckland, AUSHeart eye tattoo makes another look on that plane tour ^November 9th-reputation tour auckland, NZReturns of the Rep tour
November 9, 2018November 10, 2018:  Taylor announces As such, Little's hesitant to take many credits for any Lover tracks he worked on, which also includes Man and Miss Americana &amp; The Heartbreak Prince. The fact that three out of four happen to be the album's most overtly political, he says, had nothing to do with it. I don't
know if I can take too much merit for this. You know, it's been done over a period of time Time. They haven't all been doing the same thing – they've been doing separate sessions for a few months. [October-December?] And so I think it was just, you know, where it was at the time. I know that there are things that she has felt strongly
about for a long time. And I don't know, maybe now, lyrically, she just felt like she was in the right place to say that way that she wanted, and to do her thoughts justice in this way. That's the text Taylor sent to Scott on Monday, November 19 at 8:57am:Scott, I hope this finds you well. As the communication in our negotiations was dry, I did
what I said to do and go out exploring other options. Owning my masters has been very important to me, but I have since realized that there are things that mean even more to me in the bigger picture. I had a choice between wager on my past or wager for the future, and I think knowing me, you can guess which one I chose. I also saw a
rare opportunity to implement the positive changes of many other artists with the leverage I have now. I know you believe in the same things I do, and I would like to think that you would be proud of what I negotiated in my deal. First of all, I wanted to say that I would sign with Lucian. I honestly really cherish everything you and I built
together, and I plan to say that in my announcement about the new deal. What we have achieved together will be a long-term legacy and a case study of excellent partnerships, and it can continue. I'm still looking at you as a partner and friend, and I hope you feel the same way. Sending you a hug and my sincerest gratitude. And with so
much love, Taylor Taylor posts that she signed a new record label November 19, 2018. But I predict that this was done earlier (late March to early May 2018)In late March-Early May 2018-taylor has hot pink nails on the new record label (UMG) insta entry. She also has hot pink nails at the very beginning of the Miss Americana
documentary in her NY apartment. I just think these events happen in the same week. Heart eye tattoo makes another look ^Goes back on rep tour November 20, 2018 (Japan)- Reputational tour acoustic b-stage song I Know PlacesReputation tour ends November 21, 2018she entered as soon as she completed the reputable tour. At the
end of the tour, she channeled that positive energy into the studio, recording a new album in just under three months. However, fast paced does not mean a short LP. Swift confirmed that her seventh record (she hasn't yet announced a title; working nickname among fans is TS7) will include more songs than any of her previous releases. I
try not to go on making an album with any expectations, she says. I started writing so much that I knew right away it would probably be bigger. 155 Franklin Street has already been purchased, but perhaps not moved to 2018. Grammy Noms (61st Grammys) on Time/Schedule(December 7, 2018). So I'm thinking, it unpacked in late
November / late December 2018-red and green nails?-chandelier (DBATC)-fireplace (DBATC)-fireplace cases describe how beautiful several articles (subtle)Unpacking NY: Ms. Americana documentary also here Says Little, We Made a Week in New York; that week we made a man and I! and only the youth were the last that we did. It
was one where I actually came up with drums, and it was like, Oh, I was actually just playing around with chords that could go with that, and then the song just quickly moved from there. -(x) Man - (fast, Joel little) bad (IDSB, MAATHP) Ioriginal lyrics: they put a knife on me behind my back- here's ME!? The first line and chorus (Swift, Joel
little, Brendon Urie) 123 (so it goes, paper rings)Original lyrics: I know I said a few nonsense on the phone. Created with red and green nails, a white sweater, dark brown velvet against her neck, pantyhose, ponytail and short black buckle boots, as depicted in the documentary(10:20)- hereburrito lunch with Joel Only the Young (swift, Joel
little)*in the documentary, she eats burritos with Joel. She wears the pajamas she writes and records only the youth at the end of the film. This makes me speculate only the youth were written and recorded on the day they ate burritos. *nude, unpainted nails. Eating burritos, she said, I'm about to be 29. While eating burritos, Joel is
humming ME! Eating burritos and playing I! At the beginning of the piano film, her nails are painted red and green. This leads me to believe that both songs were written in December 2018. - 123^^^all of those songs that week, created by Electric Lady studiosDecember 11, 2018 Taylor is going to London joe movie premieres December
13, 2018 = 29, announces a Netflix tour film shortly Mid December 2018 lunch with abigail nashville at home about Claire's baby, who was born on December 7, 2018. Taylor says: She disappeared a month after that. And I think it means that filming Cat-Taylor nails is shiny pink (MA doc 27:37)December 18, 2018: Taylor's Netflix rep tour
special posted 13. Taylor posts a poster about zombie hunter marketing. December 31, 2018 NYE Party NY apt. -aqua/green and hearts nailsJan. 2nd, 2019 no more Swift Life updatesJanuary 15, 2019: Dianna interviews Build Series in NY, bringing up her love for musical theater and ballet and dance. It has the name drops Singing In
The Rain (ME!) and american Paris and CATS remake. Part of the video description of the interview reads: A New York resident, she is excited to bring her voice back to Café Carlyle, something she feels cemented in her place in the city. - I'm in NYC (False God) Jan. 16, 2019 JoE and Taylor go to the same event but don't see it
together, and I just have to fucking laugh lmao they're very stressed, privacy is really extra and although it's fake I like how little they have to try lmao, but tricks increase from hereJan. 17 ME! is recorded -maroon sequin nails in the documentary. The outfit shown below is the same when talking to Brendon Joel about the song ME! And
potential music video ideasStarts filming cats movie in late January 2019 ... still being filmed on Feb. 6, 2019January 22, 2019: Taylor publishes a video story in London while filming CATS, excited about being in the field where it's snowing. - This is probably a video depicted in the Lover lyric video Feb 1st, 2019 Swift Life interrupted I like
so I can remember very good and very bad times, she writes. I want to remember the color of the sweater, the air temperature, the crack of the floor boards, the clock when your heart was stolen or broken, cured or forever positive. Feb. 10, 2019 Taylor attends a BAFTAS after-party with Joe instead of the Grammys (she still wasn't
nominated for anything)- based on this photo we can conclude that the London Boy is written up to this time, while Collab m/ Stella is in productions on February 14, 2019-I can't help but wonder if this is taylor holding a photo... You Need To Calm Down music video is filmed- 1 2 3 4 5 (originally chose May 20, 2019 because of what I
thought I read in the film camera, but the garment makes me think that it was filmed in winter, from February to March, based on Todrick's hair roi... but I think between Feb.4 and Feb 15, based on Chester lockhart's Valentines IG photo with Todrick who outfit matches for nhhh backstage, which he thinks was filmed immediately after
YNTCD)February 23, 2019Lover said it would be full feb. 24, 2019 (probably added London Boy, june, actually finished). Taylor later states in a video for Entertainment Weekly that the palm trees symbolize a revival of positive energy and a new beginning, before pulling out ✌ ✌ . Taylor then posts a photo of her party, ready in a gold
dress sitting on the stairs.Feb. 24, 2019Dianna attends the Vanity Fair Oscar Party. Taylor, along with Joe Alwyn, attends the same Vanity Fair Oscars Party. Dianna makes not one but two posts about the party, down the ride to the very end and therefore still recovering.^Lightning electric bolt February 25, 2019 Karlie is in Paris on
February 27, 2019: Taylor drops an Easter egg Interview she says: This look at the artist's story invites us to connect it to our own, and at best allows us to assign this song. It is this alliance between the song and our memories of the times it has helped us heal, or made us cry, dance, or escape, that really stands the test of time. Just like
a great book February 28, 2019 abigail drops corresponding to the Easter egg and quotes Panic! In a report on Taylor 'Easter egg)March 2019 Karlie and uk moves to 211 Elizabeth St. March 4, 2019 LA (Wearing the same shirt in December 2019)Taylor announces that her mom is again battling cancer- Elle's article 30 things I learned
before March 30, 2019 Being sweet all the time can get you into a lot of trouble. Although it may be born out of the fact that it was raised to be a polite young girl, it is contribute to some of the your life is most regrettable if someone takes advantage of this trait for you. Grow a spine, trust your intestines and know when to strike back. Be
like a snake - just bite if someone steps on you. Test and fail and try again and if again is normal. It may not feel normal to me because all my attempts and failures are inflated out of proportion and turned into a spectator sport dime elimination culture (you had to give me one moment of bitterness, come on). BUT THAT SAID, it's good to
mess up and learn from it and take risks. This is especially good to do in your twenties as we are looking. so good. We are always looking, but never as intensely as when our brains are still developing at such a rapid pace. No, there's no excuse to text your ex right now. That's not what I said. Or do it, no matter maybe you learn from it.
Then you will probably forget what you learned and do it again.... But it's okay; or you, you are looking .... Banish drama. You only have so much space in your life and so much energy to give to those in it. Be careful. If someone in your life is hurting you, draining you, or causing you pain in a way that feels unsolvable, blocking their
numbers is not cruel. It's just a simple setting on your phone that will remove the drama if so choose to use it.... Sorry when you hurt someone who really matters to you nothing from you. Even if it was unintentional, it's so easy to just apologize and move first. Try not to say Sorry, but... and excuse yourself. Learn how to sincerely
apologize, and you can avoid ruining trust in your friendship and relationship.... Before you jump in your head, perhaps, I do not know ... get to know someone! All that sequins are not gold, and first impressions are actually not everything. It's impressive when someone can charm people instantly in their living room, but what I know now is
to be more valuable about the person is not their adorable routine after meeting them (I call it a cool first 15), but layers of personal you discover in time. Are they honest, sio-and-slid ridiculous in the moments you least expect? Do they show you when you need them? Do they still love you after they've seen you broken? Or after they
walked into you having a full conversation with their cats if they were human? These are things that the first impression could never convey. Play mind games is a chase. In a real relationship or friendship, you shoot yourself in the leg if you don't tell another person how you feel and what can be done to solve it. No one is a mind reader. If
someone really loves you, they want you to verbalize how you feel. It's real life, not chess. The difference in learning between lifelong friendship and situation. Something about us in our young twenties! hurls of people together into groups that can feel like your choice And maybe they will be for the rest of their lives. Or maybe they will be
be your friends at an important stage, but not forever. It's sad, but sometimes when you grow up, you grow up in a relationship. You can leave friendships along the way, but you always keep memories. Fashion is about playful experimentation. If you don't look back at some old looks and creep photos, you're doing it wrong. See:
Bleachella. How to fight honestly with those you love. Chances are you're not trying to hurt a loved one and they're not trying to hurt you. If you can wind the tension argument up to the conversation about where the other person comes from, there is a greater chance you can eliminate the shame of losing the fight for one of you and the
ego boost of the one who won the fight. I know a couple who say, Hey, the same team. Find a way to alleviate anger that can spiral out of control and you forget the good things the two have built. They don't give awards for winning the most fights in your relationship. They just issue divorce papers. I remember people asking me, What are
you going to write about if you ever be happy? There is a widespread misconception that artists must be miserable, that good art, that art and suffering go hand in hand. I'm very grateful to have found out this is not true. Finding happiness and inspiration at the same time was really cool. I learned that disarming someone's petty bullying
can be as easy as learning to laugh. In my experience, I have come to the bullies to want to be scared and taken seriously. A few years ago someone launched a hate campaign online, calling me a snake online. The fact that so many people jumped aboard with him made me feel smaller than I ever felt in my life, but I can't tell you how
hard I had to keep away laughing every time my 63-foot inflatable cobra named Karyn appeared on stage in front of 60,000 screaming fans. This is the stadium tour's equivalent in response to the troll's hateful Instagram comment with lol. It would be nice if we could get an apology from the people who frighten us, but perhaps all I will ever
receive is satisfaction knowing that I could survive it, and thrive, regardless.... I have come to the realization that I need to be able to forgive myself for making the wrong choice, trusting the wrong person or figuratively falling on my face against everyone. Step into the light of day and let it go. x) February 2019 probably when ME! music
video filmed (it's either February 9 or March 9). The record player plays in the background of [music video]. It's an old-time, 1940s-sounding instrumental version of You Need to Calm Down, Swift says. (x)1 2 3March 6, 2019 Taylor enjoyedMarch 8, 2019: Dianna posts about binge-fleabag episodes, her love for Phoebe Waller-Bridge, and
attending SoHo House the night before. On March 12, 2019 hang out with SelGo and she holds Benjamin until someone knew about him with his EASTER EGG WOW WTFMarCH 14, 2019: Begins her butterfly kaleidoscope hint on National Butterfly Day at the iHeartRadio Awards. March 19, 2019March 22, 2019: Dianna publishes a
video bowling in Nashville. (Scott Swift's birthday is March 5  ♀ ️) April 9, 2019: Dianna publishes a headline about being 13, unanswered love and 143 discusses Hulu series PEN15 and uses . The April 19, 2019 Netflix movie Something Magnificent premieres which she says Ellen interviews May 15, 2019 is the inspiration for
DBATCApril 22, 2019 NYApril 23, 2019 uses female pronouns in the NYD during 100 GalaApril 26, 2019 ME! Billboard Awards rehearsal shot - lesbian visibility day - The Me! one is released after 13 days of countdown and the Lover era begins. The music video features a Red Tour Treacherous/Grace Kelly-esque black and white dress.
In the video there are Easter eggs for Archer, including the symbol of . April 28, 2019: Dianna posts a picture of Debbie Harry with lyrics that call me blondie: Color me your color, baby / Color me your car / Color me your color, darling / I know who you are / Unse out your color chart. 1 May 2019 BBMAs performs ME! With Brendon
May 6, 2019... does this mean that the YNTCD music video is partially filmed on 20 May 2019? May 7, 2019May 13, 2019: Taylor speaks to Entertainment Weekly about the killing of Eve, Fleabago and Phoebe Waller-Bridge. Its EW cover features pins, one of which is p. Rogers pin, and she discusses Won't You Be My Neighbor?. Among
many other Easter eggs interview, she mentions her love for the nostalgic sound of the king princess. On May 14, 2019 Taylor goes Ellen: E: Have you yet finished the album? T: Yes! Unless I write something else, and then I just probably put it on the album E: you have another video coming out soon T: -ish. YesE: When does it come
out? T: I don't know yet because we have to finish it firstE: I think you said you want me into it? T: Yes, that would be a dream. would you like to do this?? E: mm, I don't know, but I'll think about it... Elena later asks Taylor what her favorite film is and Taylor says it's a movie she's seen in the last week: Something Big. ... now, even if it had
been in the last 2 weeks, it means that DBATC should have been written in early May 2019... 3 months after the album should be done ...?? .... Taylor also mentions her love of killing Eve EllenMay 22, 2019: Dianna publishes a photo of ✌  about mermaids and dolphin friends from the backstage of her Shakespeare-inspired photo shoot
by Romeo and Juliet. May 24, 2019: Taylor's performance at Graham Norton airs. The main topic of the conversation during the interview is coincidentally in her 2012 interview with Rolling Stone about two car accidents with a journalist. The cover of this issue by Rolling Stone takes taylor heartbreak kid, as well as refers to its Nashville
home décor as Peter Pan and Wonderland inspired. On May 24, 2019 Taylor and Joe eat breakfast together in Paris... it's after ME! Video shot in French on May 31, 2019: Katy Perry's single Never Never More is released, promoted with the phrase let it go....... then later in early June he made a double date in Hollywood with Suki
Waterhouse and Rob PatJUNE IS PRIDE MONTHJune 9th, 2019 MAYBE A YEAR OR TWO AGO, Todrick and I in the car, and he asked me: What would you do if your son was gay? The fact that he had to ask me . . . I was shocked and made to realise that I had not made my position clear enough or loud enough, she says. If my son
was gay, he'd be gay. I don't understand the question. If he thought so, I can't imagine what my fans in the LGBTQ community might think, she continues. It was kind of devastating to realize that I wasn't publicly clear about it.... When I was a teenager, I would hear people talk about sexism in the music industry, and I would be like, I don't
see. Don't understand. Then I realized that this is because I'm a child. Men in the industry saw me as a child. I was a hooping, scrawny, overexcited young girl who reminded them more of their little niece or their daughter than a successful woman in business or colleague. The second I became a woman, in people's perceptions, when I
started seeing her. It's good to infantilize a girl's success and say, 'How cute that she has a few hit songs,' she continues. How lovely she is to write songs. But the second one becomes huge? As soon as I started playing stadiums – when I started to look like a woman – it was no longer so cool. That was when I started to have songs from
the Reds to go out and cross over like I Knew You Were Trouble and We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together. Those songs are also more robust than those that were before, I say. Yes, the angle was different when I started saying I knew you were in trouble when you came in. Basically, you emotionally manipulated me and I didn't like
it. It wasn't fun for me. The massive public shame, with millions of people saying you're quote-unquote canceled, is a very isolated experience, she says. I don't think there are that many people who can actually understand what it means that millions of people hate you very loudly. She adds: When you say something is canceled, it's not a
TV show. It's a man. You send a massive amount of messages to this person to either shut up, disappear, or it can also be perceived as, kill yourself. I realized that I needed to restructure my life because it felt completely out of control, says Swift. I knew right away I needed to make music about it because I knew it was the only way I
could survive. It was the only way to preserve your mental health and also tell a story about what it means to go through something so humiliating. I've been working on ideas for a very long time, says Swift. When I started writing, I couldn't stop. There are so many ways this album feels like a new beginning, she says. This album is truly a
love letter of love, all its maddening, passionate, thrilling, enchanting, horrible, tragic, wonderful given how truly peaceful it looks, if part of her is not grateful, if not for the great cancellation of 2016, then the person she is now, knowing who her friends are, knowing what is. When you are experiencing loss or confusion or shame, it is a
process of mourning with so many micro emotions throughout the day. One of the reasons I didn't do the interview reputation was that I couldn't understand how I felt an hour to an hour. Sometimes I felt like this: All these things taught me something I could never learn so that it wouldn't hurt so much. Five minutes later, I felt like this: It was
horrible. Why did this happen? What should I take from this, except for the massive amounts of humiliation? And then in five minutes I'll think: I think I can be happier than ever. It's so strange trying to be self-conscious when you've been cast, like it's always smiling, always a happy American cute thing, and then having that take away and
realizing that it's actually a great thing that it's been taken away because it's very restrictive. Swift leans back into the cocoon and smiles: We're not going to go straight to gratitude with him. Ever. But we're going to find positive aspects to it. We'll never write a note of thanks. At one point, she compared a superstar in the digital age to living
in a doll house where voyeurs can send you with who they want to send you, and they can have the favorite friends you have, and they can know where you are all the time. The metaphor was accurate and bright and, well, a little too complicated given to turn off the cuff. (Also, ME! lyrics: Baby doll when it comes to lover. I promise you'll
never find someone like me.) (x)... Lover music video images from June 1 to June 19 4/5, 2019-Karlie plays Lean on Me piano. Some may hear Taylor's laugh in the background of the June 7, 2019-catch flight from NY to do a collab with Stella McCartney... In The Lover Livestream release day, she says she played London Boy stella and
then they decided to make merch collab... this tells me Cautious Clay wasn't called for approval until two and a half weeks laterWhen between June 10-26, 2019 Cautious Clay received 2 call from his lawyer for permission to take out her song London Boy 24 hours6/10/19: Lily returns to social media. June 11, 2019: Katy publishes a photo
tagging Taylor with a place to be friends and recorded a feel good  with a plate of cookies that says ☮️that finally☮️. June 12, 2019 Karlie posts about her wedding looking back, the next day Lover is announced, Taylor also sees the National Concert in Brooklyn, which she'd later write for Foklore with a year laterJune 13, 2019
Instagram live Lover announcement and yntcd video being released, Video features ✌ return peace ✌  lyric moment. June 14, 2019-Stonewall performance at NYJune 15, 2019: Taylor updates her Apple PlaylistByME with a fresh round of songs. In particular, it Mumford and Sons' song Woman, written by Dianna's husband Winston
Marshall.Austin posts a photo of la skyline at sunset, captioning it with lyrics here in one of the diamond darkness from ✌  song California Daze. You need to calm down the video teaser - June 16, 2019It's *literally* Karlie's hand in the first clip. No, if, and, or will be about it. June 17, 2019Between June 1 and June 19 (London Boy -
Motown, American(KOMH) whiskey(gorgeous) rumors true (New romances) west end queen(CIWYW) Stella McCartney(sport line with Karlie)Karlie has her second wedding in WYAMy June 20-23, Remember this is where Taylor and Karlie had their special vacation august 2016June 21, 2019-I wonder if this is inspiration for Clouds Lover
album and ArcherJune 23 2019 Cautious Clay is in New York (his home) dayjune 27, 2019June 28, 2019: Taylor posts a photo of her Stella McCartney sunglasses with the caption ✌ Friday peace ✌ . On June 30, 2019 news breaks Scooby's takeover of DirectoryJust repeat, Taylor knew that her masters would sell. But she didn't
imagine it was going to be a scooter. JUNE IS PRIDE MONTH INTERESTING to look at these albums as part of the trilogy. 1989 was definitely a reset button. Oh, in every way. I was very loud about the fact that this decision was mine and mine alone, and it was really met with a lot of resistance. Inside.Realizing that everything wasn't all
smiles with his former label boss Scott Borchetta, it's hard not to wonder how much additional conflict there was on such things. A lot of the best things I've ever creatively did were things that I had to really fight – and I mean aggressively fight – to make it happen. But, you know, I'm not like him, a demented, petty accusation of the past. . .
. If you have a business relationship with someone for 15 years, there will be a lot of ups and downs. But I really, legitimately thought he looked at me like a daughter he never had. And so while we had a lot of really bad times and creative differences, I was going to hang my hat on to good things. I wanted to be friends with him. I thought I
knew what the betrayal felt, but this stuff that happened to him was a betrayal to me, just because it felt like a family. To go from feeling like you're viewed as a daughter to this grotesque feeling of oh, I actually had his prized calf that he was fattening up for sale in a slaughterhouse that would pay the most. He accused you of dropping
parkland in March and Manchester benefit show. Incredible. Here's the thing: Everyone on my team knew if Scooter Braun brings us something, don't bring me. The fact that these two are in business together after what he said about Scooter Braun - it's really hard to shock me. And it was absolutely shocking. These are two very wealthy,
very powerful men using $300 million of other people's money to buy, for example, the most body of work. And then they stand in the wood panel bar doing a tacky photo shoot, lifting a glass of Scotch. Because they pulled one on me and got it done so sneakily that I didn't even see it come. And I couldn't say anything about it. x) July 10,
2019 - Amazon Prime Day ConcertJuly 23, 2019- shoots Lover's music video, shares with Joe on Instagram, releases Archer's single live coverage and receives VMA nominations, doing an interview with CBS Sunday morning AT SOME POINT IN AUGUST 2019! (Folklore is planned already??) The first secret session in London on



Friday, August 2, 2019 Karlie Kloss turns 27 August 3, 2019August 4th, 2019Second secret session in Nashville on Sunday 4 August 2019 (More than 100 fans attended, apparently as it was said, that the event was attended by guests from Nashville for a session and an alleged Rhode Island session. (There are rumors the original
Rhode Island session has been canceled because the date got leaked)) August 5, 2019 Nashville When we spoke seven years ago, you were going so well, and you were very worried that something would fail. yes, I knew it was going to happen. I felt like I was walking the sidewalk knowing eventually the sidewalk was going to crumble
and I was going to fall off. You can't continue to win and have people like it. People love the new one so much - they raise you to the flag, and you're waving at the top of the flagpole for a while. And then they like, Wait, this new flag is what we really love. They decide what you do is wrong, that you don't stand for what you need to stand
for. You're a bad example. Then if you keep making music and you survive, and you keep connecting with people, eventually they put you a little up the flagpole again, and then they take you back down and back up again. And it happens to women more than it happens to men in music. But you've also had good things happen in your life
at the same time – it's part of reputation.My real story about the moments on that album are songs like Subtle, New Year's Day, Call It What You Want, Dress. The one-two punch, bait and switch reputation is that it was actually a love story. It was a love story between chaos. All the gun-type metal battle anthems were what was happening
outside. It was a battle raging that I could see from the windows, and then there was what was going on inside my world – my newly quiet, cozy world that was going on my own terms for the first time. . . . Strange, because in some of the worst times of my career and reputation, I dare say I had some of the most beautiful times – in the
quiet life I chose to have. And I had some of the most incredible memories with friends, which I now knew I was taking care of, even if everyone hated me. Bad things were really significant and harmful. But good things will survive. Good lessons - you realize that you can not just show your People.... words are my my the way to make
sense of the world and express yourself - and now any words I say or write are twisted before me. People love the frenzy of hatred. It's like a piranhas. People have had so much fun hating me, and they don't really need very many reasons to do it. I felt like the situation was pretty desperate. I've always written a lot of really aggressive
bitter poems. I wrote many think pieces that I knew I would never publish, about what it means to feel like you're in a shame spiral. And I couldn't figure out how to learn from it. Because I wasn't sure what I did that was so wrong. It was really hard for me because I can't stand it when people don't take criticism. So I try to self-examine, and
while it's really hard and hurts a lot sometimes, I really try to understand where people come from when they don't like me. And I'm totally getting why people wouldn't like me. Because, you know, I had my insecurities to say those things – and things 1,000 times worse.... But I can't really answer someone by saying, You, as a human
being, are fake. And if they say you play victim, that completely undermines your ability to ever verbalize as you feel unless it's positive. So, well, I just smile all the time and never say anything hurts me? Because it's really fake. Should I be sure about how I feel and have a valid, legitimate response to things that have happened to me in
my life? But wait, would it play the victim? ... I needed to grow in many ways. I needed to make boundaries to find out who was mine and what was in society. That old version of mine that is constantly and uneupled with a world with which it probably doesn't fit in? I think it's gone. But it was really just like an interesting moment in the
studio with me and Jack [Antonoff] where I wanted to play an idea about a phone call – because that's how it all started, a stupid phone call I didn't have picked up.... I don't think I've ever leaned on an old version of myself more creative than I did on this album, where it's very, very autobiographical. But also moments of extreme captures
and moments of extreme personal confession.... But is there an idea that as your life becomes less dramatic, do you need to pull ideas from other places? I don't feel that way yet. I think maybe that's how I feel when I have a family. If I have a family. [Pause] I don't know why I said that! But what I heard from other artists is that they were
very protective of their personal lives, so they had to draw inspiration from other things. But again, I don't know why I said that. Because I don't know how my life is going to go or what I'm going to do. But now, I feel like it's easier for me to write than it's ever been.... I'm no longer afraid to say that other things in my career, such as how to
sell an album, are strictly strategic. And I'm sick of women not saying that they have strategic business minds – male artists are allowed. And that's why I'm sick and tired of pretending I don't run my business. But it's a different part of my brain than I write. You have mastered your business since you were a teenager. Yes, but I've also tried
very hard – and that's one thing I regret – to convince people that I'm not alone in holding puppet strings in my marketing existence, or the fact that I sit in a conference room several times a week and come up with these ideas. For a very long time I felt that people do not want to think of a woman in music, which is not just a happy,
talented accident. We're all forced to be like, aw, shucks, it happened again! We're still doing well! Aw, that's so great. Alex Morgan celebrates scoring a goal at the World Cup and getting crap for this is a great example of why we can't flaunt or celebrate, or reveal that, like, Oh, yes, it was me. I came with this stuff. I think it's really unfair.
People love new female artists so much because they are able to explain the success of that woman. There is an easy trajectory. Look at the Game of Thrones finale. I specifically really related to daenerys storyline because to me it portrayed that it is much easier for a woman to achieve power than to maintain it.... for me, the times when
I felt like I was going insane was when I tried to keep my career the same way I took off. It is easier to get power than to maintain it. It is easier to get recognition than to maintain it. It's easier to get attention than to keep it.... maybe this is a reflection on how we treat women in power, how we're absolutely going to conspire against them
and tear into them before they feel it – it's an insane shift where you wonder, for example, what has changed? And I had that happen like 60 times in my career, where I was like, OK, you liked me last year, what changed? I think I'll change so I can keep entertaining you guys.... the question for me is if you keep trying to do good things, but
everyone has seen those things cynically and assumed that they must be done with bad motivation and bad intentions, do you still do good things, even though nothing that you did was viewed so well? And the answer is, yes. Constructive criticism is useful for the growth of my character. Unreasonable criticism is the stuff I have thrown
away now.... I've never had therapy. I talk to my mom a lot because my mom is the one who saw everything. God, it takes so long to download something in the last 29 years of my life, and my mom has seen everything. She knows exactly where I come from. And we're talking endlessly. There were times when I had really, really, really
bad days when we were just calling for hours and hours. I would write something that I wanted to say, and instead of posting it, I just read it to her.lyric in Daylight, an idea of so many lines that I crossed unforgiven – it's a different kind of confession. I'm really glad you enjoyed it line because it's something that bothers me by looking back
at life and understanding that no matter what, you screw things up. Sometimes there are people who have been in your life, and they are no longer - and there is nothing you can do about it. You can not solve, you can not change. I told fans last night that sometimes on my bad days, I feel like my life is a bunch of crap accumulated only in
bad headlines or bad things that have happened, or mistakes I've made or clichés or rumors or things that people have thought about me or thought of over the last 15 years. And it was part of the Look What You Made Me Do music video where I had literally a bunch of old selves to fight each other. But, yes, that line shows my anxiety
about how in life you can't get everything right. Many times you make the wrong call, make the wrong decision. Say the wrong thing. It hurts people, even if you didn't want to. You really don't know how to solve all this. Some of this, for example, is 29 years worth. No one was hurt by him. No one gets through one piece. I think it's a hard
thing for a lot of people to realize. I know that I had a hard time because I kind of grew up thinking: If I'm beautiful, and if I try to do the right thing, you know, maybe I can just like, ace it all. And it turns out I can't. It's interesting to look at I've done something wrong in this context. You point out that it's really interesting because that's what
I've had to match over the last couple of years – that sort of good complex. Because since I was a kid, I've been trying to be nice, to be a good person. Try really hard. But sometimes you walk. And how do you react to walking? You can't just sit there and eat your salad and let it happen. I did something wrong was about what I was so pre-
existing, something I usually do. ... a couple of years ago I started working to actually just react to my emotions in a faster fashion. And it really helped with things. It helped so much because sometimes you get arguments. But the conflict is now much better than fighting after the fact. x) The third secret session in LA on Tuesday, August 6,
2019th the same day this pic was takenalso no livestream announcementAugust 10 LA party with YNTCD and ME! Costars #drunktaylor-purple nails (the last Friday of August is wearing a purple day (lgbt))The reality of August, 2019 Nashville, Swift says, is that she was completely broken. Every domino fell, she says bitterly. It became
really frightening for someone to even know where I was. And I felt completely unable to do or say anything in public, at all. Even about my music. I've always said I'm not going to talk about what's going on personally, because it was a personal time. She's not going to get into specifics. I just need some things that are mine, she despairs.
Just some things. ... their relationship is the only other thing she will not talk about. I that if I do, people think it's up to the debate, and our relationship isn't up for discussion, she says, laughing when I try a secret angle. If you and I are having a glass of wine now, we'll talk about it – but it's just that it goes out into the world. That's where the
limit is, and that's where my life became manageable. I really want him to feel manageable. ... trying to pinpoint the moment when the career was wrong. I ask her to imagine that she is watching an episode of herself and doing the same thing: where was her wrong? Oh my God, she says, drawing a deep breath and letting her lips vibrate
as she exhales. I mean, it's so depressing! She's thinking back and trying to direct. What I remember was that [the show] was always like, then we started fighting on a tour bus and then the drummer quit and the guitarist was like, You don't pay me enough. But that's not what she used to say. Interviewed in her early 20s, Swift often
remarked that an artist fails when they lose self-awareness, as if repeating it would act as a ban from succumbing to the same fate. But did she make that mistake herself? She squeezes her nose and blows cleanse ringing in her ears before replying. I really think sometimes you don't understand how you're perceived, she says. Pop music
can feel like a hunger games, and like we're gladiators. And you can really lose focus on the way it feels because that's how stan a lot of [fan] Twitter and tabloid publications and blogs that seem – the reanansm of everything makes you feel really intense. She describes how bridges burned in 2016 as a kind of oblivion. I didn't realize that
it was like the classic overthrow of a man in power — where you didn't understand whispers behind your back, you didn't realize the chain reaction of events that caused everything to fall apart accurately and perfectly to break it down. ... where her career turned, she said she hoped she would not fit into her apocalypse in the summer of
2016. Maybe it's wanting thinking, she said, but I'd like to think it would be in a couple of years. It is funny to hear her hope that the worst will come while sitting on the site of her fairy tales, the walking of a cat: a pragmatist who opposes her romantic monument to teenage dreams. But it sounds something like a perspective.... Swift says
she stopped trying to explain herself, something she really could. As it worked on reputation, it was also a situation of writing a think-piece a day that I knew I would never publish: stuff I would say, and different things that no one knew. If she could forgive herself, why not? She's leaning forward. That's why, she says conspiracy. Because
when people are in a frenzy of hatred and they find something mutually hated together, it bonds them. And all you say is a mockery of the echo hall. It compares to tidal waves. You can either stand there and let the wave crash into you, and you can try as hard as you can to fight something that is more powerful and bigger than you, she
says. Or you can dive under water, hold your breath, wait until it passes, and while you are there, try to learn something. Why was I in that part of the ocean? There were clear signs that said: RIP wave! Under your feet! Don't swim! No rescuers! She's on a roll. Why was I there? Why did I trust the people I trusted? Why did I put people into
my life the way I let them in? What did I do to cause this? After the incident with Minaj, her critics began to point out the story of a white victim in Swift's career. Speaking slowly and cautiously, she says she came to understand a lot about how my privilege allowed me not to learn about white privilege. I didn't know about it as a child, and
it's a privilege itself, you know? And this is something that I'm still trying to educate myself every day. How can I see where people come from, and understand the pain that comes with the history of our world? She also takes some responsibility for her excessive waste, and some tabloid drama. If she didn't wish a friend happy birthday on
Instagram, there would be posts about snuffed out friendships, even if they were celebrated together. Since we didn't post about it, it didn't happen – and I realized I did that, she says. I've created the expectation that everything in my life, what happened, people will see. But she also says she couldn't win. I kinda used to be gaslit so far,
she draws to wear. And I think it happens to women so often that as we get older and see how the world works, we can see what is gaslighting. So I can look at 1989 and go - KITTIES! She broke down as an assistant walks with Swift's three beloved cats, stars on her Instagram feed, back from a veterinarian before they fly to England this
week. Benjamin, Olivia and Meredith mischievous circled our feet (they were afraid of koi) as Swift resumed her train thought, back in the 1989 release and subsequent fallout. Oh my God, they were mad at me smiling a lot and quote-unquote acting fake. And then they were mad at me so I was upset and bitter and kicking back. The rules
are constantly changing. When you deal with a few of them, the daffodils basically subscribe to the belief system so that they should be able to do and say what the hell they want, as soon as the hell they want, says Swift, speaking in full pelt. And if we – like anyone else in the world, but women in particular – respond to this, well, we are
not allowed to. We are not allowed to respond to their actions. ... But she says that [she and Harvey Weinstein] have never been together. He'd call my management and it would be like, Does she have a song for this movie? And I would be like, here he is, she says dispassionately. And then I wouldn't Globes. I absolutely never hung up.
And I would get a vibe – I would never vouch for it. I believe in women who come forward, I believe in the victims who come forward, I believe in the men who come forward. Quick inspiration, flustered. She says Weinstein never offered her. If you listen to stories, he chose people who were vulnerable, in his opinion. It seemed like a matter
of power. So, it doesn't tell me anything - that I wasn't in that situation. ... Did Borchetta ever advise her not to speak [politically]? She exhales. It was just me and my life, as well as doing a lot of self-reflection about how I felt really compassionate for not saying anything. I wanted to try to help in any way that I could, the next time I got a
chance. I don't help, I don't feel capable – and whenever I can, I go. ... How does writing about her personal life work if she sets a clearer threshold? It actually made me feel freer, she says. I've always had this habit of never really going into detail about what situation inspired what thing is, but even more so now. That's only half the truth:
in the past, Swift didn't shy away from the level of detail that invited fans to find out the specific truths about her relationship. And when I tell her that Lover feels emotionally protected by the album, she bristles. I know the difference between art creation and living my life as a reality star, she says. And then, even if it's hard for other people
to realize, my definition is really clear. How will you learn to keep? How you learn to have these phantoms disasters in mind that you play, and how you stop yourself from sabotage – because the panic mechanism in your brain says that something has to go wrong. For her, this is what is growing. You can't just make cut-and-dry decisions
in life. A lot of things are negotiation and grey area and dance, how to figure it out. x) Lover lyric video drops August 15, 2019Lover (single) - August 16, 2019 The week before Lover (album) dropped, Taylor released Lover (single). Soon fans were able to tie most of the lines back to Karlie. At one point she compared a superstar in the
digital age to living in a doll house where voyeurs can send you with whom they want to send you, and they can have the favorite friends you have, and they can know where you are all the time. The metaphor was accurate and bright and, well, a little too complicated given to turn off the cuff. (Also, ME! lyrics: Baby doll when it comes to
lover. I promise you'll never find someone like me.) (x) I love you three summers now, honey, but I want 'em allDain, Taylor links love someone for three summers, aka three years. If you think her beard is legal then she means she's been with Joe for three summers. But that actually means she refers to a time when she was on a world
pap-shot tour with Tom Hiddleston from the album was completed in February 2019... That means she's only been with Joe for two summers. This lyrics doesn't make sense in the context that it's about Joe. She's referring back to Karlie though (shocker). We can let our friends crash in the living room / This is our place, we call shortly
before lover one fell, Scooter Braun (Karlie's manager) planted an article on Page Six that trashed Taylor and said that Karlie and Taylor had a great fight and no longer friends. As most know, it's been quite a long time in a battle behind the scenes with Scooter and Josh, but it's become even worse since Scooter, with the help of Josh
Kushner and the Carlyle Group, bought Taylor's masters. In order to fight back, (probably) Wood eventually planted her article debunking what Scooter had planted, confirming the girls are well and still friends. In a Page Six article though, Scooter planted that Taylor was upset with the location at Karlie would simply invite people over
Taylor. Then in the song, we miss Taylor herself to confirm that this is their place and they can have their friends more. Thank you Scooter Braun for confirming Lover is about Karlie and that you are full of crap. Here's a message that refers to this connection as well. Can I go where you go? Part of the song video is looking similar to
something Karlie did. Can we be this close forever and ever? Taylor has inserted a video of fireworks sparks, and they look very similar to the ones they lit up taylor's July 4th party in 2016, and you can see Taylor's face in both and I'm very suspicious that anyone who sees you wants yourKitu clips from Lyric Video: There's a video that
looks like Taylor's baking is something. Taylor also included a video from the Rep era, where she's on the roof and someone's knee flashes on the screen. It was always thought to have been Karlie's knee because he had a clean razor. Big Sur Links: If you don't know why Big Sur is important, please check out this tag first! This shot of the
lyrical video looks very similar to the Instagram post that Taylor put on her and Karlie's journey with the caption as lyrics from You Are In Love. There is also this shot of Taylor under the falcon (some kind of bird lol I don't know) that looks like taken in Big Sur. August 16, 2019: Lover tracklist is released. Lover one release. The length of the
track is 3:41, 143 back. Taylor likes Tumblr to post about Mr. Rogers' connection to the length of the song and I love you in terms. The lyrics of the song Bridge refer to Shakespeare's game All's Well That Ends Well. In the play there is a character under the name Diana.Karlie Auditioning Lover on Repeat on Spotify - August 17, 2019 The
day after Lover (single) dropped, Karlie's publicly verified Spotify account revealed that she was listening to Lover for 20 minutes straight... Saturday Night at 10 p.m. Spotify Promo - August 20, 2019On Tuesday morning, Spotify their latest billboard promo for the upcoming drop taylor album. The image below was plastered in Times
Square nyc. Then Karlie began posting this on Instagram later in the evening the same day:August 22, 2019 - Lover's music video premiere Music video features a fish scene and an inverted room and a heavy focus on the New Year's Day party room representing the Red Album. On August 23, 2019, Lover's live loungeLover album was
released: Geographically I was in New York. I was in a hotel, in a room, so I had a few friends there. Jack Antonoff was there, who produced a lot of songs to record with me and wrote a few things with me, and then I had my parents. I had a lot of people on the management team who had completely killed themselves for six months in
preparation for this show that was basically like 20, 25 people in the room and ... I was on Tumblr and one of my fans was like Guys! It's iTunes! And it happened maybe 10 minutes earlier and I was like guys! Check your phone! .... And so we all started freaking out and then playing songs on our phones because these are songs that I
could only hear for me, like, headphones, never being able to play loud on the phone in the last year or so. It was amazing. It was this incredible experience and then all of a sudden what happens at midnight is the reviews start publishing because these journalists heard the album in advance... so reviews started hitting and all of a
sudden, I was like, This is the best reviews I've ever purchased in my entire career. Like, my hands were on my face. I was completely in ruins... I was like on the floor. x) August 24, 2019Filming probably stopped on August 26-ish, 2019-VMAs and Nail Painting with Todrick MA Doc(1:18:15)September 2, 2019: In an interview with Radio 1
Breakfast about unpopular views, Taylor says that her favorite Christmas movie is 2005's Just Friends.September 3, 2019 Taylor sings a sad acoustic version of Holy Land and Can't Stop You Loving. 2019: Taylor is spotted attending Fleabag London's Wyndham Theater.Dianna likes a picture of Cleo Wade: If someone can't love all of you
when you've been together, they don't deserve to keep your parts they want after you divorce. Someone remembered when they ask if you can still be friends. It's a statement similar to Taylor's reputation album prologue: Someone who still chooses us even when he sees all the sides of the story, all the corners of the kaleidoscope that are
you. (2017) September 9, 2019 City of Lover concert ParisSeptember 2019 Joe and Taylor gets on their jet plane to their Rhode Island beach houseSeptember 23, 2019: Dianna announces her bloody hero Phoebe Waller-Bridge and tells people to get on board. LGBT History Month - October 2, 2019 Karlie publishes a video about the
time she cuts her hair in Vogue (your buzz cut (dress)) October 3, 2019: Taylor drops Red (2012) refers to Jimmy Fallon and promotes his upcoming SNL appearance. On October 5, 2019 Taylor performs False God and Lover on SNL. Phoebe Waller-Bridge hosts. Dianna is taking part in the show with all the access behind the scenes to
pass. She leaves her hand with Joe for her after party (that Dianna is involved in, in fact) -mint green nails. Austin publishes a picture of the parking lot on the beach with palm trees with a headline straight back from where we started, lyrics from Maxine Nightingale's song of the same name. October 8, 2019 International Lesbian
DayOctober 11 - National Coming Out DayOctober 11, 2019 Taylor's Instagram aesthetic begins to changeOctober 19, 2019Laura Sidk announced this October 30, 2019November 5, 2019: Taylor arrives in Tokyo and announces pasta aquariums. 10 November 2019 - Coral piano? November 13, 2019 - Anniversary of the kiss. World
Goodness Day is celebrated on November 13 each year, and pay tribute to Mr. Rogers' message spread love, people are encouraged to wear cardigans like his iconic red sweater. In November 2019, Taylor accepts friends forgiving november 19, 2019 eye theoryNovember 22, 2019 Taylor announces her Lover of the Snow Globe
November 24, 2019 AMA Artists 2020. Swift will start Lover Fest, a stadium date run that will hand-elect artists (not yet announced) and allow Swift more time off the road. This is the year when I have to be there in my family - there are many question marks in the coming years, so I wanted to make sure I could go home, says Swift, most
likely referring to her mother's cancer diagnosis. ... New artists and producers and writers need a job, and they need to be loved and booked in sessions, and they can't make noise - but if I can, then I'm going to, - promises Swift. This is where being incredibly famous can be a very good thing. I know it looks like I'm very loud about it, she
says, but that's because something has to be. ... I spent a lot of time recalibrating my life to make it feel manageable. Because there were a few years when I felt like I didn't quite know what exactly to give people and what to hold back, what to share and what to protect. I think a lot of people have been going through this, especially over
the last decade. I erupted through up to social media, and then took this stage where social media felt fun and casual and exotic and safe. And then it got to the point where everyone has to assess their relationship with social media. So I decided that the best thing I have to offer people is my music. I'm not really here to influence their
fashion or social life. It's down to the living part of what I'm doing.... I get so many phone calls from new artists out of the blue – like, hey, I'm getting my first wave of bad press, I'm freaking out, can I talk to you? And the answer is always yes! I am talking about more than 20 people who accidentally with me. I refer to it as a compliment
because it means they see what you do occurred during my career, over and over again.... From a creative point of view, I write one much more. It's good for me to be alone, to think alone. When I come up with the idea of the lover tour marketing, the album launch, the merch, I'll go straight to my management company, which I put in. I
think the team is the best way to manage. Just from my experience, I don't think it's the most important, one-person-handle-my career thing ever going to work for me. Because that kind of person ends up being me, which comes with most ideas, and then I have an amazing team that facilitates these ideas. Behind-the-scenes work is
different at every stage of my career that I am. Put together a festival show that we make the Lover is completely different than the composition of the Reputable Stadium Tour. Putting together a reputation for launching was so different than the launch of the 1989. So we really attack things on a case-by-case basis, when creativity first
informs everything else. ... I'm thinking about [starting a label or signing other artists] every time, but if I'm going to do it, I need to do it with all my energy. I know how important that is when you have someone else's career in your hands, and I know how it feels when someone is not generous.... Fortunately, there is the power to write your
own music. Every week we get a dozen synchronous queries to use Shake It Off in a particular ad or Blank Space in some movie trailers, and we say not to each of them. And the fact that I am rerecording to my music next year is because I want my music to live. I want him to be in the movies, I want him to be in the commercials. But I
only want it if I own it. [I don't know how long the recording process will take, but] it's going to be fun because it feels like it's regaining freedom and taking back what's mine. When I created [these songs], I didn't know what they were going to grow up for. Going back and knowing that it meant something to people is actually a really nice
way to celebrate what the fans did in my music. x) November 27, 2019 eye theoryChristmas Tree Farm December 1, 2019(p: Jimmy Napes) here Frosty and BlueDecerate 4, 2019 - the same folklore jacketDec. 4, 2019 karlie sells her west village apt. meanwhile, reports say that Taylor spends a lot of time in London with Joe and doesn't
go out much and it's hilarious on December 9, 2019: Taylor performs red album songs 22 and WANEGBT Jingle Ball in London.December 12, 2019: During her decade a woman's speech Taylor closes with a reference to the light of day and 22 lyrics stating: Thanks for, happy, free, bewildered, sometimes lonely, but mostly gold Sixties.
She also names 18 of her favorite female performers in music, among them the King's Princess.Dec. 13, 2019 =30 years, Billboard Woman of the Decade hereDecember 13, 2019 (Taylor's 30th birthday) - Dianna adds the song Got It Bad (which is the song Got It Bad (which is sensual song) to a playlist titled T 2017 on your private spotify
accountDec. 16, 2019 jack tweets hello from the studio... Taylor goes to the Cats premiere in London with Joe Dec. 18, 2019 (Wearing the same shirt on March 4, 2019)Reports say that Taylor was in London with Joe for Christmas week while the family flew out of Nashville, but I'm curious about being a TWEET THE NEXT DAY LOOKS
CRYPTIC GIVEN THIS CONTEXT, WHETHER IT'S TRUE OR NOT LOLDecember 25, 2019 : Dianna reports on her Chanh nap , subtly directed by its blue wall. December 27, 2019 jack tweets ok. back to the studio now. goodmorning my upstairs neighbors! January 1, 2020 Taylor goes to a concert in the Maldives with Joe January 5,
2020 Her experience with the court was very important, she says, finding herself needing to talk about the beliefs I've always had because it felt like an opportunity to shed light on what those trials are. I have experienced this as someone with a special privilege, so I can only imagine what it means when you do not have it. And I think the
one theme that eventually appears in the film is what happens when you're not just a human pleaser, but someone who's always been respectful of authority figures, doing what you had to do is polite at all costs. I still think it's important to be polite, but not anywhere, she says. Not when you're pushed outside, not when people walk
through you. I needed to reach the point where I was ready, I could and wanted to call the bulls , and not just smile my way through it. ... [For a speech at the age of a BBA woman]: Well, I sleep well at night, knowing that I'm right, she responds, and knowing that after 10 years it will be a good thing that I've talked about artists' rights to
their art, and that we're inscaling conversations like: Can record deals be shorter, or how we really help artists if we don't give them the first right to give up their work If they want to? Obviously, any time you stand before or for someone, you will never receive unanimous praise. But it makes you be brave. And that's what's different from
how I live my life now. (Brown's camp could not be reached for comment.) ... Since she usually wants to spend nine months a year after the album's release on the road, she plans to limit himself to four stadium dates in America this summer and a trip around the festival track in Europe. It might not be 100% for personal reasons: I wanted
to be able to perform in places that I didn't perform so much, and do what I didn't before, like Glastonbury, she says. I feel like I haven't done festivals, really, since the beginning of my career – they're fun and bringing people together in a really cool way. But I also wanted to be able to work as much as I can to work now, with everything
that happens at home. And I wanted to figure out how I could do both of those be able to be there for your mother's main concern? yes, that's it. That's the reason, she says. I mean, we don't know what's going to happen. We don't know what treatment we're going to choose. It was just a decision that at the time, for now, for what is
happening. Everyone loves their mother; everyone has an important mother, she allows. But for me, it really is the main force. Almost every decision I take, I'm talking to her about it first. So obviously it was a really big thing to ever talk about your illness. During filming, when Andrea's cancer returned a second time, she was going through
chemo, and it is hard enough for a person to go through. Then it became more difficult. Speaking publicly for the first time about this latest development, Swift quietly reveals: While she survived treatment, they found a brain tumor. And what a person goes through symptoms when they have a brain tumor is nothing like what we've ever
been through with their cancer before. So it just was really hard for us as a family.... I chose Netflix because it's a very broad, accessible medium for people who are just like, Hey, what is it? I'm bored. I like it because I do so many things that specifically impress fans who love my music, I think it's important to get there for people who don't
care at all. ... I don't think I've ever written this much. It's exhibited by Lover, having the most songs that I've ever had on an album (18, to be exact). But even after I made the album, I kept writing and going to the studio. That's a new thing I've experienced this time. It's like finally removing the lid from the jar you've been working on for
years. ... you become a brand. It's inevitable for me, but I think it's really necessary to feel like I can still communicate with people. And as a songwriter, it's really important to still feel human and process things in a human way. Across the line all this is humanity, and reaching out and talking to people and having them see things that are
not cute. There are many in this documentary that are not cute. x) January 5, 2020 Taylor goes to the Golden Globes with Joe January 10, 2020: In preparation for her role as a winner, Dianna publishes a photo of her books and magazines and notes placed on the table. In one of the books titled The End of Troy by Laura Riding is a
helmet photo. The story recounts the history of the Trojan siege from the point of view of the Trojan horses and Greek invaders. (Betty/James vibes) January 22, 2020 The day before Taylor's premiere of Miss Americana, Dianna publishes her ✌  story. January 23, 2020: Taylor ✌  poses on the red carpet at Sundance, her hair pinned
to resemble her 1989-era hairstyle. January 22 or 29, 2020 Jack West Hollywood la studio with Laura SiskJanuary 25, 2020: Dianna publishes a video in which she laughs with her hair stylist about hair pinning. 27 January 2020 A music video is filmed at the end of January, here at the 2nd, 3rd, 4th premieres February 27, 2020 February
6, 2020-LA February 8, 2020: A rumor surfaced about Taylor asking Phoebe Waller-Bridge to let his brother Austin sing the song Killing Eve soundtrack. On February 12, 2020 Taylor goes to the NME Awards in London with Joe on February 17, February 23, 2020 Joe's birthday double date at a London restaurant in February 2020 -
Dianna and Taylor are in London at the same time on February 24-28, 2020 February 27, 2020: Dianna publishes a photo of Paris me!/Treacherous/Grace Kelly-esque black and white dress. February 28, 2020 February 29, 2020March 3, 2020March 5, Subtle release of annualMarch 6, 2020 (blue = subtle vibes)March 7, 2020: Taylor
updates his Apple playlist ME! with nostalgic comfort songs for the Month of Women's History. Laura Sisk announced this on March 8, 2020 in Quarantine Theory: (@kittythrill on tumblr)karlie's quarantine lodge in NY was a wedding trick locationMarch 9, 2020 - Joe announces a pic of Taylor in the woods, wearing the same jacket depicted
on folklore album, which perhaps means she knew another album. March 11, 2020: Dianna's stunning photo shoot of Romeo and Juliet, shot almost a year ago in May 2019, is released. Interestingly, it is released with little fanfare, not attached to a project or interview or publication. A March 15, 2020 JackReal phone call with Kanye leaks
in mid-March As Laura Sisk announces this March 24, 2020March 24, 2020 marriage messages circulating as an idea, but a source calls Joe one of the only safe constants of her life. It's always been a huge support and stuck to her (probably speaking about Karlie) On March 25, 2020: Dianna posts and publicly shares 13 of her Spotify
playlists to fight quarantine blues (after fans drew attention to her Spotify secret collection of playlist pseudonyms). March 27, 2020: Taylor takes over Amplify's playlist for Women's History Month. Selena &amp; Chef + folkloreApril 3, 2020: Taylor guest DJs siriusXM, songwriting and movie recommendations for fighting quarantine blues,
including Rear Window, starring Grace Kelly.April 8, 2020: Dianna publishes a post about midnight quarantine strolling bat mitzvah memory lane and uses ✌  to close the clip. April 10, 2020 National Siblings DayTaylor post appears to complete ✌ ✌  with a photo of her, Austin, and a faceless blonde girl flashing ✌ . April
2020Mirrorball, August, This is me trying, illegal affairs, Betty we all write with Jack and finished in May. Then she mentioned [in May?] that she would have written a few songs in the previous scene with Jack [Antonoff], and they felt like they really fit in with what we were doing. -Aaron Dessner (x)April 14, 2020April 18, 2020: Together at
home special ethers containing Taylor's performance soon you'll get better, it seems to be filmed at her LA home. April 27, 2020 - There's a lot to do (22 Red link) At the end of April So I just sent her a folder of things I did and was excited about. Hours after that, she sent back a fully written version of Cardigan. It was like a bolt of lightning
that shook the house. ... I didn't know that we were actually working on the record for quite some time. It just seemed like she was looking for me to collaborate on (x) [Cardigan]'s first song we wrote [in early May]... it was originally called Maple -Aaron Dessner (x) - LIKE MAPLE LATTE (secret message All Too Well)She wrote Cardigan,
and then Seven, then Peace. They kind of set a road map because Cardigan was such an experimental ballad, the closest thing to a pop song record, but it's definitely not. It's an emotional thing, but it contains some strange sounds. Seven is such a nostalgic, emotional folk song. Even before she was singing, I felt this nostalgia, a wise
feeling, and I think that's exactly what she wished. And peace that just showed me the incredible versatility that she had. This song has only three aligned bass lines and a pulse. I like to play boss like that - play one line then match another and the other, which is the behavior I stole from Justin Vernon because he did that because of the
other things we did together. And in fact, it's his pulse, he sent me that pulse and said, Do something with this. x) April 29, 2020 Joe announces benji photos of IGstory on Distraction May 6, 2020 Jack Antonoff and Mike Birbiglia talk about the new album Jack works with Taylor May 7, 2020: Taylor posts a photo of herself in a flower
sweater at home with wine, captioned the End Game reference, biiig isolation . May 8, 2020: After fans theory flees the wild on a date, September's City Lover entered a concert special being announced for the 5/17 premiere. On May 10, 2020, the Last Great American Dynasty, written with Aaron Dessner When there were six or
seven songs we wrote in a couple of weeks, she said, Hey, can we talk? Then she said, This is what I imagined, and began to tell me about the concept of folklore. - Aaron Dessner (x) It was only after I wrote six or seven songs, basically when I thought my writing was done when we got on the phone and said, OK, I think we're making an
album. I have these six other ideas that I love with Jack [Antonoff] that we've already done, and I think what we've done fits really well with them. (x)-ALL SONGS WRITTEN WITH JACK HAVE BEEN MADE THIS TIME (My tears ricochet, Mirrorball, August, This Is Me Trying, Illegal Affairs, Betty's Mad Woman is the one I wrote shortly
after (x)May 14, 2020 - BUNS- sent Aaron a voice memo cardigan Karlie made it to California to be with loved ones after nonstop stunting with Jerk New YorkMay 15, 2020Dianna posts stories featuring home décor and surreal art. One photo is a hand holding mirror with pearls in it by Daisy Hoppen. KATY Perry releases DaisiesMay 19:
Jerk posts throwing pic of Karlie, no tag for her (remind everyone they were together for posts and erases two stories, one with curlers in the dressing room mirror, one featuring two polaroids of unknown time and space. They feature her beautifully dressed chair with a green wall and blue floors in an unevenly lit room. On the wall enclave
behind it is a basket of what looks like gerber daisies. May 21, 2020: Dianna announces something about that ceiling and later edits the headline to indicate the shade of salmon. Taylor films herself writing a new album May 22, 2020: After fans theories about the date run wild, the reputation of merch goes on sale. May 24, 2020: National
Brothers Day, Killing Eve episodes premieres with an unheard-of band jack leopards and dolphin club performing the LWYMMD cover during the introduction. May 28: Karlie's Get Ready With Me YouTube video/ad where she shows her in Jerk's NYC apartment, which had zero personality and seemed to be renting 1 and making fun, the
first song and the last song, was the last song we did. The album was sort of finished before that. We thought it was over, but Taylor then went back to the ideas folder that I shared. I think in a way she didn't realize she was writing for this album or for the future. She wrote 1, and a couple of hours later wrote a hoax and sent them in the
middle of the night. When I woke up in the morning, I wrote to her before she woke up in LA and said, This must be a record. She woke up and said, I agree [laughs]. It's a bookstore, you know? - Aaron dessner (x)There is sadness, but it is a kind of sadness of hope. It's a recognition that you take the burden of your partners, your loved
ones, and their ups and downs. It's both peace and make fun of me. That's part of how I feel about these songs because I think it's life. There is a reality, severity or understanding of the human condition. -Aaron (Hoax) (x)JUNE IS PRIDE MONTHJUNE 1: Karlie liked Tay's tweet by calling Trump and put it on his Instagram storyJune 3:
Cara feature with variety about her pride, where: Tay was interviewed and there was confirmation Cara crashed at T's NYC location in one summer (we can let our friends crash in the living room): Cara is extreme, eccentric, cheerful, loving and very loyal, Swift writes in an email to Variety. She's a natural explorer and always hunts for
another adventure, so the wild ride is her friend. You legally never know where the night will take you when it is around. But while she is tenacious and outgoing, she is also the person you will find in the corner of the party, talking to someone she has just met for hours, just because they are going through roughly. She's very curious about
others and deeply sensitive. The fact that a mixture of curiosity and sensitivity, I think, makes it so natural to become something else on camera. x) June 3: Gossip Cop's What Happened To Taylor Swift and Joe Alwyn Getting Married and Having a Baby? Article 1 (we are all to know buddy)June 6: Japanese magazine feature Karlie made
there, where Taylor was originally mentioned as a famous girlfriend (courtesy of @9w1ft)June 5, 2020June 6: The Blast's Victoria's Secret Model Confirms She Was Taylor Swift's Roommate, May not be the only article that basically gave the entire random Kaylor descent and dug up a 2014 Daily Mail article stating that they lived together
on the west coast (this 2014). article was quickly removed for no reason)June 11, 2020June 7, 2020June 11, 2020June 12, 2020 - Pulse Nightclub Night Rememebrance June 16, 2020June 22, 2020: Cornelia Street Live from Paris video uploaded. Dianna streams California by Joni Mitchell on her Spotify, off the Blue album released on
June 22, 1971.June 24, 2020June 26, 2020JUNE IS PRIDE MONTHJuly 2, 2020: After shooting in New York, the unmasked Dianna publishes a video promoting the mask. July 10, 2020 - Cardigan - FolkloreJuly 14, 2020: Dianna's Instagram post, which immortalized Naya, is posted by Just Jared as a story a few hours before she posts it
on her page. July 17, 2020July 23, 2020 - THE FIRST DAY OF THE LEO SEASON. On the one-year anniversary of The Archer's release, taylor's surprise album folklore is published. Taylor explains that the album is about lost love and is a sad, beautiful, tragic reference to her in 2012. The red album that Dianna allegedly inspired. The
first single with a video featuring the Peter Pan/Wonderland setting is called Cardigan. Dianna publishes spotify playlist with Floor Cry's I'll Be Around.Swift is a longtime fan of the band [The National] and has even been spotted partying behind the scenes at the band's June 2019 concert at Prospect Park in Brooklyn, N.Y.THAT
AFTERNOON - DIANNA UPLOADS A NEW PLAYLIST ON SPOTIFY RIGHT I'LL BE AROUND, WITH ONE SONG ON IT – I'LL BE AROUND BY FLOOR CRYDIANNA ALSO STREAMS THE SONG I LOVE YOU SO BY WALTERJULY 24, 2020Taylor likes this tweet:July 25, 2020:AFTERNOON – DIANNA TURNS OFF HER SPOTIFY
AUDITION FOR THE REST OF THE DAY AND INTO THE NEXT DAY (WE THEORIZE LISTENING TO FOLKLORE)WINSTON MARSHALL PUBLISHES A PICTURE OF HER BANDMATE, in which monopoly plays and writes it with cardigan lyrics : And when I felt like I was an old cardigan under someone's bed, you put me in and said I
was your favorite. - Taylor Swift let the games begin (Ready For It) - (they divorced a month later)July 29, 2020Dianna posts instagram molly's birthday. Its caption changes from Missing my girl &lt;3 to My Girl &lt;3. TAYLOR RELEASES SALON CANDLELIGHT VERSION CARDIGANJULY 30, 2020 BLOG @swiftgron-GET-MARRIED
GETS ANON REMINDS THEM HOW DIANNA WOULD LISTEN TO PALE BLUE EYES VELVET UNDERGROUND AROUND SWIFTGRON WAS BROKEN IN 2013, THEY ANNOUNCE AND DISCUSS MAINAUGUST 4, 2020DIANNA STREAMS PALE BLUE EYES VELVET UNDERGROUND ON HER PUBLIC SPOTIFY 5 DAYS
@SWIFTGRON-GET-MARRIED DISCUSSED HER ORDER IN 2013, BLOGTAYLOR IS SPOTTED AT CAPE CAPE 5, 2020 Betty goes on the radio, DIANNA STREAMS PALE BLUE EYES AGAINAugust 6, 2020Kevin of Glee talks about Taylor on the set of Glee in February/March 2014. IS BRIEFLY SPOTTED IN LA WITH JOEAugust
8, 2020 Dianna returned to NYCAugust 15, 2020 Dianna and Taylor both announce support for the USPS during the same houraugust 16, 2020August 18, 2020: folklore bonus track lakes are released for streaming services. And Taylor discusses the meaning of deportation on Radio August 19, 2020: Announcing the divorce of Dianna
and Winston Marshall. August 20, 2020 Taylor FaceTimes with Selena for BBQ tacos and posts in the ESCAPISM section of ANDKarlie Kloss commented on brie roi video (Veggie Crunchwrap Supremes), Your Kitchen or Mine? August 21, 2020Escapition section August 21, 2020Dianna gay rumors pop up, including swiftgrondianna's
wikipedia page being edited, more feminine image is her main image, several people edit her personal life section. SWIFTGRON RUMORS ARE ADDED TO IT:August 23, 2020 11pm sleepless nights sectionAugust 28, 2020 national RED Wine Day Taylor nation postAugust 29, In 2020, more Swiftgron discussion pressaugust 30, 2020
Dianna old boss Ryan Murphy follows Taylor on Insta, so her 13th person, whom he follows Taylor, finishes her VMA acceptance speech for her husband with Hope to soon see you on August 31, 3020@swiftgron-get-married requests by Dianna to turn her Spotify performance back in September. 2, 2020 Dianna returns to Spotify with 2
new playlists on EOSV1 and contact, September 8, 2020May 3, 2020 Taylor sends baby Katy's hand embroidered blanketSSeptember 16, 2020 performs Betty ACP with rainbow guitarBetty Merch: J &amp; the B looks like T &amp; A KOctober 16 5pm Lightening boltsFirst song, written by Evermore, is Dorothea November 22, 2020Early
December Happiness written December 10, 2020 Evermore is published inDecember 11, 2020 Evermore released midnightExtra: @9w1ft's Tumblr Eye Theory kaylor: get by the end of this document! Here's a gift lol  If you want to icing them, just mix 1 cup of powdered sugar with 1/4 T tablespoon of nutmeg, 1/4 T tablespoon of
cinnamon and 3 TAYblespoons &lt;--(I'm so annoyed, it stunned me sometimes) milk or eggnog if you can find this time of year. The more milk/eggnog you add, the more your icing will become glaze. But glaze is legit too, that basically just LIVE YOUR LIFE. I easily sprinkle cinnamon through iced when cookies have been baked and iced,
but there are so many icy options you can associate with these cookies, I mean, it's unmanageable. If you really feel like you live on the edge, you can go ahead and add a few drops of food coloring to make it festive. It won't stop you. Read more: more:
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